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Abstract 
This thesis deals with the subject of nonparametric methods, focusing on 
application to economic issues. 
Chapter 2 introduces the basic nonparametric methods underlying the 
applications in the subsequent chapters. 
In Chapter 3 we propose some basic standards to improve the use and 
reporting of nonparametric methods in the statistics and economics literature 
for the purpose of accuracy and reproducibility. We make recommendations 
on four aspects of the application of nonparametric methods: computational 
practice, published reporting, numerical accuracy, and visualization. 
In Chapter 4 we investigate the effect of life-cycle factors and 01.11('1' de-
mographic characteristics on income inequality in the UK. Two conditional 
inequality measures are derived from estimating the cumulative distribution 
function of household income, conditional upon a broad set of explanatory 
variables. Estimation of the distribution is carried out using a semiparamet-
ric approach. The proposed inequality estimators are easily interpretable 
and are shown to be consistent. Our results indicate the importance of inter-
family differences in the analysis of income distribution. In addition. Ollr 
estimation procedure uncovers higher-order properties of the income distri-
bution and non-linearities of its moments that cannot be captured by means 
of a "standard" parametric approach. Several features of the conditional 
distribution of income are highlighted. 
Chapter 5 we reexamine the relationship between openness to trade and 
the environment, controlling for economic development, in order to iden-
tify the presence of multiple regimes in the cross-country pollution-economic 
relationship. We first identify the presence of multiple regimes by using 
specification tests which entertain a single regime model as the null hypoth-
esis. Then we develop an easily interpretable measure, based on an original 
application of the Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition, of the impact on the en-
III 
vironment due to differences in regimes. Finally we apply a nonp<lrHllH't.ric 
recursive partitioning algorithm to endogenously identify various regimes. 
Our conclusions are threefold. First, we reject the null hypothesis that all 
countries obey a common linear model. Second, we find that quant,itatin\l," 
regime differences can have a significant impact. Thirdly, by U'-lillg r<,gn\s-
sion tree analysis we find subsets of countries which appear to possess very 
different environmentalj economic relationships. 
In Chapter 6 investigate the existence of the so called environmental 
kuznet8 curve (EKC), the inverted-U shaped relationship between income and 
pollution, using nonparametric regression and a threshold regression meth-
ods.We find support for threshold models that lead to different reduced-form 
relationships between environmental quality and economic activity when 
early stages of economic growth are contrasted with later stages, There 
is no evidence of a common inverted U-shaped environment/economy rela-
tionship that all country follow as they grow. We also find that ChHllg(\S that, 
might benefit the environment occur at much higher levels of income than 
those implied by standard models. Our findings support models in which 
improvements are a consequence of the deliberate introduction of policies 
addressing environmental concerns. Moreover, we find evidence that coun-
tries with low-income levels have a far greater variability in emissions per 
capita than high-income countries. This has the implication that it may be 
more difficult to predict emission levels for low-income countries approaching 
the turning point. 
A summary of the main findings and further research directions are pre-
sented in Chapter 7 and in Chapter 8, respectively. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
This thesis is about the practice, and visualisation of nonparametric 
econometrics. The primary objective is to to apply nonparametric and semi-
parametric methods to relevant economic issues. Though nonparametric and 
semiparametric models have received considerable attention from theoretical 
econometricians, they were still used only sparingly by applied economists 
until recently. There are a few possible explanations for this apparent initial 
lack of interest from practitioners. In comparison with constructing an his-
togram or fitting a linear model, nonparametric and semiparam('t.ric lllethods 
can be theoretically more advanced and often, especially in the past, require 
relatively more advanced computer programming skills. Also, because of the 
nature of the estimated functional relationships, traditional tabular formats 
used to report econometric results have become less useful. More often, com-
putational results can be communicated accurately and clearly only by means 
of graphs. Because of the nature of the computed results visualization has 
become an essential part of nonparametric econometrics. A different set of 
tools coming from a variety of disciplines is needed to apply these methods 
to the solution of economic problems. This thesis acknowledges the multi-
disciplinarity of the subject by drawing on research from economics, mathe-
matical statistics, numerical analysis, computer programming, and computer 
graphics. 
The topic of nonparametric and semiparametric methods is too vast and 
and complex to be given an exhaustive treatment in a doctoral thesis, indeed 
many have been already written on the topic. In this thesis emphasis will 
be given to methods that enable the inclusion of multiple explanatory vari-
ables without suffering of the so called "curse of dimensionality"· prohkm. 
Also, more traditional parametric based methods will be used to support and 
strengthen nonparametric results. As Scott (1992) points out: "there is a 
natural flow among the parametric, exploratory, and nonparamctric proc('-
dures that represent a rational approach to statistical data analysis. Begin 
with a fully exploratory point of view in order to obtain an overview of the 
data. If a probabilistic structure is present, estimate that structure nonpara-
metrically and explore it visually. Finally, if a linear model appears adequate, 
adopt a fully parametric approach." We will attempt to follow this precept 
2 
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as closely as possible. 
The dataset used in the examples and in the main applications are another 
contribution of this thesis. They were all prepared from the original sources 
and took a considerable amount of time to prepare. 
This thesis is organized in three main parts. 
Part I introduces the fundamental concepts underlying the analyses of 
subsequent chapters. Chapter 2 purports to provide an introduction to the 
basic nonparametric methods. In this Chapter we introduce the distinction 
between parametric and nonparametric models. We also highlight the impor-
tance of visualization when applying nonparametric methods. Several origi-
nal applications are provide to illustrate the use of nonparametric methods 
in economics. For instance, Example 4 introduces an original methodology 
to estimate a conditional density with an application to labor economics. 
Also, Example 3 was contributed to the forthcoming book by Li & Racine 
(2006), Nonparametric Econometrics: Theory and Practice, Princeton Uni-
versity Press. In Chapter 3 we propose some basic standards to improve the 
use and reporting of nonparametric methods in the statistics and economics 
literature for the purpose of accuracy and reproducibility. In this Chapter 
we make recommendations on four aspects of the process: computational 
practice, published reporting, numerical accuracy, and visualization. 
Part II presents the main economic applications of nonparametric meth-
ods. In Chapter 4 we investigate the effect of demographic and socia-economic 
characteristics of households on income inequality in the UK. We propose 
the use of a semiparametric method to estimate conditional measures of in-
equality from an estimate of a conditional distribution, in order to control 
for different determinants of income inequality. To estimate the conditional 
distribution, we resort to the semiparametric method developed by Foresi 
& Peracchi (1995). Conditional quantiles are obtained by inverting the esti-
mated conditional distribution and conditional measures of income inequality 
are derived from the conditional quantiles. 
The data used in the analysis have been taken from the database pro-
duced by the Consortium of Household panels for European socia-economic 
3 
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Research (CHER).l The CHER database for United Kingdom (UK) is based 
upon the results of the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS), which is 
carried out in the UK annually over a target sample size of 5000 households. 
Our approach is novel in at least four respects. First, by estimating the 
entire conditional distribution of income over a broad set of determinants our , 
estimation procedure uncovers higher-order properties of the income distri-
bution and non-linearities of its moments that cannot be captured by means 
of a "standard" parametric approach. For example, similar to the results 
obtained in the previous literature, we find that the shape of the age-income 
profiles agrees with the observable prediction of the life-cycle lllod(,} , ,,-hich 
assumes that resources are accumulated at a faster rate at a young age, Also, 
we find that income of families during the period of child rearing is higher 
than income in the retirement stage of the life-cycle, when economic respon-
sibility is greatly reduced. In addition, we find that the age-income profiles 
peak later for the wealthier households and appear considerably non-linear, 
declining rapidly after the age of 50. Besides having important consequences 
for the policy maker as such, this asymmetry might also indicate the presence 
of different factors affecting the upward and downward branches of the age-
income profile that have not been included in our and previous analysis. For 
instance, factors that determine a loss in earning capacity at retirement age 
of individuals, like deterioration of health and increasing aversion towards 
risk, could help in explaining the observed asymmetry. 
Second, by estimating the whole distribution we are able to identify where 
in the distribution of income the various determinants exert their greatest im-
pact. This detailed analysis can provide further insight into the determinants 
of inequality, of great importance to researchers as well a.." policy makers. For 
example, we find that the impact of employment status is spread 0\'('1' the 
lThe aim of CHER is to create an international comparative micro database contain-
ing longitudinal datasets from many national household panels and from the European 
HOlL.'lehold panel study (ECHP). This will provide the basis to facilitate comparative cross-
national and longitudinal research and to study processes and dynamics of policy issues 
related to family structures, educational aspects, labour force participation, income distri-
bution, poverty, etc. Access to the (beta version of the) database has been granted while 
visiting the Integrated Research Infrastructure in the Socio-Economic Science..'l (IRISS) at 
CEPS jINSTEAD. 
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entire income distribution. This finding seems to agree with results obtained 
by Nolan (1988-89) using 1977 Family Expenditure Surveys (FES) data in 
his analysis of the impact of UK economic conditions on income inequality. 
However, in addition, we find that the impact on income is substantialb· 
greater for lower income families. 
Third, we devise a method for obtaining nonparametric conditional in-
equality measures by inverting the estimated conditional distribution. Our 
estimates indicate that, for instance, if the household size increases from 2 
to 4, households in the top 90th percentile of the income distribution move 
from earning 3.2 times more then households in the 10th percentile to earning 
about 2.5 times more. This amounts to a 20 per cent fall in inequality. This 
increase in inequality is obtained controlling for other important determi-
nant of inequality, such as the age stnlcture, the presence of a retired head, 
and young children. Previous approaches, based on the "standardization" of 
inequality series, inequality decomposition by population sub-groups, or non-
parametric methods, have not been to identify the contribution of individual 
factors on inequality, except for very simple cases. 
Finally, our approach allows us to establish consistency and to estimate 
asymptotic variances of the proposed inequality estimators, which is useful 
for inference purposes. It provides a visually clear representation of both 
the substantive and statistical impact of each individual factor on income 
inequality, keeping all others constant. For instance, we find that for the UK 
sample, household size, number of young children, age of head, and employ-
ment status, have a large substantive and statistical impact on inequality. 
Factors such as years of education, marital status, and urban versus rural 
households, on the other hand, do not significantly impact inequality. 
Chapter 5 reexamines the relationship between openness to trade and the 
environment, controlling for economic development, in order to identify the 
presence of multiple regimes in the cross-country pollution-economic rela-
tionship. 
The data used in this Chapter consists of 2,294 observations representing 
74 countries 23 OECD and 51 non-OECD members, spanning the years , 
1960-1990. The dataset was constructed using data from various sources. 
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For the sulfur emissions, we took the data from the HiBtorical Global Sulfur 
EmiBBionB data set of A.S.L and Associates (1997), which includes the sulfur 
dioxide emissions from burning hard coal, brown coal, and petroleum, and 
sulfur emissions from mining and related activities for most of the countries 
of the world during the period 1850-1990 (Allen S. Lefohn 1999). The carbon 
dioxide emissions data come from the 1998 World Bank World Development 
IndicatorB CD-ROM. Most macroeconomic data is derived from the Penn 
World TableB (PWT) Mark 5.6 which compiles data for 152 cOlmtries on 29 
subjects for the period 1950-1992. Foreign Direct Investment data are taken 
from the UN World Trade Data BaBe discussed in Feenstra, Lipsey, and 
Bowen (1997). 
In this Chapter we first identify the presence of multiple regimes by using 
specification tests which entertain a single regime model as the null hypoth-
esis. We then develop an easily interpretable measure, based on an original 
application of the Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition, of the quantitative impact 
on the environment due to differences in regimes. 
We reject the linear model commonly used in the previous empirical lit-
erat-un' in fan)r of a nmlt.iple regime' alternat.ive in which different countries 
obey different models when grouped according to income, trade policies, fac-
tor endowment, and other relevant variables. We also find that a.., llluch as 
40 per cent of the pollution gap between developed and developing countries 
can be attributed to regime differences rather than economic activity. Ap-
plying a recursive partitioning method, we find that the impact of openness 
to foreign markets on sulfur and carbon dioxide emissions varies according to 
the level of development, trade policies, and the productive structure of the 
economy. Our result also show there is substantial geographic homogeneity 
within each regime, giving some support to findings by geographical fact.ors 
(see, e.g., Neumayer, 2002). Our finding also highlight the importance of 
democracy (see, e.g., Torras & J.K., 1998; Harbaugh et al., 2002), corruption 
(see, e.g., Lopez & Mitra, 2000), and civil and political liberties (see, e.g., 
Barrett & Graddy, 2000; Torras & J.K., 1998). We find support for stud-
ies that based on the poor environmental performance of Soviet economies 
and dictatorships established in Latin America, Asia and Africa, have been 
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advocating democratic reforms as a way to promote both economic and envi-
ronmental welfare (see, e.g., McCloskey, 1983; Payne, 1995). Income turning 
point estimates of the relationship between income and emissions agree with 
previous empirical studies on similar local impact pollutants. Only for the 
for the high-income cOlmtries the turning point is within the sample range at 
$16,000. For medium and low income cOlmtries, the turning point is either 
non-existent or the curve is monotone increasing over the sample range. For 
poorest. connt.ries t.he incollle' yariahles are not. st.at.ist.ically significant. For 
the poorer countries with low capital intensity, the turning point is outside 
the sample range, whereas for the countries with higher capital-per-worker, 
the curve is U-shaped with very low turning point so that the curve is mono-
tone increasing over the sample range. Our results for sulfur emissions seem 
to give some support to the pollution haven hypothesis. The impact of open-
ness to trade on pollution is almost 4 times higher than it is for rich countries 
then for poor countries. We find that turning points for CO2 emissions tend 
to be higher than those for 802 emissions. For instance, The turning point 
for the rich country group was $9,679 per capita, whereas its $23,420 per 
capita for the high capital intensity high income) group for CO2 emissions. 
A higher turning point for CO2 is consistent with the environmental eco-
nomics literature suggesting that invert ed-U type relationships relationships 
are more likely to be found for certain types of environmental indicators, par-
ticularly those with a more short-term and local impact rather than those 
with a more global and long-term impacts (see, e.e, Arrow et al., 1995; Cole 
et al., 1997; Selden & Song, 1994). This finding also agrees with Dijkgraaf & 
Melenberg (2005) which finds that the inverted-U for CO2 is likely to exist for 
several, but not all, countries. In particular, our findings cOllld (\xplain t,lle' 
sensitivity of their estimated emissions income relationships for CO2 , even 
with a relatively homogeneous sample of OECD countries. 
Chapter 6 investigates the existence of the so called environmental kuznets 
curve (EKC) using nonparametric regression methods. The EKC empirical 
law features two variables of considerable interests to economists and pol-
icy makers, namely an indicator of environmental quality and the level of 
per capita income. The link between these variables takes the form of an 
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"inverted-U" shaped curve in the pollutant/income space. Several ad hoc 
explanations have been proposed to justify this empirical law. A simple and 
frcqncntly ns('d explanat.ion for t.he EKe is t.hat. it.s im·('rt.ed-U shape reflects 
changes in the demand for environmental quality as income increases. As-
suming that environmental quality is a normal good, pollution will rise in 
the early stages of economic development, to decline later as income contin-
ues to rise. Several papers explain the Kuznets curve by using models with 
threshold effects in either pollution abatement, (see, e.g., Jones and Manuelli, 
1995), or environmental policy regulation (see, e.g., Stokey, 1988). Thresh-
old effects lead to a very different relationship between environmental quality 
and income during early stages of economic development as opposed to later 
stages. The threshold-effect predicts a period of long inactivit.y in prinlt.(' 
s('ct.or respons(,s t.o ('\"('r tight,ening pollut.ion policy: t.hl' income-effect theory 
predicts that the abatement intensity rises continuously as policy tightens. 
Using nonparametric regression methods we have also estimated the non-
parametric elasticity with respect of per capita income. The flexible nature 
of nonparametric estimation allows as to find evidence of an asymllletric 
behaviour of the curve before and after the turning point, consistent with 
threshold-effect models. This finding is also consistent with the empirical ('\'-
idence found by Vincent (1997) and Carson (1997) concerning the existence 
of a Kuznets curve within individual countries as summarised by Panayotou 
(2000). We test the nonparametric findings using Hansen's (2000) thresh-
old model. Threshold models can be viewed as parsimonious strategies for 
nonparametric estimation. Our estimates suggest that there might be a sam-
ple split based on per capita income. No evidence of a split based on trade 
variables was found. The income turning point of the global sample is much 
lower than the threshold income that divides the two regimes. Changes 
that might benefit the environment occur at much higher levels of income 
than those implied by standard EKC models. The turning point of the 
global sample is much lower than the threshold income that divides the two 
regimes. We find that the impact of income on pollution is greater in regime 
of richer countries than in the poorer regime. This is consistent with the 
nonparametric findings. Moreover, we find that regime differen("('s are also 
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apparent from the estimated error variance. The estimated error variance 
of the poorer countries regime is more than twice that of the richer coun-
tries regime. This result supports claims made previously in the literature. 
For instance, Panayotou (2000) after examining the evidence form Vincent 
(1997) and Carson et al. (1997a) concerning the existence of a Kuznets curve 
within individual countries concludes that: "whereby rising incomes result 
in a more effective regulatory structure by changing public preferences and 
making resources available to regulatory agencies. States with low-income 
levels have a far greater variability in emissions per capita than high-income 
states suggesting more divergent development paths. This has the implica-
tion that it may be more difficult to predict emission levels for low-income 
countries approaching the turning point." We also verify this hypothesis with 
a formal test. 
Finally Part III presents a short summary (Chapter 7), some direction 
for further research (Chapter 8), and concludes. 
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2.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides an introduction to the basic nonparametric methods 
underlying the applications in the subsequent applied chapters. 
First, we briefly introduce the distinction between parametric and non-
parametric models. Then we introduce the basic univariate and multivari-
ate nonparametric kernel density estimators, the fundamental nonparametric 
building blocks of subsequent applications. Several original applications are 
provided to illustrate to illustrate the practical relevance of nonparametric 
methods in economics. 1 
This chapter is based mostly on class notes for courses attended in the 
90's in the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and state University in Blacksbourg, 
Virginia, USA. More specific references will be provided for selected topics. 
This material should serve as a brief introduction to Chapter 3 on report-
ing nonparametric computational-based results. Also, several later chapters 
will make use of the estimators presented here. 
The univariate kernel density estimator, besides serving as the building 
block for the multivariate kernel and the conditional kernel estimator pre-
sented in Section 2.7, was also used in Chapter 3, Section 3.2, to produce the 
estimate of the household income density in the two panels of Figure 3.10 
on page 89, Figure 3.2 on page 61, the two panels in Figure 3.3 on page 62, 
Figure 3.4 on page 63, and Figure 3.5 on page 67 in Section 3.4. In Chap-
ter 4 on income inequality, a univariate gaussian kernel was used to produce 
the income density estimate shown Panel4.1(c) in Figure 4.1 on page 102 in 
Section 6.10. In Chapter 6, the univariate kernel density estimator features 
in Section 6.3 on page 6.3 to derive the nonparametric kernel regression esti-
mator of Nadaraya (1964) and Watson (1964) and the local linear regression 
estimator. It also used, for example, in Section 6.7 to produce the nonpara-
metric regression estimates of the environmental Kuznets curve in Figure 6.8 
on page 184 and Figure 6.9 on page 185. 
1 For instance, Example 2 and 4. Example 4 introduces an original methodology to 
estimate a conditional density with an application to labor economics. Example 3 was 
contributed to the book by Li & Racine (2006), Nonparametric Econometrics: Theory 
and Practice, Princeton University Press. 
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The bivariate gaussian product kernel is used, for instance, in Chapter ~1 
to produce the estimate of the joint density of household income and age of 
head, displayed in panel 4.1(d) of Figure 4.1 on page 102 in Section 6.10. 
Together with the univariate kernel, the bivariate kernel was used in 
Chapter 4 to estimate the density of household income conditional on age of 
the head in Panel 4.2(a) of Figure 4.2, and the density of household income 
conditional on household size in Panel 4.3(b) of Figure 4.3 on page 103 in 
Section 6.10. 
In Section 2.2 we review the basic definitions of parametric families and 
models against which the nonparametric equivalent are later contrasted and 
defined. Section 2.3 presents the basic definitions of nonparametric and semi-
parametric models. In Section 2.4 we present the advantages and disadvan-
tages of using nonparametric methods in economics. Examples are used to 
illustrate the usefulness of the nonparametric methods. Some problems with 
nonparametric methods are presented in Section 2.5. In section 2.6 the ideas 
behind the construction of the univariate kernel density estimator of a density 
function are introduced. In Section 2.7 few of the main issues associated with 
multivariate kernel density estimation are addressed. Section 2.8 concludes. 
2.2 Populations, Samples, and Parametric Mod-
els 
In statistical inference, a data set is viewed as a realization or observation 
of a random element defined on a probability space (rl, §, P) related to a 
random experiment. The probability measure P is called the population. 
As the population P is unknown, to simplify the analysis, a set of as-
sumptions on it are usually made in the form of a statistical model. 
Definition 1 (Parametric family and model) Given a measurable space, 
(rl, §), a set of probability measures defined on that space, fj?J, the triplet 
(rl, §, &1') is known as a statistical model. 
If (l set of probability nH'(lSlll"(' Yo. indexed by a parallH't.('r () E 8, is said 
1.0 be n j)(IHlm( t.ric family iff 8 C ]Rd for some fixed positive integer d, and 
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each Fe is a known prohahility mcnsnl"C' Wh(,ll e is known. The index set e 
is referred to as the parameter space and d is called its dimension. o 
Example 1 Consider estimating a density function, f. The parametric 
nH't.hods specify 1.he form of f(.r: 9). If \\"(' clSSllmc t.hat. f(.1': 9) is the normal 
dCllsit.y. with 9 = ({L, (T2f, the parametric normal family is then 
whcre t.he mcan {L Hnd t.he \'ariHll(,C (T2 are the parameters of f. The problem 
of completely describe the distribution function is reduced to the problem of 
est.imat.ing 9 = ({L, (T2f. A parametric estimator of f is then 
\\"here {L and (T are estimated from a sample using the well known sample 
mean and sample variance formulae, respectively 
and 
.) 1 L:n • 'J ir = -- (.1'; - {L)-. 
/I - 1 
;=1 
Using regional Italian data on capita CDP (constant prices 1990) for 
the period 1951-1998 provided by ISTAT (Istituto di Statistica Nazionale)2, 
Figure 2.1 presents three views, 1955, 1975, and 1995, of the evolution of 
real CDP per capita (millions of 1990 Lire). The sample mean and standard 
d('yiat.ions for t.h(' cst.imat.('s are: fil().).) = u.u827. (19).) = :2.:2:)';202. fi1975 
U.3·W8. a1'),) = 3.288181. fi199.) = 18.4-1-17. and al!r).) = -1.-1-1788-1. 0 
2Except form the 1951-1963 period (CRENoS) and the 1996-1998 period (SVThIEZ). 
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Figure 2.1: Evolution of Italian GDP per capita, 1951-1988 
2.3 Nonparametric and Semiparametric Mod-
els 
According to David (1995), the term nonparametric applied to estimation 
and statistical inference has been first used in (Wolfowitz, 1942, p. 264): 
"We shall refer to this situation [where the knowledge of the parameters, 
finite in number, would completely determine the distributions involved] as 
the parametric case, and denote the opposite case, where the functional forms 
of the distributions are unknown, as the non-parametric case." 
The term "nonparametric" has acquired over time two separate more 
narrow meanings, one roughly in the statistical literature and another in the 
econometric literature. The older use of the term refers to tests, such as 
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, Wald-Wolfowitz runs test, Mann-Whitney U 
test, etc., (see, e.g, Hollander & Wolfe, 1973) that do not assume normality, 
and that are often based on rank transformed data. More recently, the term 
has been used to refer to "smoothing techniques," as in Simonoff (1999). 
We will take the more modern use of "nonparametric" to refer mostly to 
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density estimation and regression smoothing. (Scott, 1992, p. 44) provides 
an interesting discllssion on when is an estimator nonparametric. 
Excellent general surveys of nonparametric methods written for statisti-
cians include Simonoff (1999) and Loader (1999). Other excell('nt. ~llrn'ys 
focusing on kernel and local regression methods include Bowman & Azzalini 
(1997), Wand & Jones (1995) and Fan & Gijbels (1996). Survey dealing with 
some issues of key interest in econometrics include Pagan & Ullah (1999), 
Yatchew (1999), and Li & Racine (2006). 
For the purpose of this thesis we need the following definitions. 
Definition 2 (Nonparametric family and model) A family ofprobabil-
ity measures is said to be nonparametric if it is not parametric according to 
Definition 1 
A nonparametric model refers to the assumption that the population P 
is a nonparametric family. o 
Remark 1 Nonparametric families are probability measures indexed by an 
infinite-dimensional parameter set. Another name is "families with large 
parameter space." o 
Remark 2 In principle nonparametric families are not restricted by any 
assumption. In most applications though, assumption on the support of the 
distributions, on the existence of moments, on the shape of the distributions, 
and on the smoothness of the distributions, are made. 0 
Definition 3 (Semiparametric family and model) Semiparametric fam-
ili('~ arc llsnally characterized by t.wo component.s. c\ compou('ut with a finite 
dimensional parameter set and a component with an infinite-dimeusional 
parameter set, i.e., a function. 
A semiparametric model refers to the assumption that the population P 
is a semi parametric family. o 
2.4 Nonparametric Vs. Parametric Models 
We argue that nonparametric and semiparametric methods can provide in-
formation of considerable value to economists. This information would be 
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difficult to detect using parametric models. Particular features appeanng 
in the data can be fitted only through ad hoc assumptions with parametric 
models. A few examples shall illustrate these points. 
The following two example apply nonparametric regression to economic 
problems. 
Example 2 (Environmental Kuznets Curve) There exists an extensive 
parametric literature in environmental economics, where an indicator of en-
vironmental quality is generally modeled as 
where Yi is the natural logarithm of pollution emissions per capita, Xi is the 
natural log of income per capita, and Ui the standard error term. Some-
times a cubic term is added to the basic regression equation. Researchers 
are interested in determining whether an inverted-U relationship between 
environmental quality and economic growth. For this purpose estimating a 
polynomial function appears adequate. However, since polynomial functions 
possess all orders of derivatives everywhere, this property might smooth out 
important features that are present in the data, such as an asymmetric be-
havior around the turning points. For example, in the estimation of the 
relationship between per capita GDP and an environmental indicator, re-
searchers might be interested not only in determining the existence and loca-
tion of turning points but also whether the behavior of an up swing following 
a down swing is symmetric. Asymmetric behavior around a turning point, 
besides having important consequences for the policy maker as such, might 
also indicate the presence of different factors affecting the dowllward and t.he 
upward branch of the curve. Figure 2.2 suggests that such an asymmetric 
behavior is supported by the data. Stern and Common (2000) have pointed 
out that trade might play an important role in explaining the downward part 
of the EKC for developed countries. Asymmetries might also indicate the 
presence of irreversibilities. o 
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Figure 2.2: Local Polynomial and Nadaraya-Watson estimate for 502 , 
As another example, Pagan & Ullah (1999) consider the relationship be-
tween the natural income and age, using data on a sample of 205 Canadian 
workers from a 1971 Canadian Census Public Tapes (Ullah, 1985). The stan-
dard approach in labor economics is to assume a quadratic relationship in 
age, estimated by OLS. The nonparametric approach makes no assumptions 
about. t.he funct.ional form of t.he rclat.ionship. The llonparanH'tric specifica-
tion finds a flatter peak than the quadratic curve and indicates the presence 
of a "dip" around the mean age of 40. Pagan & Ullah (1999) argue that a 
possible explanation lies in the generations effect. The dip is produced by the 
overlap of earning trajectories of different generations. They com·lude' t.hat. 
"only if the sociopolitical environment of the economy has remained stable 
intergenerationally can we assume these trajectories to be the same" (Pagan 
& Ullah, 1999, p. 154). This result is robust to bandwidth choice, and is 
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observed whether using simple rules of thumb or data-driven methods such 
as likelihood cross-validation. Figure 2.3 shows the stacked density estimates 
from 1951 to 1988.3 
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Figure 2.3: Nonparametric and quadratic fit, income/age profile (Canadian 
workers data) 
Though it is true in both cases that parametric specifications could be 
used to fit these complex models, parametric model would find the detection 
of these features problematic. The parametric specification (say through 
mixtures, dummies, etc.) would require ad-hoc assumptions. 
Moreover semiparametric models and estimation methods, where un-
knowns are a finite dimensional set of parameters and functions, retain the 
flexibility of nonparametric methods, whilst, mitigating most of the problems 
with nonparametric methods. 
:lThe figure was obtained using univariate gaussian kernel evaluated on 100 equally 
spaced points in the interval [21,65] with bandwidth selected using the plug-in method 
for local linear regression described in Ruppert et al. (1995b) as implemented in the spill 
function provided by R's 8m library by Bowman & Azzalini (1997). This result is robust 
to the choice of kernel and bandwidth selection method. 
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The following example illustrate the use of nonparametric density estima-
tion to shed light on important economic problems and can reveal features 
not identifiable by parametric means. 
Example 3 (Italian income distribution evolution) Using t he dat a de-
scribed in Example 1, Figure 2.4 shows the stacked density estimates from 
1951 to 19884 . 
0 .16 
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GOp per . 20 15 
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Figure 2.4: Evolution of Italian CDP per capita , 1951-1 988 
lThe figure is composed of 48 stacked kernel density estimates usmg univaria te gaussi Cl,n 
kernel evaluated on 100 equally spaced points in the interval [2,38] WIth bCl,ndwld th selected 
using the plug-in m ethod described in SheCl,ther & Jones (1991 ) ll...'i implemented in the 8m 
R library by Bowman & Azzalini (1997). This result is robust to the chOIce of kernel and 
band width selection method . 
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It is clear from the Figure, that the Italian distribution of per capita CDP 
displays an interesting dynamics: it starts as a unimodal distribution in the 
50s and becomes bimodal in the 60s. The two mode tend to diverge during 
the 90-98 period. This is also illustrated in Figure 2.5 0 
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Figure 2.5: Evolution of Italian CDP per capita, 1951-1988 
2.5 Limits of Nonparametric Models 
2.5.1 Curse of Dimensionality 
Curse of dimensionality (Bellman, 1961, see) refers to the exponential growth 
of hypervolume as a function of dimensionality. An example in Hastie & 
Tibshirani (1990, p. 84) clearly illustrates the problem. 
Consider two hypercubes cubes with identical orientation, both centered 
on the origin of a cartesian coordinate system. Suppose that one cube has 
sides of kngt.h (' and t.lH' ot.lH'r has slight.ly smalkr sid('s of h'llgt.h ( - E. 
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The volume of the d-dimensional hypercube of side length .£ is given by the 
formula 
Consider the fraction of the volume of the larger cube in between the cubes. 
Then 
1. 1~1({) - 1 ~l(l- E) (d - U - E)d (E)d 1m = lim = lim 1 - 1 - - = 1 d->rx> Vd(t') d->rx> £d d-x { 
Hence, the content of an hypercube tends to concentrate toward its surface, 
a d - I-dimensional subspace, as the number of dimensions increase. This 
conversely, implies that the center becomes less and less important, as the 
dimension increases. This "space distortion" ha." potentially serious practical 
consequences for data analysis. For example, in parametric linear regression, 
the fact that the data tends to concentrate in a lower dimensional space, 
renders the method prone to the problem of multicollinearity. 
In nonparametric estimation this problem limits the applicability of the 
technique low-dimensional cases only. Most nonparametric methods employ 
the concept of local neighborhood to compute estimates. For example in 
nonparametric regression analysis, to calculate a conditional mean at a par-
ticular point, only the k-nearest points are included in the averaging (hard 
neighborhood) or the data are weighted according to their distance from the 
conditioning value (soft neighborhood). 
Consider constructing a cube-shaped neighborhood of a point, say the 
origin. t.hat, should indude alL p . 100 per cent, of the data, assumed to 
be uniformly distributed within a unit hypercube. The cubic neighborhood 
should ha\'(' si(h' kngt.h (' = pl/rl. This signifies that to include 10 per cent of 
the data, i.e p = 0.1, when d = 1, the length of the side of the cube-shaped 
IH'ighborhood should 1)(' {' = 0.1. ,Yit,h d = 10. { ~ 0.8. This example 
illustrates the idea of "local," in high dimension cannot be readily understood 
using intuition developed within much simpler low-dimensional geometry. 
Figure 2.6 represents the side length of the hypercube needed to capture a 
pre-specified proportion of the data for dimensions d = 1,2,3,10,20, from 
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the bottom upwards, respectively. 
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Figure 2.6: Curse of dimensionality illustration 
0.8 
The curse of dimensionality problem affects also density estimation meth-
ods. Consider the case of density estimation. Conceptually, estimating a 
density function nonparametrically appears to be simple. The most basic 
nonparametric method of density estimation is the histogram. Because of the 
curse of dimensionality problem, as the dimension of the data increases, the 
complexity of estimating a density via an histogram increases exponentially, 
the number of histogram grid cells increases exponentially as the dimensions 
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increase. This effect cannot be avoided, even by other, more complicated, 
nonparametric estimation methods. 
2.5.2 Interpretability 
A problem with nonparametric methods is the difficulty in present.ing and 
interpreting results in a multivariate setting. As the number of dimensions 
increases, only a lower dimensional projection can be displayed and inter-
preted. Several graphical devices may be needed to display and to highlight 
important features in the estimates. Moreover, the curse of dimensionality 
problem makes interpreting multi-dimensional problems difficult.. as int.llitioll 
acquired in low-dimensional geometry can be of no help when we move be-
yond the three dimensions. 
2.5.3 Forecasting 
A further problem with nonparametric methods is that they do not readily 
permit extrapolation. In the case of E[Ylx]' it does not provide predictions 
at points x that are not in the support of X. This could be a serious problem 
when analyzing policies and making forecasts, whose main purpose is to make 
statements about what could happen under conditions that do not exist under 
t.lw dat.a iwailahk. A parametric modeL in which E[YI.1'] is known up t.o a 
finite-dimensional parameter, provides predictions a all ValIH'S of .r. 
2.6 Univariate Kernel Density Estimation 
Much work has been done on the problem of density estimation. One of 
the most popular methods is that of kernel smoothing. We refer to Watson 
(19GJ), Xadaraya (19GJ), Siln'nnHn (198G), "~Hnd & JOlH'S (1995), and Simonoff 
(1999) and the references given therein. 
If we consider the definition of f(x): 
. dF(.r) . F(x +~) - F(.r -~) 
1(·1') - = lIm - h 
. dx h~O 
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If we replace F(x) with the empirical CDF 
we get 
which can be rewritten as 
j (x) = ~ ~ K (.1' - .r i) , nh~ h 
i=l 
where 
The Kernel density estimator is the central finite-difference approximation 
to the derivative of the ECDF. 
The problem is this estimator is not smooth. If We choose K to be the 
standard normal we obtain the classical density estimator. 
Figure 2.7 shows the components of a kernel density estimate based on a 
Normal kernel. The four data points are marked by crosses on the horizontal 
axis. The data are represented by. Centered at each data point are the 
broken ("urn's represent. t.be normal ("omponC'nt.s. llHmely. nlh K C~\,) (i.e., 
lin times a normal density with mean Xi and standard deviation h). The 
solid curve represents the kernel density estimate. 
Figures 2.8 and 2.9 illustrate the impact of the choice of bandwidth on 
the shape of the estimated kernel. in Section 2.7 starting on on page 35. A 
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Figure 2.7: Construction of kernel density estimate 
3 
Janl applet, \\'(' han' (h'vclop('d,'> that allows the user to watch the effects of 
changing the bandwidth and the shape of the kernel nmction on the resulting 
density estimate, was cited in a survey of density estimation by (Sheather, 
2004, p. 589). 
Next we introduce an original methodology to estimate a conditional 
density with an application to labor economics, that makes use of kernel 
density estimation. 
~) Til(' (\ ppi('t. ("all 1)(' r011uel at, http://w\\"\\"-l1s(.rs.~·ork.Cl(· ,l1k/ rvj h:3!"i / lll,Ygr2, htll\. 
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Example 4 (Impact of Unionization) Consider the case of density esti-
mation. We want to determine the impact of unionization on the distribution 
of wages conditional on many determinants. The data are assumed to be a 
realisa1.ion of a s~ri("t.IY stat.ioncln' st.oehastic process { (.Yi.1i) } :0' where Yi 
is a scalar and Xi is a d-dimensional vector, usually of individual attributes. 
This gelleral franw\\'ork indlHks t.he part.iclllar ease wen\ t.he pairs (.Y i . 1 i) 
are independent and identically distributed. Let f(ylx) be the conditional 
density of Yi given Xi = X, which we assume to be smooth in both x and 
u. \Ye nrc int.erest,ed in cstima 1.ing I (.1/ 1.1') from tl1(\ data { (.Yi . 1:) } :0' The 
kernel density est.imat.or for ordinary dat.a can be written as t.he ("om·olnt.ion 
product 
where the integral is a Stieltjes integral, F y is an estimate of the cumulative 
distribution function of Y, and Kh(U) = 11-1 K(u/h). The kernel function 
K will be taken to be the Gaussian distribution throughout the paper. The 
smoothing parameter h will be taken to be the asymptotically optimal for 
estimating a density function when the lmderlying distribution is Normal. 
Equation 2.2 uses the ideas of convolving a kernel with the density estimate 
induced by an estimate of the cumulative distribution function. When Fy is 
1.he cmpirical ClllllUlnt.i\'(' dist,rilmtion funct.ion. FIl(.r) - n-1 L:7=11[X i < x], 
Equation 2.2 can be rewritten as 
n 
j~. (u) = 77-1 L 1\" (u - Yi) (2.2) 
i=1 
which is the usual way to represent the kernel density estimator. By analogy, 
the kernel estimator of jYIX (ylx) induced by the conditional distribution 
" function FylX is then 
(2.3) 
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A 
where Fylx is an appropriate estimator for the conditional distribution func-
tion of Y given X = x. A similar approach has been followed to estimate 
a hazard function by using an "empirical cumulative hazard function:' and 
densities with right-censored data by using Kaplan-Meier's generalization of 
the ECDF (see Wand and Jones, 1995. Equation 2.3 can be rewritten as 
n 
jYlx(ylx) = L 1I';l\h(Y - Yi) 
i=l 
where Wi is the size of the jump of FylX at Yi. Once an estimate for the 
weights W is obtained the conditional density can be estimated by weighted 
kernel methods. 
To obtain the weights W we need from an estimate of the conditional dis-
tribution function. The following paragraph describes the simple semipara-
metric approach used by Foresi and Peracchi (1995) for estimating FylX (y I x). 
In general, if we define a new random variable using the indicator function 
Zi = 1[Yj < y], then E[Zi I Xi = xl = Fylx(yl x). In order to estimate 
FylX (y I x) we propose to use the simple semiparametric approach used by 
Foresi & Peracchi (1995). A summary of other analogous nonparametric 
methods that could be employed is provided by Hyndeman et al. (1996) and 
by Hall et al. (1999). 
The simplest approach is to fit a logistic binary regression model to Zi. By 
(':-;t.imat.ing J dist.inct. fun("t.ions PlCr),···, P,(.r) \\"I1('re Pj(.r) = F(uJr) and 
-00 < .lJj ••• < .IJ.I < 'X are dist.inct. poinl,:-; in the sllPport, of } j. By fitting J 
dist.inct. logi:-;t.ic binary rcgrcssions 1.0 ea("h hinary nlriahle Zj.i = II -oo,Yj] (Yi), 
j = L ... , J, W h('1'(' 1.4. (. ) dcno\.(':-; t.he indi("a t,or fllllct.ioll of t.he ('\'('nl, .-l.. we ("all 
approximate the cumulative distribution, F(ylx). The logit model, besides 
being simple to implement and available in most econometric packages, also 
ensures that the estimated functions are bounded between 0 and 1. However, 
this method does not guarantee the monotonicity property of the conditional 
distribution function. 6 
To illustrate the effectiveness of the new approach we are going to apply 
6For more details, see Foresi and Peracchi, 1995. 
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it to the wage dataset from Johnston and DiNardo (1997). Figure 2.10 
shows the conditional empirical CDP and figure 2.11 plots the conditional 
distributions for union and non union workers. The estimates suggest that 
for men unions have an equalizing effect. The density center is shifted to the 
right when union=1. The density for union=O has less weight at its center 
and more on it.s lower half. LO\ver wage workers are t.he ones t.hat benefit the 
most from unionization. There is a suggestion that at relatively high wages 
union have a negative impact. 
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Figure 2.11: Conditional Density of log(wages) 
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Figure 2.12: Conditional Density 
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2.7 Multivariate Kernel Density Estimation 
2.7.1 Introduction 
In this section we will investigate how kernel density estimation can be ex-
tended to include multivariate settings. Multivariate kernel density estima-
tion is a prerequisite for conditional density estimation. A comprehensive 
treatment of the argument can be found in the monographs by Wand & 
Jones (1995), Scott (1992), and Fan & Gijbels (1996). 
Let Xl, X 2 , .•• , Xn be a JRd-valued random sample from an unknown F 
with Lebesgue density f. The most general kernel density estimator of f is 
given by 
(2.4) 
where H = {h ij } is a d X d positive definite matrix of bandwidths, 
and K is a d-variate kernel function satisfying the condition 
J K(x) dx = 1. 
Typically K is taken to be a d-variate density function. Using the standard 
d-variate gaussian kernel function 
(2.5) 
t.11('11 J{ H (x - Xi) becomes the joint probability density of the multivariate-
norlllal \"('("(.or random \'ariclbk x wit.h 11H'a11 H'('tor Xi and positive-definite 
variance-covariance matrix H, N(x, xd,1 in which case (2.4) becomes 
7 
KH(x-X;) = IHI-I /2K (H- 1 :2(x-X;)) (2.6) 
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~. _~~ 1 '" ( (X-Xi)TH-l(X-XI)) 
f(x,H) - /1 f::: (:27r)d/2IHI1/:2 . (XP - 2 (2.10) 
Another popular d-variate kernel is a generalization of the univariate 
Epanechnikov kernel 
K( ) _ (d + 2)r(d/2 + 1) ( _ T) __ 
x - (27r)d/2 1 x X I(;xl ;x:::;I) (2.11) 
2.7.2 Smoothing Parametrisation Selection 
In general W belongs to the class of positive definite (and therefore sym-
metric) matrices 
1Pp= W= 
If W E 1Pp, then it has ~d(d+1) distinct smoothing parameters. The number 
of parameters to be chosen or estimated can be drastically reduced if W is 
restricted to the subclass of diagonal positive definite d-dimensional matrices 
1 ( 1 ( -1/') )T ( -1/2 )) 
= (27f)d/2 . ('XP -2 H -(X-Xi) H (X-Xi) 
1 ( 1 T -Ie -1 -) ) 
= .exp --(X-X) H -H -(X-X,) 
(27f)"/2 2 
1 ( 1 T -1 ( X)) 
= , .exp --(X-X) H x- i 
( '> )"/2 .) _7f -
since H is positive definite, and therefore has a square root, such that 
H-1 ,--,- H- 12 H-1/ 2 
36 
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This parametrisation allows different degrees of smoothing in each co-
ordinate direction. Then for W E 1Jid , (2.4) can be written as8 
( d )-1 j"'(x H) = .1. II· h. ~ K (.1"1 - XiI .1":1 - X i :1 .I'd - Xid) , II "6 h' h ..... . k=1 i=l 1 2 hd 
(2.12) 
If the h's are assumed all equal, i.e., H belongs to the subclass 
the kernel estimator simplifies to 
/'- 1 ~ (x -X) j(x;h) = nh d ~K hi. (2.13) 
,,~(' not.e 1.hat ./1; c ./1:, c ~, and that each of theses classes represent 
multivariate estimators with, 1, d, and ~d(d + 1) independent bandwidth 
parameters. 
The same principle guiding the choice of bandwidths for the univariate 
case apply to the multivariate setting. Following Silverman (1986), if we 
define the constants a = J tU{(t) dt and j3 = J K(t)2 dt, using the multi-
variate form of Taylor's theorem, yields the approximations for the bias and 
8Let W = diag(wI, ... , w~), then 
KH (x - X;) = IWI- I / 2 K (H- I / 2 (x - X;)) 
= IWI-1/ 2 K (diag(wi, w~, ... , W3)-1/2 (x - Xi l) 
o ) (Xl-XiI)) ~, x'~x" 
Wd Xt! - XIII 
Note that for W diagonal. IWI = WI W2' ., Wt! = I1~=1 Wk· 
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the variance 
and 
/'-- 1 
\'ar f ( x) ~ - 11 -<1 f3 f ( x) . 
/I 
(2.1-±) 
(2.15) 
Combining (2.14) and (2.15) yields the approximate mean integrated square 
error 
(2.16) 
The derivation of the mean squared error and the mean integrated squared 
error is analogous to the one-dimensional case. We will sketch .the asymptotic 
expansions and concentrate on the asymptotic mean integrated squared error. 
As usual, has a bias part and a variance part. The bias of i(x; H) is defined 
/'--
as E f(x: H) - f(x) and the integrated squared bias 
IB = ! {ET(t: H) - f(t)}~ dt (2.17) 
The asymptotic integrated squared bias AlB is the first order term of 
IB, i.e. 
IB - AlB () 
----=01 
AlB 
(2.18) 
as IXI ----+ 0, n ----+ 00, and nlXI ----+ 00. Define now the integrated variance 
IV = ! E {nt: H) - E nt: H)} ~ dt (2.19) 
and the asymptotic integrated variance AIV analogous to AlB. Then the 
asymptotic mean integrated squared error, AMISE, can be calculated as 
A1\IIISE = AlB + AIV. 
Here and in the following we denote with V f the gradient of f and with X 
the Hessian matrix of second order partial derivatives of f. Then the Taylor 
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expansion of around x is 
This leads to the expression9 
E J(x; W) = J I\w(x - u)f(u)du 
Assuming 
and 
= IWI-1/:2I W - 1/ 2 1 J I{(s)I(x - Wl/2S)ds = J I{(s)I(x - Wl/2S)ds 
'" J 1\(s) {J(X) - STW1/'V,(x) + ~STWI/' Ji" ,(x)W1" s } ds 
= J(x) - J STWI/'V ,K(s) ds + ~ J STWI/' & ,(x)WI/'sK(s) ds 
= J(x) + ~ t.r (WI/' Ji",(x)WI/2 J ssTf{(S) dS) 
1 
= 2M2 tr (W £(x)) 
J uK(u) du = Od, 
then (2.7.2) yields 
and therefore the asymptotic integrated bias is 
<))lot.<' t.hat J g(Ax) dx = IAI J g(y) dy and z = H- 1j'}.(x - y) and therefore y = 
x - H 1/ 2 z. 
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,.,.... 
The variance of f(x; W) is given by 
var (J( x; W)) = E (.f (x: W)) - (E (J( x; W) ) ) 2 
= ~ IWI-I !2 1 K(sfr(x ~ W
'
!2 s) rls ~ ~ (1 K(s)r (x ~ Wi '2 s))' 
~ ~IWI-l/:2 1 1\(s):2 (f(X)STW 1/:2V j ) ds 
= ~IWI-l/2 1 I{(s)2f(x) ds - ~IWI-l/2 1 K(S)2ST ds 
= ~IWI-l/:2f(X) 1 K(S)2 ds 
= ~IWI-l/2f(x)II1\II; 
n -
where IIKII denotes the d-dimensional Lz-norm of K. 
Combining the asymptotic integrated bias (AlB) and the asymptotic in-
tegrated variance (AIV) to get the AMISE for the multivariate kernel density 
estimator 
If we define a scalar II' > 0 and a d X d matrix A such that 
W = w 2A where IAI = 1 
then (2.20) can be written as 
Allowing changes in w the optimal orders for the smoothing parameter 
wand AMISE are 
AAI I S E = 0 (n--!/(q+-!)) . 
Analytic expression for the AMISE optimal bandwidth matrix are not 
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Figure 2.14: Construction of a bivariate kernel density estimate. 
-3 -2 -1 
X1 
(a) Normal kernel density mass centered 
at each observation. 
-3 -2 -1 
X1 
(b) Contour view of the resulting kernel 
density estimate. The bandwidths are 
H = diag( O.!) lK!)K 10, O.:HVj!)OG) . 
available for the general multivariate case. Explicit formulae can be derived 
for some special cases, as it is illustrated in the next section. 
2.7.3 Rule-of-thumb Bandwidth Selection 
Rule-of-thumb bandwidth selection provides a formula arising from a refer-
ence distribution. The obvious candidate for a reference distribution in the 
llllllt.i yarint.c c as(\ is t.he pdf of H lllnlt.i \'nria t.(\ normal dist.ril mt.iOll. -Y (J.-L, ~). 
Suppose that the kernel is Gaussian, i.e., the pdf of N(O, J). In this case, 
m2(K) = 1 and IIKII~ = :2":d/~' Frolll (:2.20). sinc('. 
Figure 2.14 shows a parametrization with independent normals. Fig-
ure 2.15 shows a parametrization with independent normals. More discussion 
on bandwith selection can be found in Scott (1992). 
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Figure 2.15: Construction of a bivariate kernel density estimate. 
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(a) Normal kernel density mass centered 
at each observation. 
(b) Contour view of the resulting kernel 
density estimate. The bandwidths are 
H = (g:igj5~~~ g:*~~g~gI ). 
2.7.4 Kernel Selection 
K CHll also be g<'llernt.('d from lllli\'ariat.e kernels. K, through a product kernel 
d 
KP(x) = II K(Xj). (2.22) 
j=l 
Using a product kernel 2.12 simplified further to 
"" 1 I:n IId (/ .. - ,,~ .. ) . J ~\.'Jf(x; h) = IIh ti K h. . 
i=l j=l J 
(2.23) 
The most frequently used multivariate kernel is the product kernel den-
sity estimator with normal kernels and bandwidth parametrisation H = 
diag(d1 , d2 ), i.e., 
Figure 2.16 shows a perspective and contour view of a bivariate normal 
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Figure 2.16: Perspective and contour plot of a bivariate normal kernel with 
dependent and independent normals. 
"""Sly 
(a) Estimated joint density surface of a 
bivariate normal kernel. 
denSIty 
(c) Estimated joint density surface of a 
bivariate normal kernel with indepen-
dent normals. 
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kernel using dependent and independent normals. 
This version of the multivariate kernel will be the one used in subsequent 
chapters. Properties of this multivariate kernel are discussed in details in 
Scott (1992). 
The next example will look at an application of the multivariate kernel 
to economics. 
Example 5 (Stochastic kernel) Figure 2.17 shows a contour and perspec-
tive view of a bivariate kernel density estimate of the natural log of Real GDP 
per worker relative to the USA in 1960 and in 1988. The dataset used in this 
example comes from the Penn World Table. This estimate can be viewed 
as a continuous version of transition probability matrix where the number 
of distinct cells tend to infinity. The peaks in the perspective plot represent 
"basins of attraction", as countries close to one of the peaks have high proba-
bility to remain there. On the other hand, countries located in "valleys" will 
have a small probability to remain in the same income range. This serves as 
a representation of the vanishing middle class phenomenon. Also, the fact 
that most of the probability mass lies on the 45 degree line suggests that 
mobility among countries is low. o 
The next example uses the univariate and bivariate kernel to produce a 
conditional density/distribution estimator. 
Example 6 (Conditional density) Using univariate and multivariate ker-
nel, we can construct a nonparametric conditional quantile estimator as de-
veloped by Samanta (1989). A similar approach has been used by Trede 
(1998b) to illustrate and compare income mobility in Germany and the US. 
Let (Xl, Yi), ... , (Xn' Yn) be independent and identically distributed two di-
mensional random variables with joint density f(x, y) and a joint distribu-
tion function F(y, x) = f~oo f~oo f(u, v) du dv. The marginal density of X 
is g(x) = f~oo f(y, x) dy. The conditional density and distribution function 
of Y given X = x are 
f( I ) = f(y,x) yx g(x)' 
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F igure 2. 17: Bivariate kernel estimate of stochast ic kernel. 
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(a) Contours of the estimated joint den-
sity surface of GDP in 1960 and in 1988. 
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(b) P erspective view of the est imated 
joint density surface of GDP in 1960 
and in 1988. The band width are 
0.4338565 and 0.5055188 respectively 
for income in 1960 and in 1988. 
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and 
F(Ylx) = jY f(ulx) du = J~oo f(y, x) du. 
-00 g(x) 
respectively. A product kernel estimate of f(x, y) is 
while the kernel density estimate of g(x) is 
so that 
fA ( I ) = fn(Y,x) nYX A()' gn X 
and the kernel estimator of the conditional distribution function is give by, 
where 
wit.h I{(y) = J~oo k(u) duo 
More derivation details, a proof of strong consistency, and of asymptotic 
normality can be found in Samanta (1989). 
This approach is used in Chapter 4 to estimate the density of household 
income conditional on age of the head in Panel 4.2(a) of Figure 4.2, and the 
density of household income conditional on household size in Panel 4.3(b) of 
Figure 4.3 on page 103 in Section 6.10. 
Panel 4.2 displays the contours of the estimated density of household in-
come conditional on age of the head. The relationship between mean income 
and age appears to be non-linear, increasing up to the age of 50 and declining 
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afterwards. The contours also suggest that inequality in the distribution of 
household income could be functions of life-cycle factors. Income inequality 
seems also to increase up to the age of 50 and decline, more sharply, after-
wards. Moreover, the contour view seems also to suggests that inequality is 
lower for older household heads than for younger ones, as the contour lines 
are more closely bunched together for older household head than for younger 
ones. o 
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(c) Perspective plot of esti-
mated density of household in-
come conditional on age of 
head. 
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(d ) Contours of the estim at ed density of hOllse-
hold income conditional on age of head . T he 
bandwidth." are 3475 and 4.571 respectively for 
income and age. 
Figure 2.18: Estimated density of household income conditional on age of 
head. 
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(a) Perspective plot of esti-
mated density of household in-
come conditional on household 
SIze. 
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(b) Contours of the estima ted density of hOllse-
hold income conditional on household size . The 
bandwidth." are 3475 and 0.3156 respectively 
for income and hou .. 'lehold size. 
Figure 2.19: Estimated density of household income conditional on household 
SIze . 
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2.8 Conclusion 
We have provided several original examples to illustrate how these methods 
can be used to detect interesting features that would be harder to detect 
by standard parametric specifications alone. These methods can be used 
in conjunction with parametric methods to mutually support each others 
findings. Once a probabilistic structure has been identified by nonparalllctric 
means, we can adopt, if appropriate (and on an independent sample!), a 
fully parametric approach, to "buttress" the nonparametric results and to 
test relevant economic hypothesis. See the last paragraph in Appendix D 
on page 239 for further comments on the appropriateness of nonparametric 
methods. 
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3.1 Introduction 
. 
Nonparametric smoothing methods have become increasingly popular among 
economists and statisticians in recent years and have firmly estahlished tlH'lll-
selves as important applied tools. Their increase in popularity can be at-
tributed in part to their flexible nature but also to the ever growing compll-
tational power, the availability of more powerful graphic devices, and their 
implementation many in off-the-shelf software. Many statistical and ('cono-
metrics software application offer nonparametric density and regression es-
timators that can be accessed with few click of a mouse or with a simple 
function call at a prompt. This simplicity is only apparent as important im-
plementation details are hidden from the user's point of view. Nonparametric 
methods are inherently computationally intensive and rely on a plethora of 
impicnH'ntat.ion clet.ails t.hat um he huilt.-in t.he software application, fixed as 
default settings, or determined by the researcher. The control available over 
these implementation details is a function of both the sophistication of the 
software and the user. More knowledgeable users and better designed soft-
ware can give greater control over the nonparametric estimation procedure. 
Detailed control over the estimation procedure is often required to achieve 
more accnraj,(' l'('sult.s, for ("orrect. model s('i<'cj,ion st.ra\.('gy. for efficiency in 
computation, and to facilitate reproducibility and further research. Under-
standing many implementation details requires knowledge of computational 
disciplines such as numerical analysis, computer programming, and computer 
graphics. Few published published papers and books report nonparametric 
results accurately and extensively: they often refer to published methodology 
and only present the graphical output. This makes assessing the quality and 
robustness of the result at best difficult. Lack of detailed documentation can 
also make nonparametric computation-based results hard to reproduce. 
Hoaglin & Andrews (1975) provided a list of items that should accompany 
any computation-based result in statistics. In principle, any information use-
ful to assess the accuracy of the results and to facilitate their reproduction, 
should be supplied. These recommendation have been echoed in many statis-
tics and econometrics papers and books and have been incorporated in style 
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guides for authors of statistical journals such as the Journal of Statistical 
Software. Even so, almost after ten years from the publication of Hoaglin 
and Andrews' recommendations, Hauck & Anderson (1984) found little ev-
idence of improvement in the reporting of computational-based results by 
statisticians. Reconunendations focussing on more specific methods used 
in statistics and econometrics have also appeared in the literature. For in-
stance, guidelines on how to present Monte Carlo results, appeared in Gentle 
(2mB), G('wcke (199G), and Baiocchi (2005). Xo H'(,OlllllH'lHlat.ions specific 
to nonparametric smoothing methods have been proposed. 
In this chapter we propose some basic standards to improve the use and 
reporting of nonparametric methods in the statistics and economics literature 
for the purpose of accuracy and reproducibility. We will make recommen-
dations in four aspects of the process: computational practice, published 
reporting, numerical accuracy, and visualization. Section 3.2 discusses some 
important practical issues in nonparametric estimation. Practical aspects of 
nonparametric methods concern the speed of the algorithm, the ease of imple-
mentation, their numerical accuracy, reproducibility, and the availability of 
portable implementations. In Section 3.3 we provide guidelines for reporting 
computation-based nonparametric results in published research. Researchers 
should provide information useful to assess the accuracy of the results and 
to facilitate their independent reproduction. In Section 3.4 we propose a 
methodology to assess the numerical reliability of software implementation 
of nonparametric methods. Because of the nature of the estimated function 
visualization of nonparametric estimated curves becomes an essential part 
of nonparametric estimation. Section 3.5 focusses on the reproducibility of 
computational results. Section 3.6 discusses guidelines for the graphical pre-
sentation of estimated nonparametric curves. Section 3.7 presents an example 
of reporting applied to financial data. Section 3.8 concludes. 
3.2 Computational Practice 
Computing nonparametric estimates should conform to best practice from 
other disciplines engaged in computing. It is important to avoid reinventing 
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the wheel when writing software. For basic nonparametric routines there 
exist well written and documented routines which are implemented in many 
applications because of their ease of application. Table 3.1 presents a se-
lection of R I can be used to perform the experiment on most computers in 
merely a fraction of a second. packages and functions available for nonpara-
metric estimation. Even from a quick inspection of the table, it is apparent 
that different modules can provide overlapping functionality. Indeed, as an 
example the methods width.SJ, hsj, dpik, sjpi, respectively provided by the 
MASS, sm, KernSmooth, and locfit packages, can all be used to select a 
bandwidth for kernel density estimation using method described in Sheather 
& Jones (1991). From an implementation point of view, packages providing 
similar functionality might differ in their interface, the algorit.hms impl('-
mented, design, and so on. From a user point of view, the choice of which 
software or package to employ will depend upon several factors, such as the 
field of application, ease of use, efficiency, and sophistication of the user. To 
complicate matters further, often modules are not well documented or have 
only an incomplete documentation. We will show that this latter issue can 
produce unexpected results. Using well-established software is always rec-
ommended but has its own risks associated with it. Often, knowledge of the 
estimators as well as numerical and visualization methods is required for a 
successful use of the software. 2 
Table 3.1: R packages and functions for nonparametric density and regression 
estimation 
lR is an open-source implementation of the S langlIage (see, e.g., Ihaka and Gentleman, 
1996). 
2The hardware used in this Chapter was a Dual Intel Pentium IV (Prestonia) Xeon 
Processors 3.06 GHz with HT Technology with 4 GB of RAM running on Microsoft Win-
dows XP /2002 Professional (Win32 x86) 5.01.2600 (Service Pack 2). We used R release 
2.1.0, the standard Win32 relea.."ie available at the time of writing the present chapter. 
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Package Function Description 
density Computes kernel density 
hist computes a histogram of the 
stats (base) 
given data 
smooth. spline Fits a cubic smoothing spline as 
described in Chambers & Hastie 
(1991) 
Continued on next page 
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Package 
Graphics (base) 
car: Data and 
functions for 
econometrics as in Fox 
(2002) 
Function Description 
ksmooth 
loess 
The' K adaroya-\Yat son krrnrl rr-
grrssion estimate ;-to-; drscrilwd in 
Wand & Jones (1995) 
Scat ter Plot with Smooth Curve 
FiUrd h.\' Lorss a'i drscrilwd in 
Cleveland et al. (1992) 
nclass.Stur:qes Computes kernel density 
nclass.scott computrs a histogram of the 
given data 
smooth. spline Fits a cuhic smoothing splinr (l:-; 
drscrilwd in Chamhrrs &: Ho:;tie 
nclass.FD 
n.bins 
(1991) 
The K adamya-, Yatson kc'rnrl 1"('-
gression est imat<' 0:-; descrihed in 
Wand & Jones (1995) 
ComputC's numlwr of hins 
for histograms with differ-
ent rulC's. ImplC'llH'nt ing 
option ··frerdman.diaconis·· 
(nlj:{ range)/(2 lQR) as 
described in Freedman & 
Diaconis (19tH). .. sturgC's" 
pog2 n + ll. implementing 
Sturges rnle Stnrges (192G). 
"scott" fn 1j:1 range/(:3 .. )· s)l 
a'i III Scott (1979) . and "sim-
pIC''' implC'mC'nt ing L 10 log 10 (n) J 
for n > 100. or L2//(n)J for 
n <= 100. ,-enahle's &: Ripley 
(1999) \\"l1('rC' n is the numhn of 
ohservo.tions. range is tll(' mngC' 
of x. lQR IS the intn-quartile 
rougC' of x. and s.\ is thC' sample 
st andard dC'via.t ion of x. l x J . 
the floor function, denotes the 
55 int eger part of x while r x l the 
ceiling [unci ion. <kllot PS the 
smallest integer m such that 
m>x. 
Contmued on next page 
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Package 
MASS: Functions for 
density estimation for 
Venables & Ripley 
(1999) 
KernSmooth: Functions 
for kernel smoothing 
for Wand & Jones 
(1995) 
Function Description 
bandwidth. nrd A well-supported rule-of-thumb 
for choosing the bandwidth of a 
Gaussian kernel density estima-
tor 
hist.scott 
hist.FD 
kde2d 
width.S] 
bcv 
ucv 
bkde 
bkde2D 
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Plot a histogram with automatic 
bin width selection, using the 
Scott formula 
Plot a histogram with automatic 
bin width selection, using the 
Freedman-Diaconis formula 
Two-dimensional kernel density 
estimation with an axis-aligned 
bivariate normal kernel, evalu-
ated on a square grid. 
Uses the method of Sheather & 
Jones (1991) to select the band-
width of a Gaussian kernel den-
sity estimator 
Uses biased cross-validation to 
select the bandwidth of a Gaus-
sian kernel density estimator. 
Uses unbiased cross-validation to 
select the bandwidth of a Gaus-
sian kernel density estimator. 
Compute a binned kernel den-
sity estimate using the fast 
Fourier transform as described in 
Silverman (1982) 
Compute a two-dimensional 
binned kernel density as de-
scribed in Wand (1994) 
Contmued on next page 
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Package Function Description 
dpik Select a Bandwidth for kernel 
density estimation using method 
described in Sheather & Jones 
(1991) 
dpill Select a bandwidth for local lin-
ear regression using method de-
scribed in Ruppert et al. (1995b) 
locpoly Estimates a probability density 
function, regression function or 
their derivatives using local poly-
nomials. A fast binned imple-
mentation over an equally-spaced 
grid is used. 
sm. density N onparametric density estima-
sm: Functions for kernel tion in one, two or three dimen-
smoothing for Bowman sions 
& Azzalini (1997) sm. regression N onparametric regression with 
one or two covariates 
hnorm Normal optimal smoothing pa-
rameter 
hcv Cross-validatory choice of 
smoothing parameter 
hsj Sheather-Jones choice of smooth-
ing parameter for density estima-
tion 
locfit: Functions for locfit Function for fitting local regres-
fitting local regression sion and likelihood models 
and likelihood models SJP~ Computes a bandwidth via the 
for Loader (1999) plug-in SJ method 
kdeb Function to compute kernel den-
sity estimate bandwidths 
Contmued on next page 
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Package Function Description 
ash: David Scotts ashl Computes univariate averaged 
ASH routines as in shifted histogram 
Scott (1992) ash2 Compute bivariate ASH estimate 
GenKern: Computes KernSec Computes univariate kernel den-
generalised KD Es as in sity estimate using Gaussian ker-
Lucy & Pollard (2002) nels which can also use non-
equally spaced ordinates and 
adaptive bandwidths and local 
bandwidths 
KernSur Compute bivariate kernel den-
sity estimate using five parame-
ter Gaussian kernels which can 
also use non equally spaced and 
adaptive bandwidths 
Ueberhuber (1997) IdentIfies four sources of uncertainty of numerical compu-
tations resulting from the use of ready-made software: 
1. the risk of selecting a program that is not suitable to solve the problem at 
hand, 
2. incorrect results due to the inadequate use of software, 
3. software bugs, including design errors, code errors, and shortcomings in the 
documentation, and 
4. bugs and incorrect use of compilers and operating systems. 
Selection of the appropriate use of software for nonparametric estimation re-
quires careful consideration and knowledge. For instance, when estimating a den-
sity using available software several parameter require careful consideration. In 
density estimation, bandwidth selection, number and location of grid points used 
to evaluate the non parametric estimate, data transformation used, binning and 
other speed-enhancing approximation method used, etc. It is an established fact 
that different implementations of the same statistical or ecollollwtric proc('rlme 
can produce different results. This is indeed the case for nonparaulC't ric lll('t hods. 
As more sophisticated nonparametric procedures become available in statistics 
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and econometric packages, particular care is required to identify defaults and OJr 
tions of various implementation before the procedure can be applied fruitfully and 
accurately. 
Bandwidth Plug-in bandwith selectors are based on the analogy principle 
whereby unknown functionals that appear in the formulae of asymptotically OJr 
timal bandwidth are replaced by their sample nonparametric analogue. Many 
choices of bandwidth estimators and implementations are available computational 
methods can be made when implementing these selectors. Different implementa-
tion of the same estimator often produce different numerical values. It is important 
that not only the method used to select the bandwidth, but also the numerical 
values as well be reported for reproducibility purposes. 
Grid points Figure 3.10 displays univariate kernel density estimates of income 
in UK for the year 1991 using 4571 observation on British households from the 
British Household Panel Survey (BHPS). The main features characterizing the 
British income distribution are positive skewness and some degree of bimodality. 
Panel (a) displays a density estimate of the income distribution that uses 20 grids 
points, whereas Panel (b) displays a density estimate with 30 grid points.3 Note 
that the density in Panel (a) has no modes whereas Panel (b) displays another 
mode also described in Jenkins (1995b) and Schmitz & Marron (1992), where 
arguments in favor of a bimodal distribution of the density of household income 
in Great Britain are discussed. 
Binning Applying nonparametric methods requires serious 
Panel (a) of Figure 3.3 seems to suggest that a larger bandwidth is needed to 
smooth what appear as spurious feature in the estimated density. "True" modes 
are masked by "spurious" modes which are an artifacts caused by the discretization 
of the data. If we increase the bandwidth, or adopt the normal rule for bandwidth 
selection, we obtain 
3 Gaussian kernel deIlliity estimate of household income evaluated on a grid of 20 equally 
span,d grid points in t.he int.en·al [0, 50000]llsing a bandwidth of 7l:t0xf) calculateci lL'iiug 
method described in Sheather & Jones (1991) as implemented in the R package KernS-
mooth. 
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Figure 3.1: Gaussian kernel estimate of income. 
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(a) Gaussian kernel density estimate of 
household income evaluated on a grid of 
20 equally spaced grid points. 
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(b) Gaussian kernel density estimate of 
household income evaluated on a grid of 
30 equally spaced grid points. 
3.3 Published Reporting 
Results based on nonparametric methods should be reported as carefully as any 
other computation result. Hoaglin & Andrews (1975) provided a list of items that 
should accompany any computation-based result. In principle, any information 
useful to assess the accuracy of the results and to facilitate their reproduction, 
should be supplied. As a minimum, taking into account recent development, the 
study should provide: 
• information on the nonparametric estimator, including the underlying ker-
nel, the bandwith selector used, convergence properties, etc. which should 
be fully adequate for the needs of the study, 
• details on any transformation applied to the data to reduce boundary bias 
such as the logarithmic transformation and other boundary adjustments, 
• number and location of grid points used for estimation, 
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Figure 3.2: Different implementation of density estimator comparison 
• interpolating algorithm used for the display of the results, 
• details on any measure employed to speed computations such as binning or 
the fast fourier transform, 
• detailed information of programming languages or software applications used, 
vendor, version, serial number, alternative platforms on which it runs, etc., 
• information on the computer used, including details on the CPU, and oper-
ating system,4 moreover 
• any published result should be checked for robustness with respect to the 
IJt is worth remembering that in the fall of 1994, a serious design flaw was discovered 
in the Intel Pentium processor, commonly referred to as the "Pentium floating-poillt-
division bug" or "Pentium bug" in short. As a consequence, certain floating-point divhiion 
operations performed by the Pentium proces..,>or produced incorrect results. 
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Figure 3.3: Gaussian kernel estimate of income. 
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(a) Gaussian kernel deI1.')ity estimate of 
household income using the sm. density 
function provided by the sm R package 
evaluated on a grid of 200 equally spaced 
grid points from 0 to 50000, with band-
width equal to 713.989. 
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(b) GalL.')sian kernel density estimate of 
hom!ehold income using the density func-
tion provided by the stats R package 
evaluated on a grid of 200 equally spaced 
grid points from 0 to 50000, with band-
width equal to 713.989. 
choice of alternative kernels and bandwith selectors. 
All the items listed above provide information to help assess the accuracy of the 
nonparametric computer-based results. It is assumed that computations follow the 
current state of the art. Preference should be given to well-known, good algorithms 
and software available in the public domain. Nonparametric routines not in the 
public domain or that have not being tested before, should be thoroughly tested 
empirically before use (see Section 3.4). 
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Figure 3.4: Wrong model selection strategy 
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3.4 Numerical Accuracy of N onparametric Pro-
cedures 
It is well-known that different software applications implem0nting a stat ist i('al or 
econometric procedure can produce different sets of solutions to the same esti-
mation problem. McCullough & Vinod (1999a), McCullough (1998), McCullough 
(1999), Sawitzki (1994a), Sawitzki (1994b) provide examples in which the com-
putational results obtained by several econometric and statistical packages are 
different. The problem of assessing accuracy is even more crucial for nonlinear 
procedures (see, e.g., McCullough & Renfro, 1999a; McCullough & Vinod, 2003). 
Sometimes the discrepancies can be attributed to implementation. In other in-
stances, the reason for the discrepancies is less obvious. Question of accuracy 
can be addressed using benchmarks. However, benchmarks can be of more use 
than determining the accuracy of software; they can also assist in setting standard 
features which econometric software should possess, such as defaults and options 
for nonparametric procedures or bandwidth selection methods. This function of 
benchmarks has been highlighted in McCullough & Renfro (1999a), and is grow-
ing in importance as more computationally intensive nonlinear procedures become 
part of the standard researcher's toolkit. 
Given the open source nature of R, considerable information about these issues 
can be gathered form inspecting the code directly. Even so, testing can still pro-
vide critical information for several reasons. For example, visual code inspection 
is not always practical as it might be too time consuming and require a consid-
erable knowledge of R programming. Also, even though a particular algorithm 
is theoretically sound, it is important to assess whether it has been implemented 
correctly and efficiently in the software and package under scrntin.\". AnotllC'l' po-
tential benefit of thoroughly testing the implementations u'}ing a standard hat tel',\' 
of tests is that it allows to make comparisons with other software packages useful 
for statistics that have already been tested for reviews in specialized journals. 
To assess the numerical reliability of software usually the methodology pnr-
posed by McCullough (1998) is followed. This testing methodology focuses on 
three features of statistical software: 
(i) estimation, using the Statistical Reference Datasets5 (StRD) (Rogers et al., 
5 Available at the web addre~~ http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/strdj. 
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1998) from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to 
evaluate the accuracy of univariate summary statistics and linear regression; 
(ii) statistical distributions, using the exact values, computed with ELV (Kniisel, 
1989) to verify the accuracy of statistical distributions computations; and 
(iii) random number generation, using the DIEHARD (Marsaglia, 1996) Battery 
of Randomness tests to determine whether random numbers are seem to 
behave as independent samples uniformly distributed over (0,1). 
To implement a benchmark a suitable reference dataset is required. Such a 
dataset should be well-known and easily accessible. We use data on eruptions 
lengths of time of Old Faithful, a well-known geyser in Yellowstone National Park 
in Wyoming, as the reference datatset. The Old Faithful dataset has some in-
teresting features that make it a popular choice for examples to illustrate non-
parametric methods (see, e.g., Silverman, 1986; Scott, 1992; Bowman & Azzalini, 
1997; Simonoff, 1999). The version of data used is described in Azzalini & Bowman 
(1990) or HardIe (1991) and is provided in Appendix B. The data used consists of 
272 measurements of the duration, in minutes, of an eruption of the Old Faithful 
geyser. The eruptions last from 1 minute and 36 seconds to 5 minutes and 6 sec-
onds. Figure 3.5 shows a gaussian kernel density estimate obtained using a grid of 
200 points in tIl(' int('rval [1, GJ with a handwidth of 0.15. 
The figure clearly show the presence of two modes, one of "short" ('ruptiollS of 
1 minute and 54 seconds and the other of longer eruptions of 4 minutes and 27 
seconds. For the certified values, gaussian kernel density estimate of eruption dura-
tions ('valnat('d on a grid of 17 ('qnally spac('d grid point s in th(' inten'al [1, .')jnsing 
a bandwidth of 0.15 \\,('1'(' compllt('d ''''ith high PITcision, TIl(' c('rtified values were 
obtained using PARI using a precision of 100 significant decimal digits. PARI/GP 
is a widely used computer algebra system designed for fast computations in num-
ber theory. PARI allows fast computations with arbitrary precision arithmetic.6 
GpARl is a C library, allowing fast computations with arbitrary prec1...,ion arithmetic. 
gp i..., an interactive shell giving access to PARI functions, much easier to use. Pari i..., 
distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public License and is available for most 
commonly used computer platform. PARl-GP was originally developed in 1987 by a team 
led by Henry Cohen at the laboratory of number theory A2X, University of Bordeaux 1 and 
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Estimate Estimate Estimate Certified 
~~ 
Value ~gE density sm. density kernel value ~CN 
1.00 4·4244466496146813e - 6 4·32440184041741048ge-6 - . 4·3244018404174050e - 6 4·3244018404174021e - 6 0 
1.25 1·4317615027741204e - 3 1·4106366263239728e - 3 1·4106366263239723e - 3 1·410636626323972574e-3 z~ >tr:l 
1.50 6·072045863324201ge - 2 6·0447409539174907e - 2 6·0447409539174941e - 2 6·044740953917489381e-2 t"""'d 10 
1.75 4·0173446675594671e - 1 4·0158966441537991e -1 4·0158966441537985e -1 4·015896644153799042e-1 to >q 
2.00 4·8791375678965188e -1 4·8758384833916907e - 1 4·8758384833916912e -1 4·875838483391690262e-1 UJ_ tr:lZ 
2.25 2·9350465936165387e -1 2·9321389962726524e - 1 2·9321389962726524e - 1 2·932138996272652723e-1 uC) 
2.50 1·1860145325603355e -1 1·1839925036257792e - 1 1·1839925036257790e -1 1·18399250362577891ge-1 ~Z tr:lO 
2.75 4·3640929256470035e - 2 4·3566855467890193e - 2 4·3566855467890200e - 2 4·3566855467890 1812ge - 2 UJz 
3.00 3·2501747531810676e - 2 3·2446841658661262e - 2 3·2446841658661275e - 2 3· 244684165866129053e - 2 C"'d O'l ~> O'l 
3.25 5·8066251820211086e - 2 5· 797 4448038795250e - 2 5·7974448038795222e - 2 5·797444803879524222e-2 UJ~ > 
3.50 1·339103615432193ge -1 1·3378481985161042e -1 1·3378481985161045e -1 1·337848198516104283e-1 ~ 
3.75 2·3359237533776925e -1 2·3329325994125560e -1 2·332932599412554ge - 1 2·3329325994125566581"-1 tr:l ~ 
4.00 4·1205538906156358e -1 4·1169672698426613e - 1 4·1169672698426624e - 1 4·116967269842663951e-1 ~ 
-4.25 5·3931955480530891e -1 5·3883539992365226e -1 5·3883539992365193e -1 5·3883539992365 21145e - 1 0 
4.50 5·8353432312898845e -1 5·830855607355089ge - 1 5·830855607355089ge -1 5·830855607355092001 e-1 
4.75 4·1566358196367742e -1 4·1533449442326342e - 1 4· 1533449442326326e - 1 4· 153344944232636620e-1 
5.00 1·6344012239884725e -1 1·6320444378071458e -1 1·6320444378071458e -1 1·632044437807145318e-1 
Table 3.2: Nonparametric estimates results for Old Faithful geyser data 
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Figure 3.5: Old Faithful eruption times density estimate 
The certified results are reported to 11 decimal places for earh dataset. Clearly. 
most of these digits are not statistically significant, and we are not advorat illP; 
that results should be reported to this number of digits in a statistical context. 
We do believe, however, that this number of digits can be useful when testing the 
numerical properties of a procedure. A good nonparametric density estimation 
procedure should be able to duplicate the certified results to at least 7 or 8 digits. 
There ran he several reasons that a given result might not ap;ree with the certified 
values. First, the code might be wrong. More probably, in this case, there might 
be several default assumption made that result in different estimates, different 
is now maintained by Karim Belaba..,> at the Mathematics department of the University of 
Paris-Sud 11 with the help of many vohmteer contributors. Math: :Pari (version 2.010603) 
is a Perl interface for PARI. 
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approximations, etc. 
Table 3.2 reports the estimation results for the density function, the sm.density 
function provided by the sm package, a simple implementation in R, ker, by the 
author, and the certified values computed with PARI. 
ker <- function( x, y, h ) { 
n <- length(y) 
sum <- 0 
for (i in l:n) { sum = sum + l/(n*h) * dnorm( (x-y[i])/h) } 
return( sum ) 
} 
Differences are generally small. The main difference is in the results for density 
which implements a binned kernel density estimator which cannot be changed (as 
opposed to sm. density) . 
Table 3.3 reports the accuracy of the functions under scrutiny. The accuracy 
of the estimates is measured by the base-lO logarithm of the relative error (LRE) 
given by the formula 
( Iq - cl) Ire(q, c) = -loglO lei ' (3.1) 
wlwrc q rC'prcsents the cstimatC'a valuC' ana c the correct value. When the two 
values are sufficiently close, the LRE is a measure of the number of correct signifi-
cant digits. The implementation in Perl used for this chapter that allows for cases 
,dW1"C Ire function is undefined and checks for closeness of estimated and (,01TC'ct 
values, is provided in Appendix A. 
The table on accuracy confirms the impressions from the estimates. 
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Table 3.3: Numerical accuracy of R nonparametric kernel density estimates 
functions 
Grid LRE LRE LRE 
value density sm. density kernel 
1.00 1·63573 14·8964 14·71:21 
1.25 1·82-162 15·7972 15·71 
1.50 2.:3-1514 15·6615 15·1076 
1.75 :3·-1-1301 16·8-1-1-1 15·8693 
2.00 :3·16906 16·0-17 -1 IS·716:2 
.) 0)'--.~,) :3·00365 lS·9575 15·9575 
2.50 :2·70750 IS·02!)5 16·1675 
:2.75 2·709-19 15·5707 15·;3072 
:3.00 2·77155 15·0557 15·:3197 
:3.25 :2·80038 15·8729 15·4S72 
:3.50 3·02762 16·20-18 15·7911 
:3.75 2·89206 15·5492 15·1:227 
4.00 3·05989 15·191 15·-1:2:37 
-1 0) r:: 
. -0 :3·0-16-17 15·5088 15·-165-1 
4.GO :3·11:37:2 lS·-14:32 15·44:32 
-1.75 3·10109 15· 2:3-1-1 15·01-11 
5.00 2·8-1041 15·S306 15·5306 
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3.5 Reproducibility of Nonparametric Com-
putation Results 
Econometrics and other traditionally empirically-oriented economic models such 
as input-output analysis are inherently computational. More recently, the use of 
ever more powerful computers and the development of increasingly sophisticated 
software applications has allowed economists to explore economic models with less 
restrictive assumptions, estimate and test richer behavioral models, experiment 
with different complex methodologies, compare different estimation methods, etc. 
All these approaches have become part of the cross-disciplinary subject we now 
refer to as computational economics. In general terms, the goal of computational 
economics is to advance the subjects of economics, mainly through the analy-
sis of mathematical economic models by the application of advanced computing 
techniques. To appreciate the wide range of economic issues were computational 
methods have been brought to bear, one just needs to glance at the table of 
content of issues of this Journal, the Journal of Applied Econometrics, Journal 
of Economic Dynamics and Control, or at the papers collected in books, such as, 
Varian (1996), Amman et al. (1996), and Judd & Tesfatsion (2006). Many ofthese 
applications rely rather heavily on computing. 7 IncreaSingly often, economists use 
computers, not only for computations on data and model simulations, but also 
for simple, mechanical operations such as searching for information, collecting and 
storing data, changing the format of data, validating data, post-processing output 
from statistical applications, writing reports, handling tedious and complex alge-
braic manipulations, collaborating with other researchers, and in disseminating 
the final results. The use of computers has also benefited learning and research by 
suggesting conjectures and enriching our understanding of abstract economic and 
econometric concepts by means of examples and visualizations. 
On the negative side, this increasing dependence of economists on computers 
7We could say that these methods are computationally intensive, however this ex-
pression is rather fluid as yesterday's computationally intensive methods become today's 
standard approaches. As an example, Leontief (1966) recounts that in 1939 to solve a 
system of 42 equations in 42 unknown, in what was the first effort to analyze a larg(' ('co-
nomics model through computers, required several months of programming and 56 hours 
of computing on the Harvard Mark II computer, one of the most powerful computers 
available at the time. Today the same calculations can be done in a fraction of a second 
on a standard PC after comparatively very little programming effort. 
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has resulted in research that has become increasingly difficult to rf'plicatf'. Impk-
mentation details of computations in economics are left out of traditional printed 
publication. Reproducibility relies on a plethora of implementation details that 
are difficult to communicate through conventional printed publications. As Df'waln 
f't a1. (lD80) pointf'n out. this lack of information can rf'stt!t in months of effort by 
researchers trying to replicate a study yielding inconclusive results regarding the 
validity of the original study. Program written in specialized languages such as 
GAUSS are often not easily portable between different platform'> ann versions of 
the program. Programs written in conventional programming languages such as 
FORTRAN or C++ also depend on implementation details including the vendor, 
version of the compiler, and the specific platform on which the~' nUl. All these fac-
tors can amount to insurmountable obstacles in the replication of computational-
based results in economics, as extensively reported by Dewald et a1. (1986). For 
instance, Dewald et al. (1986) report that they had to abandon attempts to re-
pronuC(' results from a large macToeconomptrir mond because of difficulties in 
transferring programs and data across computer systems. McCullough & Ren-
fro (1999b), in a survey of GARCH estimation procedure implemented in various 
packages, found that often important information that affects computed results, 
such as parameter initialization, was not available. Buckheit & Donoho (1995) 
pointed out that in the field of computational experiments re.,>earciH'rs OftCll can-
not reproduce their own work, even only a few months after its completion, that 
research students have difficulties in presenting their probl<'ms to their acanemic 
advisers, and that researchers cannot reproduce computational results of other re-
searchers and other published work. There is substantial evidence that analogous 
problems occur also in economics (see, e.g, Dewald et a1., 1986). 
Computational and cmpiric-al rC'sults in economics rC'quirC' independent verifi-
cation in order to contribute to the advancement of the subject of economics. An 
important step in that direction is that published computational results should be 
reproducible by other researchers. Ideally, reproducibility implies that identical 
computational results should be obtainable in a short amount of time, without 
requiring expensive computational resources, proprietary data, licensed software, 
and any application-specific knowledge. Of course, insisting on "bit-by-bit" re-
producibility of computational results in economics is not always practical and 
the definition must be interpreted in the light of the specific context of applica-
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tion.8 In applied work, it is quite frequent that a particular commercial software , 
dataset, or expensive equipment makes research results difficult to reproducC'.!) In 
pra.cticc. ohtaining qualitatively similar rC'suits might he sufficient to claim that a 
computational result has been reproduced. 
There has been an increasing interest in making research in empirical economics 
reproducible since the alarm raised by Dewald et al. (1986), in their Journal of 
Money, Credit and Banking (JMCB) project, in which they attempted and failed 
to replicate most empirical results published or submitted to the same journal. 
Based on their recommendation several journal introduced publicly available In-
ternet archives and required the submission of data and programs from the authors 
of the empirical papers submitted. In a more recent investigation, Vinod (2001) 
found that approximately 70 per cent of articles from prestigious economic journals 
were not reproducible. He attributed this problem to sloppy record keeping, inac-
curate software, and the lack of maintenance of software and data, in particular, 
after publication. McCullough et al. (2006) take stock of 23 years experience of the 
JMCB data and code archive. They convincingly argue that, though most empiri-
cal work could still not be reproduced, the requirement of a data and code archive 
should be adopted by more journals and that stricter rules that ensure compli-
ance from the author should be introduced. Based on the experience, they provide 
guidelines to facilitated the reproduction of empirical research in economics. Open 
source software, software whose source code is made freely available to the public, 
enabling anyone to copy, modify and redistribute the source, is naturally con-
ducive to reproducibility. In this section we want to highlight the potential role of 
open source software in organizing computational based research and in mediating 
researcher's interaction with each other, PhD students, and journal editors, by 
streamlining operations such as replication, validation, and supporting students' 
participation in the research process. 
Claerbout (see, e.g., Buckheit and Donoho, 1995), has recently championed the 
issue of reproducibility in the computational sciences. Empirical research requires 
independent verification. An important step in that direction is that puhlisllC'd 
computational results should be reproducible by other researchers. However, re-
8Gentle (2003) talks of Monte Carlo computation being strictly reproducible if the 
software and the seeds used for the random number generators are preserved. 
'lStokes (2004) discusses the potential advantages of using different software to solve 
the same problem. 
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prodll('in~ ('omputation result s from puhlislwd v,;ork often proofs to be a difficult 
and daunting task. Reproducibility relies on a plethora of implementation de-
tails that are difficult to communicate through conventional printed publications. 
Buckheit & Donoho (1995) point out that in the field of computational ('xp('ri-
ments: 
• researchers often cannot reproduce their own work, even a few months after 
the study has been completed, 
• research students have difficulties in presenting their problems to their aca-
demic advisers, and 
• researchers cannot reproduce computational results of other researchers and 
other published work. 
Reproducibility implies that, ideally, identical results should be obtainable in 
a short amount of time, without requiring expensive computational resources, pro-
priC't.ar~r data. lic('nsed soft\var('. and any appli('ation-sl)('('ific knowledge. Schwab 
et al. (2003) classify their computational problems according to their degree of 
reproducibility in: 
• Easily reproducible result files can be regenerated within ten minutes on 
a standard workstation. 
• Non-reproducible result files, such as hand-drawn illustrations or scanned 
figures, cannot be recalculated by the reader. 
• Conditionally reproducible result files require proprietary data, licensed 
software, or more than 10 minutes for their re-computation. The author 
nevertheless supplies a complete set of source files and rules to C'nSlll'(' that 
readers can reproduce the results if they possess the necessary resources. 
Based on this stringent requirements, most computational results in economics 
would be classified under the headings of "conditionally reproducible" at best. In 
a recent investigation, Vinod (2001) found that approximately 70 per cent of arti-
cles from prestigious economic journals were not reproducible. He attributed this 
problem to sloppy record keeping, inaccurate software, and the lack of maintenance 
of software and data, in particular, after publication. 
In their Journal of Money, Credit and Banking seminal project, Dewald et al. 
(1986) attempted to replicate computation results published or submitted to the 
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journal. Of the 92 authors asked to supply data according to the journal policy, 
75 responded, and 68 submitted something. The first 35 datasets were examined 
and only 7 were judged to be free of problems. The authors attempted to replicate 
the results of 9 papers for which they had obtained data and software code; only 
four computational f(:,sults could he' fe'producC'd closely. Based on their findings, 
Dewald et al. (1986) recommended that journals require the submission of data 
and programs from authors at the time empirical papers are submitted. 
We can identify several reasons why full and easy reproducibility of compu-
tational results is a desirable goal in economics. As we already mentioned, re-
producibility facilitates independent verification. Moreowr. it could help tIl(' Pe'('f 
review Process and Supervision. Peer review is the scholarly process for qual-
ity assurance mostly used in economics in the publications of articles and in the 
awarding of research grants. This process ideally should assists authors of scholarly 
papers in meeting the standard of their disciplines. This process presumes that the 
article being reviewed has been honestly written and that no gross mistakes in the 
implementation of the methodology have been committed. Though occasionally 
problems can be detected from the printed results, the process is not designed to 
detect fraud or error. The reviewers usually do not have access to the datasets 
and software code used to obtain the computational results. Easily reproducible 
results would considerably help this process. 
Research in economics is often a process of iterative refinemC'llt. Rc'producible' 
l"e'Sluts are also easier to improve upon. SupP1Yision can also benefit from repro-
ducibility at least in two ways. Firstly, by using computational results that are 
easily reproducible and modifiable to solve other economic problems, research stu-
dents can learn and get started with their own research. Secondly, reproducible 
results can be better monitored for quality. 
The open source software development model proponents advocate unrestricted 
access to the source code of software and contend that this more open style of li-
censing allows for a superior software development process. This two basic tenets 
can facilitate reproducibility and independent verification. Opell SOlUTe softwa.re' 
can be freely distributed making replication of computational results easier for in-
dividual researchers without subsidized access by a major university of commercial 
software. 
Software vendors rely on the law of contracts and intellectual property to pnr 
tect their softwares source code from being used by researchers for other purposes. 
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Typically, the software application is "purchased" through a licensee/licensor con-
tract. Because the source code is kept secret, software is usually delivered to 
licensees in object code or executable form, i.e., in machine-only readable form. 
It is possible to identify several, actual and potential, advantages of using OS 
software for researchers, students, and academic institutions. 
Typically, open source software can be obtained at the cost of the media (CDs 
or diskettes) or network bandwidth (for distribution via the world wide web). 
Commercial packages used by economist can be quite expensive, especially if up-
grading and licensing occurs frequently. Cost considerations can discourage the 
adoption of a commercial package by institutions from developing countries, and 
also by resource constrained universities in more developed countries. Moreover, 
newer versions that add new features can make previous versions rapidly obso-
lete (it is of small consolation if, after a long wait, you manage to obtain code 
that "Requires version X.X or grc'ate'L and lihrar.\' y"). Analogous problems arise 
when modification or extended functionality is required. Asking for f('atnres to he' 
included is a long and tedious process. Some well known software producer are 
slow to respond, even in fixing serious bugs identified and reported on specialized 
journals. "Toolboxes", "modules", "packages", etc., can be extremely expensive, 
sometimes more than the core software itself. GNU's copy-left license guarantees 
the freedom to improve the program, and release the improvements to the public, 
so that the whole scientific community can benefit. 
Uncertainties about the future development of a software application can also 
prevent its adoption. Under the GNU license, the software (and the option for 
support and development) will also be available if the software producer no longer 
exists. 
Open source software is reputed to have a high degree of Reliability. Seri-
ous errors have been found in some econometric and statistical packages, (see, 
e.g., Kniisel, 1995; McCullough & Vinod, 1999b). Vendors of proprietary software 
rarely describe the algorithms used to implement econometric and statistical pro-
cedures, nor provide information about their reliability. This is a serious omission 
that makes the use of "black box" packages less attractive for academic research. 
Algorithm used, their implementation benefit form being open SOlUT(,. To ('nsme 
the highest standard of quality and degree of confidence in th(' results obtained. 
software should be subject to peer review as any other aspect of research and based 
on openly published and freely available algorithms and source code. 
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Open source software can promote efficiency and learning. Applied econome-
tricians will sometimes have the necessity to engage in the process of crafting their 
own programs. Free software allows to obtain the source code and study it. The 
writing of code or the adapting of existing own to one's needs is thus facilitated. 
Free Software should avoids "re-inventing the wheel." The GNU license guaran-
tees the freedom to redistribute copies, modified or not, so that the whole scientific 
community can benefit. 
Disadvantages of opens source software include abandoned code and code "fork-
ing." For an example of software used in statistics and econometrics that has 
de facto been abandoned see the discussion on Xlisp-Stat in de Leeuw (2005). 
Forking of a project occurs when a developer takes code from a project and 
develops it independently of the original project. An example of forking is the 
Gnu-Emacs/XEmacs split. Forking is generally considered harmful in terms of 
wasted resources, but it can also create some beneficial competition as the EGCS 
(Experimental/Enhanced GNU Compiler System) which was a fork from GCC 
(Gl\U Compiler Collection) which was ('\\,lltnall~' reincorporated in the official 
GCe project. For a description of how GCC and other Unix-like software tools 
are used in economics see Racine (2000). 
Software used by economists for research, learning, and teaching include econo-
metrics, statistical, symbolic, and various simulation and optimization packages. 
Table 3.4 presents the current legal status of software useful to economists re-
viewed by the Journal of Applied Econometrics (JAE). The table also report the 
volume, issue, and page numbers were the review appears. An important dis-
tinction to keep in mind is the one between open source and freeware/shareware 
software. With open source software, the source code is bundled with the soft-
ware and is free for everyone to inspect and acquire, with freeware/shareware the 
software is "free" to be distributed, but the source code is withheld from the pub-
lic. Open source is made available under a variety of license types. The GNU 
General Public License (GPL), the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), 
the Mozilla Public License (MPL), the BSD License, the Apache Software License, 
the MIT License, the Artistic License, and the Perl license are among the best 
known. For a an explanation of these different Open Source license flavors, con-
sult St. Laurent (2004). The table clearly shows how most free software deemed 
useful for economists falls under the Open Source GPL agreement and includes 
a completely functional UNIX operating system (GNU Linux) , programming lan-
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guages and developing tools (GCC, and CYGWIN), powerful typesetting system 
(MiK'IEX/Te'IEX), and a high-level, cross-platform programming language with 
network and object-oriented programming support (Perl). Software applications 
that can compete with commercial applications traditionally used in Economics, 
include a high-level language for matrix and numerical computations (GNU Oc-
tave) , which is comparable in terms of functionality to specialized applications such 
as GAUSS and MATLAB, a sophisticated programming environment for statisti-
cal computing and graphics based on the S programming language (GNU R), with 
functionality analogous to applications such as SAS, SPSS, STATA, or S-plus, and 
a complete econometric package (GRETL), still under development but already 
with features that makes it comparable to applications such as PcGive, EViews, 
and MicroFit. 
GNU (sometimes pronounced "guh-NEW") is an acronym for "GNU's Not 
Unix". It is the name of a project by the Free Software Foundation (FSF) whose 
purpose is to promote the free exchange of software. The GNU project was started 
in order to develop a complete Unix-compatible operating system as well as an 
extensive set of software tools, all to be made freely available to the general public. 
The project has grown to include programs that were developed by many other 
people for their own purposes, which shared the same underlying philosophy of 
software freedom. For more details on the organization, see Stallman (1985). 
GNU's success as a catalyst in the production of free software is mostly attributable 
to the introduction of a form of software licensing, known as the GNU General 
Public License, or GPL, which encourages the free distribution of software. IO In 
the next few paragraphs we briefly review some of the most successful OS project 
useful to economists. 
GNU /Linux is a Unix-like computer operating system combined with libraries 
and tools from other GNU projects. Linux distributions incorporate large number 
of software applications with the core system. It was originally developed by 
Linus Torvalds for Intel microprocessors in 1991 but has since then considerably 
expanded to support a variety of computer architectures. A review of GNU /Linux 
from an economist's pointy of view can be found in MacKinnon (1999). 
lOThe crucial difference between GNU software and software placed in the public domain, 
without copyright, i!'> that the GNU CPL make!'> !'>ure that anyone who redistributes the 
!'>oftware, with or without changa,>, must pa!'>s along the freedom to make further copie!-i 
and changes. 
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Software Useful for Economists reviewed by the J AE 
Free/Open source Proprietary / Closed 
Public Net lib BACC 14 (6), 677-89 
Domain ~Q}l{Jsiie1tjl ~ b . 0 r g) Freewareb EasyReg 13 (2), 203-07 Scilab 16 (4),553-59 
GCC (GNU C++) ViSta 1 7 (4), 405-14 
11 (2), 199-202 GAUSS 15 (2), 211-20 
CYGWIN Tools EViews 15 (1), 107-10 
15 (3),331-41 LIMDEP 14 (2), 191-02 
GNU/Linux MATLAB 12 (6), 735-44 
Open 14 (4),443-52 MicroFit 13 (1), 77-89 
Source GNU Octave Oxe 12 (1), 77-89 
15 (2000) (5), 531-42 Commercial PcGive 13 (4), 411-20 GNUR RATS 12 (2), 181-90 
14, (3), 319-29 Shazam 14 (2), 191-02 
GRETL SORITEC 17 (1), 85-90 
18, (1), 105-10 S-plus 12 (1), 77-89 
Perl Stata 16 (5), 637-46 
18, (3), 371-78 TSP 12 (4),445-53 
mikTEX/teTEX XploRe 13 (6), 673-79 
16, (1), 81-92 LISREL 19 (1), 135-41 
Maple 10 (3), 329-37 
Table 3.4: Legal status of software applications useful to Economists reviewed by the JAE 
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GNU R,l1 an open-source programming environment for data analysis and 
graphics, has in only a decade grown to become a de-facto standard for statistical 
analysis against which many popular commercial programs may be measured. R's 
source code was initially written by Ross Ihaka and Robert Gentleman (see Ihaka 
& Gentleman, 1996) at the Department of Statistics of the University of Auckland 
in Auckland, New Zealand. Since the mid 90's there has been a core group (the "R 
Core Team") who can modify the R source code archive. R provides cutting-edge 
statistical and visualization methods. For an introduction on how R can be used 
in Econometrics see, e.g., Racine & Hyndman (2002). 
GRETL, an acronym for GNU Regression, Econometrics and Time-series Li-
brary,12 is a cross-platform software package for econometric analysis, written in 
the C programming language. GRETL is the first complete econometric software 
package to be released under the GNU software license. The software consists 
of a shared library, a command-line client program, and a graphical client pro-
gram. It comes with many sample data files from Greene (2000) and Ramanathan 
(2002), which are immediately accessible from the menu. It supports several least-
squares based statistical estimators (including two-stage least squares and panel 
data methods), time series models (including the Cochrane-Orcutt procedure and 
VARs) , and some maximum likelihood methods (logit and probit). It also has 
built-in commands for several econometric tests (including the Chow, Hausman, 
and Dickey-Fuller tests). It calls gnuplot to generate graphs and is capable of gen-
erating output in I¥JEX format. GRETL has been written by Allin Cottrell based 
on ESL (Econometrics Software Library) code written by Ramu Ramanathan of 
the University of California, San Diego. It can be obtained from the world wide 
web at http://gretl.sourceforge.net/, where the source package and binary 
distributions running on GNU jLinux and Microsoft Windows in the form of a self-
extracting executable can be downloaded. Particularly noteworthy is the fact that 
the program is also distributed on CDs that accompany two popular econometrics 
textbooks, Ramanathan (2002) and Wooldridge (2002). These books use GRETL 
llR is available from the WWW's Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) located 
at http://cran . r-pro j ect . org/, where source code, additional libraries, documentation, 
and links to binaries distributions of R are available for various platforms, including Win32, 
Mac, and Unix/Linux. 
12There is also an obvious reference to the classic fairy tale "Hansel and Gretel," in which 
Gretel is the mature and resourceful girl whose ingenuity saves her sibling's life from an 
evil witch who, after kidnapping them by means of gingerbread and candies, intends to 
fatt.en and eventually eat him. 
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extensively for their applied examples making GRETL a useful tool for practicing 
and teaching econometrics. An example of how GRETL can be used to analyze 
economic data can be found in Baiocchi & Distaso (2003). 
GNU Octave is a high-level matrix-based language, primarily intended for 
numerical computations, available for different platforms at the following URL: 
http://VfTiIV1 . octave. org/, that is mostly compatible with MATLAB. It provides 
a convenient command line interface for solving common numerical linear algebra 
problems, including the roots of nonlinear equations, integrating ordinary func-
tions. manipulating pol~·llOmials. and intq~rating ordinary differential equations. 
It may also be used as a batch-oriented language. It is easily extensible and 
customizable via user-defined functions written in Octave's own language, or us-
ing dynamically-loaded modules written in C++, C, Fortran, or other languages. 
GNU Octave was originally written by James B. Rawlings of the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison and John G. Ekerdt of the University of Texas. Octave is free 
software distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public License (GPL) 
as published by the Free Software Foundation (FSF). For a survey on how Octave 
can be used in economics see Eddelbuettel (2000). 
GNU Emacs, a program written by Richard Stallman of the Free Software 
Foundation, can serve as an integrated environment in which to run applications 
useful to economists. There is an Emacs package called ESS, an acronym for 
Emacs Speaks Statistics, (2004) which provides a standard interface between statis-
tical and econometric programs and statistical processes. It is intended to provide 
assistance for interactive statistical and econometrics programming and data anal-
ysis. Languages supported include: S dialects (S-Plus , and R), LispStat dialects 
(XLisp-Stat, ViSta), SAS, Stata, and SPSS dialect (SPSS, PSPP). 
A complete computing environment that includes all the above mentioned 
applications and many more is Quantian Eddelbuettel (2003). Quantian is a 
Linux based system that is a directly boot able and self-configuring from a sin-
gle cdromjdvdrom. Quantian comprises Knoppix (Knopper, 2003) from which it 
takes its base system software, along with automatic hardware detection and con-
figuration, and scientific software such as the above mentionC'd applications and 
many more including, general purpose computer algebra systems such as Axiom, 
Maxima, PARIjGP , etc., numerical matrix oriented applications such as Scilab, 
Numeric Python, Euler, and PDL, optimization software such as lp-solve, GNU 
Scientific Library, programmable editors such as GNU Emacs with sllpport for 
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econometric and statistical applications including Stata, SAS, S-PLlJS, and GNC 
R, and so on. 
One of the features that make many open source projects so successful is their 
modular nature. The functionality of modular application can be easily extended 
to cover more specialized areas of application. Modular application make it par-
ticularly easy to create, install, update, and access the optional code and data, 
with accompanying documentation, within the main application. Functions, data, 
and documentation provided by extra modules are easily made available to the 
user without the need of any application-specific knowledge typically with just 
one statement (\usepackage{ ... }, library(. .. ), use ... ). This allows code 
written to satisfy the need of a particular researcher to be easily reused and mod-
ified by others. For instance, modules (in Perl), libraries (in R), macro packages 
(Jb'IEX) useful to economists are continuously added. Modules are made available 
in the main Web site were the software is distributed. So called package managers 
(for instance the MiK'I'E)( Package Manager and the Perl Package Manager) allow 
the installation or update on demand of additional packages. Other applications, 
such as R, allow installation and updating to occur making appropriate selections 
from the main menu bar. 
In the next section, we review some of the main advantages and disadvantages 
of open source software. 
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3.6 Visualization 
Thaditionally, results in empirical economics are prf'..sented in the form of tables. 
The advantage of tables is that information can be clearly organized and they 
show exact numerical values. However, tables can only be practically used only 
wlwn the computational results call he represented or slUllllla,rized as a small finite 
set of numbers. Often, to manage large numbers of results resulting from changes 
in experimental conditions, response surfaces are fitted (see, e.g., Davidson & 
MacKinnon, 1993, chap. 2). More often, computational results can be communi-
cated accurately and clearly only by means of graphs. Nonparametric curves are 
made of linearly interpolated values of the nonparametric estimates computed on 
a equi-spaced fine grid of points Because of the nature of the compllt ('d H'SlUh \·i-
sualization has becomes an essential part of nonparametric econometrics. However 
no attention has been given to best practices in the visualization of computational 
results. Visualization should display data accurately and clearly, and should help 
to highlight important characteristics. A well designed graph should be able to 
facilitate exploration, communication, as well as calculation and processing of the 
computational results. 
Some methods of visualization, such as kernel density estimation used to 
present monte carlo results in econometrics, are themselves computational meth-
ods and depend on a plethora of implementation details that can be built-in the 
software application, fixed as default settings, or determined by the researcher. 
Given the importance of visualization in nonparametric estimation, the same high 
standard for obtaining the computational result should be applied to the produc-
tion of figures. 
Fllllction visnalizat ionlll('thods can dm\\· on the rd('vant literature in the fields 
of scientific visualization, psychology, and computer graphics. Several graphics pa-
rameter can affect the presentation of computational results. Excellent reference 
for guidelines on how to produce good quality graphs. In particular, Cleveland 
(1980, 1993) or Tufte (1983) should serve as a useful guides. In view of the above 
considerations, we feel that the nonparametric results that are displayed graphi-
cally should should be accompanied by detailed information on any interpolating, 
smoothing, or other algorithm used for the display of the results. 
Several graphics parameter can affect the presentation of nonparametric re-
sults. For instance, the aspect ratio is a critical factor in the judgment of slope 
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changes. 
In graphical displays of nonparametric estimates we judge the orientations of 
line segments to decode information about the rate of change of one variable with 
respect to another. 
Consider, as an example, Figure 6.8 where the Nadaraya-Watson and the Local 
polynomial ('stimatcs of an environmental hUhlwts curVe' for 502 emissions are 
shown. 
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Fignre 3. G: Local Polynomial and :'Jadm-aya-\Yat.son {'stilllat.{' for tIl<' S02. The 
two turning points data on the estimated turning point. The NW estimator assigns 
weights proportional to the heights of the rescaled kernel. A rugplot, which adds 
a mark for each observation on the x-axis, is added to aid the interpretation. The 
data have been jittered (a small amount of noise has been added to the data) to 
avoid mark's overlapping. The 180-3166 3-letter identifications code has been used 
to label the countries. If the true turning point is located at high level of income 
the estimated turning point will be shifted to the left. 
Its clear that in Figure 6.8 we judge the orientations of the short line segments 
that make up the estimated non parametric environmental K uznets curve to decode 
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information about the relative steepness of the curves and the amount of curvature. 
This decoding is greatly affected by the aspect ratio of the graph. The data 
rectangle of a graph is a rectangle that just encloses all of the data. The aspect 
ratio is the physical height of the data rectangle (measured in cm, for example) 
divided by the width. Figure 3.7 shows the data rectangle of an hypothetical 
stylized EKe, as a dashed rectangle. The aspect ratio is the height of the data 
rectangle in physical units divided hy the width. in this case. ~/~ (~: ~ 0.56. After 
the turning point, an increase in GDP by a thousand of US dollars results in a fall 
of .75/, 7 ~ 1.07 tons of sulfm {'missions. 
r--------------------- ---------1 
:3.88 cm 
S.18 cm 
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Figure 3.7: Terminology. The dashed rectangle that encloses the data .is 
the data rectangle. The aspect ratio is the height of the data rectangle III 
physical units divided by the width. 
To test recent models of the relationship between growth and environment we 
might not only be interested in determining the location of turning points but 
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also whether the behavior of an up swing following a down swing is symmetric. 
Asymmetric behavior around a turning point, besides having important conse-
qU(,llCCS for the polic.," makC'r as such. might also indicate the presence of different 
factors affecting the downward and the upward branch of the cW"v('. CIC'v<'iand ~ 
McGill (1987) conjectured that accuracy of comparative slope judgment is maxi-
mized when the average angle is of positively sloped line segments is set close to 
-l")o. Cleveland rC'fC'l"s to this avC'raging procedure for sC'iecting thC' aSI)('ct ratio a:-; 
·'hanking to 4.:)°·· (1994. p. 70). The conjC'ct nrC' is ha.'iC'd on t 11(' maximllm resolll-
tion theorem (see, Cleveland & McGill, 1987, p. 201) which states that given the 
orientation, in radians, 
wll('rC' Si. for i = 1,2. are the physical slopesn of two line segments. the orirllia-
fion Tf;solut'ion, defined as the absolute difference between the orientations of two 
segments 
is maximized when the orientation of the mid-angle 
is a(a*) = ~. The proof of the theorem can be found in Cleveland (1994). 
Figure 3.8 
Cleveland & McGill (1987) found by experimentation that the accuracy of slope 
jlldgment in(TC'asC'd as thc slopc approadl('d 45°. 1\ onparanl('tric CIU"VCS arC' madC' 
of an entire collection of line segments. Consider a nonparametric curve consisting 
of n lillC segments. Following til(' approach sllggC'stNl in CIC'VC'land (1994), finding 
the desired aspect ratio amounts to solving the following the nonlinear equation 
13Physical slope..") are slopes when vertical and horizontal coordinate..") are ~he physical 
distances from the left and bottom side of the data rectangle, where both di")tance..") are 
measured in the same units. 
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Fignr<' 3.8: Illnst.rat.ion of t,lH' -1.5 0 principle. In the upper left panel the 
average orientation of two line segment is 45 degrees. The aspect ratios 
of the upper left and lower right panels are respectively larger than 6 and 
smaller than .2. The absolute angular separation of the latter two panels is 
smaller as shown with the help of the dashed line. 
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Whe'lT' v and h are respectively the hight and width in physical units of the data 
A. •• 
lw·tanglo. V and h til(' hight and width re'spC'cti\'C'l.\· in scaie' units. Vi and hi are'th(' 
change'S in scale' units of tho ith segment along the vertical and horizontal scale 
re'slwcli\'d~·. For e'xample'. 1()l' Figure 3.1. V = 1 t pc. h = 2.3 thollsands of US $ 
pn ca.pila. VI = 1 t pc. V:2 = -0.1;) t pc. hI = loG thow;ands of US $ pc. h'2 = 0.1 
thousands of US $ per capita. The' value of v is 5.18 Clll. til(' vahle' of h. 9.2 Clll. 
The implementation in R used for this chapter is provided in Appendix C. 
The choice of aspect ratio should be dictated by the shape of the curve. Fig-
ure 3.9 shows a recursive aspect ratio plot that for each point computes the aspect 
ratio by banking to -150 using the 50 closest segments. 
The graph clearly shows that if we want make the perception of the second mode 
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more accurate, then an aspect ratio of about 0.9 would be more appropriate. Note 
that the aspect ratio computed by banking using all the 500 segment constituting 
the curve is about 0.512. Examples of applications of this method to highlight 
important nonparametric results are available in other chapters. 
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3.7 Example of Reporting 
Consider a dataset taken from the CRSP monthly returns database produced 
by the Center for Research in Security Prices of the University of Chicago The 
Monthly Data are available for the NYSEj AMEX firms from DECEMBER of 
1925 and for NASDAQ firms from December of 1972. Figure 3.10 displays a 
histogram and a time series plot of a typical series of returns from a randomly 
chos('n C0111p<1.ny.14 The sample used consists of 360 observations on 721 firms over 
the period from January 1973 to December 2002 for which all data was available. 
Panel (a) graphs the time series of returns from Jan. 1973 to Dec. 2002 using 
a connected plot. The series displays evidence of volatility clustering. Panel (b) 
displays a histogram of a typical return series. 15 A normal density with mean 
and standard deviation equal to their sample analogues, is superimposed on the 
histogram for reference. The shape of the histogram suggests that the distribution 
of returns appears positively skewed (sample kurtosis is 6.286), and leptokurtic 
(sample kurtosis is 62.918), i.e., the distribution of returns is "peaked" and "fat 
tailed." 
14The hardware used in thi"l paper was a Dual Intel Pentium IV (Prestonia) Xeon Pnr 
cessors 3.06 GHz with HT Technology with 4 GB of RAM running on Microsoft Windows 
XP /2002 Professional (Win32 x86) 5.01.2600 (Service Pack 2).. . 
1'-)1'h(' llHlulwr of hillS WClS calcnlat.('d accorciillg to th(' formnla fn1f.l . range/(2· tqrJl 
f()llo\\ ing Fr('('dmHll S:. Dia('ollis (1 !)Kl) wl1<'1'(' iqr is the int.('r-qnartik range' of retnrns. 
range is t.he !'imge of t.he r('lnrllS, aud f x l, I.h(' ceiliug fnnctiou, (kllOI~'S ~ll<' ~lllall('SI 
illl.('g('r m sHch t.lwt. m 2: x. Ot.ll('r r<'i'('H'lH'(' rnks hasC'd on tIl<' normal (lislnlmlIOu gl\'(' 
too 'few bins and an oversmoothed histogram. This rule is robust to departures from 
normality. 
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Figure 3.10: Time series plot and histogram of returns. 
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3.8 Conclusion and Suggestions for Further 
Research 
Nonparametric smoothing methods have recently become increasingly popular 
among ('conomists and statist icians in rcccnt years and haw' firmly established 
themselves as important applied tools. Their increase in popularity can be at-
tributed in part to their flexible nature but also to the ever growing complltational 
power, the availability of more powerful graphic devices, and their implementa-
tion many in off-the-shelf software. Many statistical and economctrics softw<irc 
application offer nonparametric density and regression estimators that can be ac-
cessed with few click of a mouse or with a simple function call at a prompt. This 
simplicity is only apparent as important implementation details are hidden from 
the user's point of view. Nonparametric methods are inherently computationally 
intensive and rely on a plethora of implementation details that can be built-in the 
software application, fixed as default settings, or determined by the researcher. 
The control available over these implementation details is a function of both the 
sophistication of the software and the user. More knowledgeable users and bet-
ter designed software can give greater control over the nonparametric estimation 
procedure. Detailed control over the estimation procedure is often required to 
(1,chicvc morc accnrat(' rcslllts. for COHCCt model selcct ion strategy, for efficiency in 
computation, and to facilitate reproducibility and further research. Understanding 
many implementation details requires knowledge of computational disciplines such 
as numerical analysis, computer programming, and computer graphics. 
In this chapter we have proposed some basic standards to improve the use and 
reporting of nonparametric methods in the statistics and economics literature for 
the purpose of accuracy and reproducibility. In particular, we made recommenda-
tions in five aspects of the process: computational practice, published reporting, 
numerical accuracy, reproducibility, and visualization. 
Possible directions for further research include extending the benchmark from 
the univariate density estimator to 
• bivariate density estimation with the possible choice of several popular band-
widths, and to the 
• bivariate regression, again with a selected number of bandwidth selection 
approaches. 
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The best way to report the benchmarks is to have them available via the web. 
An obvious choice seem to make them available through the Stanford site, "Econo-
metric Benchmarks," 16 maintained by Clint Cummins. "Econometric Bench-
marks" makes some standard benchmark datasets and models for testing the ac-
curacy of econometrics application software available for download. So far bench-
marks are available for basic statistics, linear and nonlinear regression, simultane-
ous equations, time series, qualitative dependent variables, panel data models, and 
random number generation. After having constructed the benchmarks, the next 
step is to test popular statistics and econometric packages that support some of 
these methods and to disseminate reports on how close they come to the bench-
marks. 
!(j A('('('ssihk at. t.lH' addn'ss http://www . stanford. edu/rvclint/bench/. 
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THE UK: A CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION ESTHv'1ATION 
APPROACH 
4.1 Introduction 
There seems to be a quite general consensus on the fact that Britain has experi-
enced a dramatic increase in income inequality in the past few decades (see, e.g., 
Atkinson, 1997, and references therein) and that, in order to interpret the ob-
served trend, income distribution analysis should take into account demographic 
and socio-economic changes in the population. In fact, at every moment in time, 
the heterogeneous pattern of income earning and wealth accumulation over the 
life-cycle of a typical individual affects the distribution's inequality. Besides life-
c.\'ck factors. other demographic and social charaet ('ristics affect the pattern of 
income and wealth accumulation and, therefore, the shape of the income distribu-
tion. Changes in household composition and in employment status, investment in 
human capital, and health issues are just a few important and recognized exam-
ples. For example, average household size has been falling in the UK over the past 
decades, reflecting a longer life span of individuals and an increasing preference 
for an independent lifestyle. Lower average fertility rates, rising average marriage 
age, and higher divorce rates, have also contributed to this trend. 
The importance of controlling for attributes and characteristics of individuals, 
when investigating inequality issues, has long been recognized in the theoretical 
and empirical literature on income and wealth distribution. Atkinson (1971) ar-
gued that even in a egalitarian society of identical individuals in all respects apart 
from age, there is still likely to be considerable inequality in the distribution of cur-
rent wealth as a result of age differences. In his study of U.S. family income, Paglin 
(1975) highlighted the importance of inter-family differences in the calculation of 
income inequality. 
The empirical literature in this field has progressed along at l('a.<;t thr('(' dis-
tinct directions. One influential group of studies looks at cha,ng('s in til(' incollle' 
distribution over time and asks: "What would the distribution have been like if 
there had been no change in the structure of a particular determinant." Assum-
ing that other distributional characteristics are not affect<:d hy tIl(' h,vpothcsit!;('(l 
"shift" the difference between the "counterfactual" and th(' ohs('l'wd distrihutions , 
represents the impact of the selected determinant on the income distribution. This 
approach was initiated by early work by Semple (1975), Love & Wolfson (1976), 
and Dinwiddy & Reed (1977) and has since produced a sizable literature referred 
to as shift-share analysis or standardization of the income distribution. Semple 
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(1975), for instance, examined the effect of changes in household composition, and 
in the proportion of pensioner households, on the distribution of UK family in-
come. He found that taking into account changes in household composition greatly 
reduces the observed increase in income inequality. 
A second influential group of studies uses decomposition techniques to break up 
overall inequality into "within" and "between" group components. This approach 
was pioneered by Bourguignon (1979), Cowell (1980), Shorrocks (1982, 1984), and 
Mookerjee & Shorrocks (1982) examining the impact of various demographic and 
social factors on income inequality. For the UK, Mookerjee & Shorrocks (1982) 
found that the increase in inequality can be explained almost entirely by the "be-
tween" age-group component. 
Although this earlier work has provided several insights into the sources of 
inequality, it has found it more difficult to identify the relativ(' contribution of 
individual factors when several changes occur simultaneously (see, e.g., Mookerjee 
& Shorrocks, 1982, p. 900). Also, most of this work is descriptive in nature and 
lacks an adequate inferential framework. 
There is a third approach, which empirically investigates the link between in-
equality and demographic and social factors. This branch of literature takes a 
different perspective and asks: "How do aggregate factors, such as the level of 
economic activity, inflation, and unemployment affect income inequality?" Never-
theless some of its results are relevant to our work as well. This approach typically 
involves regressing a measure of income inequality such as, for instance, Gini co-
efficients or income shares of quantiles, on a set of macroeconomic indicators and 
was initiated by early work by Kuznets (1955), who hypothesized that the relation 
between economic development and inequality follows an inverted-U shape. Work 
on the relationship between macroeconomic indicators, such as unemployment and 
inflation, and inequality include papers by Blinder & Esaki (1978) for the US, Buse 
(1982) for Canada, and Nolan (1988-89), for an application to the UK. Results 
typically show an inverse relationship between unemployment and income inequal-
ity. On the relationship between educational achievement and inequality see, e.g., 
Checchi (2001) and references therein. As for the question on how international 
trade affects inequality see, e.g., Burtless (1995). 
In recent years, non parametric methods have been applied in the study of 
income distribution. These methods provide visually clear and complete repre-
sentation of the income distribution that is often more informative than standard 
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numerical measures of inequality (see Jenkins, 1995b). The use of nonparametric 
methods to estimate the conditional distribution of income and wealth has been 
pioneered by Pudney (1993) in his study on the Chinese age-income and age-wealth 
profiles. Trede (1998a) used a nonparametric conditional distribution estimation 
approach to investigate income mobility in Germany and the US. 
In all these papers, the income distribution is conditioned only with respect 
to one determinant at a time. Though in principle the nonparametric approach 
is valid for the multivariate case, in practice it is fraught with the so-called curse 
of dimensionality problem: the rate of convergence of nonparametric estimators 
decreases rapidly as the number of covariates increases (Stone, 1982), thus mak-
ing inference often infeasible. In order to overcome this potential limitatio,n, we 
propose the use of a semiparametric method to estimate conditional measures of 
inequality from an estimate of a conditional distribution, in order to control for 
different determinants of income inequality. To estimate the conditional distri-
bution, we resort to the semiparametric method developed by Foresi & Peracchi 
(1995). Conditional quantiles are obtained by inverting the estimated conditional 
distribution and conditional measures of income inequality are derived from the 
conditional quantiles. Another semiparametric approach, analogous in spirit to the 
shift-share approach, has been developed by DiNardo, Fortin & Lemieux (1996), 
and applied to the closely related field of wage inequality. 
Our approach is novel in at least four respects. First, by estimating the entire 
conditional distribution of income over a broad set of determinants, our estima-
tion procedure uncovers higher-order properties of the income distribution and 
non-linearities of its moments that cannot be captured by means of a "standard" 
parametric approach. For example, similar to the results obtained in the previ-
ous literature, we find that the shape of the age-income profiles a~rces ,,"ith the 
observable prediction of the life-cycle model, which assumes that resources are ac-
cumulated at a faster rate at a young age. Also, we find that income of families 
during the period of child rearing is higher than income in the retirement stage 
of the life-cycle, when economic responsibility is greatly reduced. In addition, 
we find that the age-income profiles peak later for the wealthier households and 
appear considerably non-linear, declining rapidly after the age of 60. Besides hav-
ing important consequences for the policy maker as such, the asymmetry might 
also indicate the presence of different factors affecting the upward and downward 
branches of the age-income profile that have not been included in our and pre-
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vious analysis. For instance, factors that determine a loss in earning capacity at 
retirement age of individuals, like deterioration of health and increasing aversion 
towards risk, could help in explaining the observed asymmetry. 
Second, by estimating the whole distribution we are able to identify where in 
the distribution of income the various determinants exert their greatest impact. 
This detailed analysis can provide further insight into the determinants of inequal-
ity, of great importance to researchers as well as policy makers. For example, we 
find that the impact of employment status is spread over the entire' incollle' db-
tribution. This finding seems to agree with results obtained by Nolan (1988-89) 
using 1977 Family Expenditure Surveys (FES) data in his analysis of the impact 
of lJI':: economic condit ions on income ine'quality. HOW('WL in addition, we find 
that the impact on income is substantially greater for lower income families. 
Third, we devise a method for obtaining nonparametric conditional inequality 
measures by inverting the estimated conditional distribution. Our e..<;timates indi-
cate, for example, that if average household size increases from 2 to 4, households 
in the top 90th percentile of the income distribution move from earning 3.2 times 
more then households in the 10th percentile to earning about 2.5 times more. 
This amounts to a 20 per cent fall in inequality. This increase in inequality is 
obtained after controlling for other important factors, such as the age structure, 
the presence of a retired head and young children. Previous approaches, based on 
the "standardization" of inequality series, inequality decomposition by population 
sub-groups, or nonparametric methods, have not been to identify the contribution 
of individual factors on inequality, except for very simple cases. 
Finally, our approach allows us to establish consistency and to estimate asymp-
totic variances of the proposed inequality estimators, which is useful for inference 
purposes. It provides a visually clear representation of both the substantive and 
statistical impact of each individual factor on income inequality, keeping all others 
constant. For instance, we find that for the UK sample, household size'. number 
of young children, age of head, and employment status, have a large substantive 
and statistical impact on inequality. Factors such as years of education, marital 
st aius. and urban versus rural households. on tIl(' other hand, do not significantly 
impact inequality. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 6.10 a description of the data 
sources and variable definitions is presented. Then in Section 6.3 the methodology 
used in the empirical application is outlined in detail, and conditional measures 
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of inequality are introduced. Section 4.4 reports the results of the estimation 
procedure and Section 6.11 concludes. 
4.2 Data Description 
The data used in the analysis have been taken from the database produced by the 
Consortium of Household panels for European socio-economic Research (CHER). 1 
The CHER database for United Kingdom (UK) is based upon the results of the 
British Household Panel Survey (BHPS), which is carried out in the UK annually 
ovC'r a targC't sam piC' si.-;c of 5000 housC'holds. Thc units sI)('("ified in the data 
survey are adult individuals (16+ years of age), families, and households. The 
chosen definition of household is "One person living alone or a group of people 
who either share living accommodation or share one meal a day and who have the 
address as their only or main address". 
Following previous studies and analysis in the field, the unit objC'("t of t 11(' anal-
ysis has been identified as the household, since it is believed that many economic 
decisions are taken at the household level (see, e.g., Jenkins, 1995b). The survey 
collects information about a variety of aspects of the units considered, from demo-
graphic and educational, to family (and household) structures, labour participation 
and main features of the job, economic, social and health status. 
The response variable is the (natural log of) disposable (net) income of the 
household, defined in the following way 
disposable (net) income - total Pre-government income 
+total (non-pension) public transfer income 
+total pension income 
+total income from other sources 
-income taxes 
IThe aim of CHER is to create an international comparative micro database contain-
ing longitudinal datasets from many national household panels and from the European 
Household panel study (ECHP). This will provide the basis to facilitate comparative cros..'i-
national and longitudinal research and to study processes and dynamics of policy issues 
related to family structures, educational aspects, labour force participation, income distri-
bution, poverty, etc. Access to the (beta version of the) database has been granted while 
visiting the Integrated Research Infrastructure in the Socio-Economic Sciences (IRISS) at 
CEPS /INSTEAD. 
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-contributions to social insurance and pension. 
According to this definition, theoretically negative values for the disposable incollle 
are allowed. The BRPS does not actually ask for the disposable (net) income 
directly; data are recovered integrating the information available in the survey 
with other data sources. Once the disposable income of the household has been 
obtained, it has been associated with some individual characteristics of the main 
breadwinner inside the household (referred to as "the head" in the remainder of 
the paper), and with some features of the household itself. 
The income measure has been adjusted for household composition according 
to the McClements equivalence scale (see McClements, 1977).2 
Previous empirical studies and findings, combined with data availability, have 
provided the basis and guidance for the choice of predictors. The following set has 
been selected: 
• age of the main breadwinner 
• ?;ender of the main breadvvinner (male = 1, female = 0) 
• marital status of the main bread\villlwr (married = 1, not married = 0) 
• the main breadwinner is retired (retired = 1, not retired = 0) 
• the main bread\\'inner is elllplo~'('d (C'lllplo.ved = 1, not employed = 0) 
• number of years of education} of the main breadwinner. This variable is 
not directly recorded in the Survey, which rather collects the highest level 
of education achieved. Therefore it has been obtained indirectly, assigning 
to each level of education the number of years necessary to achieve it (the 
variable takes the values 7, 12, 14, 17 and more) 
• urban/ruml indicator (mban = 1, rural = 0) 
• household size 
• number of people in the household with less than 16 years of age. 
:2For a discussion of how the choice of equivalence scale affect inequality measurements 
see Glewwe (1991), Coulter et al. (1992), and Banks & Johnson (1994). 
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Data are available for the period 1991-99, with an average of 4000 observations 
per year. We leave out of the analysis household headed by individuals older than 
80 years of age because of the low sample information.3 Summary statistics for 
the variables used in this study for the 1991 year appear in Table 5.l. 
We will highlight the potential importance of controlling for explanatory vari-
ables when analyzing income distribution by means of the following illustrative 
example. Panel 4.1 ( c) of Figure 4.1 displays the univariate kernel density estimate 
of income in UK for the year 1991 (solid line) decomposed into the weighted sum 
of the densities of retired (dotted line) and working (dashed line) heads. The main 
features characterizing the income distribution are positive skewness and some de-
grC'(' of himoaality.-± The figure suggests that positive skewness and the bimodal 
structure of the marginal distribution of income for the UK could be due to the 
presence of pensioners in the population. This example illustrates that the shape 
of the income distribution could be considerably influenced by demographic char-
acteristics. The bivariate kernel surface estimate of the joint density of household 
income and age of head, displayed in panel 4.1 ( d), also seems to support this 
conclusion. 5 
The conditional distribution provides a clearer understanding on how age and 
income are related. Figure 4.2 displays two views of the estimated density surface 
of household income conditional on age of the head. Panel 4.2( a) displays a per-
spective view of the estimated density of household income conditional on age of 
the head. For any value of age, the curve resulting from slicing the surface with 
the vertical plane passing through that value and parallel to the income axis, gives 
the density of income conditional on the chosen value of age. 
Panel 4.2(b) displays the contours of the estimated density of household income 
conditional on age of the head. The relationship between mean income and age 
appears to be non-linear, increasing up to the age of 50 and declining afterwards. 
The contours also suggest that inequality in the distribution of household income 
could be functions of life-cycle factors. Income inequality seems also to increase 
:lThis exclusion should also mitigate the effects of a potential source of sample bias. In 
fact, becau .. 'ie wealthier individuals have a higher survival probability, they might be over 
represented in older hOlL'ieholds (see also, Jappelli & Modigliani, 2005). 
4The same features are described in Jenkins (1995b) and Schmitz & Marron (1992), 
where arguments in favor of a bimodal distribution of the density of household income in 
Great Britain are discussed. 
5The marginal and joint distribution were estimated, respectively, using a univariate 
gaussian and a bivariate galL'isian product kernel. 
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Variable Mean Std. Dev. Minimum Maximum Cases 
Household incomea 12·690 8·941 0·007 126·4 4571 
Age of head 48·35 16·598 17 80 4571 
Years of educationb 9·658 3·6413 7 17 4571 
Household size 2·476 1·3080 1 8 4571 
Number of childrenc 0·5872 0·9761 0 6 4571 
Employed (employed = 1) 0·5946 0·4910 0 1 4571 
Retired (retired=l) 0·2260 0·4183 0 1 4571 
~ Gender (male=l) 0·6211 0·4852 0 1 4571 
0 Urban (urban=l) 0·7946 0·4041 0 1 4571 ~ 
marital (married=l) 0·5574 0·4967 0 1 4571 
a Income is expressed here in thousands of 1991 UK pounds. 
b Years of education is a discrete variable that takes only the values 7, 12, 14, 17. The 
last value represents an all inclusive category indicating the completion of 17 or more 
years of education. 
C Number of members of the household with 16 or less years of age. 
Table 4.1: Summary statistics 
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3475 and 4.571 respectively for income 
and age. 
Figure 4.1: Marginal density of income and joint density of income and age. 
up to the age of 50 and decline, more sharply, afterwards. Ivloreover, the contour 
view seems also to suggests that inequality is lower for older household heads than 
for younger ones , as the contour lines are more closely bunched together for older 
household head than for younger ones . 
Figure 4.3 shows a perspective view and a contour plot of the estimated density 
of household income conditional on household size. 6 P anel 4.3(b) shows that the 
relationship between mean income and household size is also appreciably non-
linear. Ivlean income seems to increase with household size up to 5, decrease 
afterwards , and increase again after a size of 8. The conditional inequality also 
seems to vary considerably suggesting, for example, that large household have a 
more stable income. 
These pictures , though interesting , could be misleading as important deter-
minants of income are not controlled for; therefore they represent only marginal 
relationships. Consider, for example, the impact of household size on income. 
Clearly not all the members of the household will contribute to the household 
income. For instance, the number of small children could affect income not only 
GThe conditional distribution was estimated using an univa riate gaussian kernel and a 
bivariate gaussian product kernel with window width of 3475 for income and 0.3156 for 
household size . 
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(a) P erspective plot of esti-
mated density of household in-
come conditional on age of 
head. 
40000 
" " " 
80 
age of head 
(b) Contours of the est imated densi ty of house-
hold income conditional on age of head. The 
bandwidtilli are 3475 and 4.571 respectively for 
income and age. 
Figure 4.2: Estimated density of household income conditional on age of 
head. 
-. \ 
(a) P erspective plot of esti-
mated densi ty of household in-
come condit ional on household 
size. 
6 " 
hou sehold size 
(b) Contours of the estimated density of house-
hold income conditional on household size. The 
bandwidtilli are 3475 and 0.3156 respectively 
for income and household size. 
Figure 4.3: Estimated density of household income conditional on household 
SIze. 
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directly because of the lack of earnings, but also indirectly, because of the time 
and effort needed for their care. 
This example shows that a deeper insight about polarization and inequality in 
income distribution analysis could be gained by controlling for various determi-
nants of income. In the next Section the methodology followed in our empirical 
analysis will be outlined in detail. 
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4.3 Semiparametric Estimation Method and 
Conditional Inequality Measures 
Even though the conditional mean is an important characteristic of a distribution , 
it does not summarize all the information contained in it. Higher order moments 
can often provide a deeper understanding of the relation existing among variables. 
Also, the linearity assumption of the conditional mean is very restrictive and, in 
cases like this one, may not be appropriate. 
The estimation method employed in this paper provides a detailed description 
of the cumulative distribution of household income, without relying on strong para-
metric assumptions. The conditional distribution, the 'fundamental" econometric 
object of analysis, could uncover higher-order properties of the distribution and 
non-linearities of its moments that cannot be captured by means of a "standard" 
linear regression analysis, which focuses on just one of its moments. 
The following subsections show how an estimate of the conditional cumulative 
distribution of income can be obtained by means of a sequence of logit models. 
The data are assumed to be a realisation of a strictly stationary stochastic pro-
c('ss {(Xi, Yi ) } ~1' w11('r(' Y j is a scalar response variahle and Xi is a k-dimensional 
v('cior of covariates (with k > 1). This general framework includes the particu-
lar cas(' \v('n' the pairs (Xi, Y;) are indq)('ll(iC'nt and id('ntical1~' distributed. Let 
F(ylx) he the conditional distrihution of Y j giwn Xi = x. which \\'(' assume (0 1)(' 
smooth in hoth x and y. \Y(' ar(' intelTst('d in ('stimating F(ylx) from a randolll 
sampl(' {(Xi, Yi )};~1' 
4.3.1 Estimating the Conditional Distribution FUnc-
tion of Income 
Suppose that we are interested in estimating the conditional probability that a 
person's income falls below a specific threshold value. Typically, if we wish to 
investigate poverty, we might be interested in the individual~s probability of falling 
below a c('r( ain pov('rt~' lim' y. In general, if we define a new random variable 
Zj = Ip'i~Y}' then \\'(' know that E[Zi I Xi = x] = F(ylx).' and the1'do1'(, th(' 
('slimation of the conditional distribution may 1)(' \'iew('c! as a. regressioll of Zi Oll 
7From basic probability theory, the expectation of an indicator function is the proba-
bility of the associated event, that is 
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Xi' In the next subsection we review the utilized semi-parametric approach. 
4.3.2 The Semiparametric Approach 
The semiparametric method to estimate conditional distribution functions followed 
in this paper has been suggested by Foresi & Peracchi (1995). It consists of esti-
mating a sequence of conditional logit models over a grid of values in the support 
of the dependent variable (in this case, income). 
Following this method it is possible to condition upon a broad set of predic-
tors, which can have an influence on determining the behaviour of inrOlllC'. Thi~ 
constitutes an advantage relative to fully nonparametric methods, which can be 
not feasible to employ when the number of predictors becomes moderate to large 
(usually, greater than 3). Furthermore, the method enjoys the feature of economic 
interpretability; in fact, using the linear logit specificat ion. 011(' ran think of the 
effects of the different predictors on income in terms of "derivatives". 
As previolL'"l~' dcsrrilwd. the semiparanlC'tric approach consists of 1'1ll1l1ing J 
distinct logistic regressions on the hinary variahles lj.i - 1{ -OO<}'i ::;yj}' \yhcre 
Yl < ... < Y./ arc distinct points in the support of Y. j = 1, ... , J and i = 1, ... , n. 
B.v estimating J distinct functions F (Yj\x). it i~ then possihle to approximate' the 
conditional distrihution F (y\x), defined as 
F (Yl\X) 
F (Y2\X) 
Following Foresi & Peracchi (1995), it is possible to impose that the sequence of 
conditional distributions is bounded between 0 and 1, by modeling the log-odds 
ratios, defined as 'rl (Yj\x) = In (F (Yj\x) / (1- F (Yj\x))). Gi\'en an estimate of 
E[l{.q] = 1· Pr(A) + O· Pr(A(') = Pr(A). 
So if A = [Yj ::; ylXi = x] 
E[lp';:::;YI x;=x}] =- Pr(Yj ::; yl Xi ,.-- x), 
I.ha\. is .e[A] = F(yl x). 
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1J(Yjlx) it is possible' to rc("ovcr an ('stimate of F(Yjlx) through til(' rdation . ..;hip 
A convenient and easily interpretable (from an economic point of view) way of 
dealing with the log-odds ratios is to impose linearity, i.e. 
wll('rc f3j is a vector of coefficients. In this way each component of {3.J ("an 1)(' 
intnprctcd as tll(' ("onstant partial derivative of tIl(' log-odds ratio of F (YJ Ix) \yith 
rcspc("t to the rclevant prcdictor variabk. 1\0ti("c that this \Yay of modding the 
log-odds ratios is cqui valcnt to running ordina.r~· logit rcgressions on F (Y, I x). 
One of the potential limitation.., of the mcthod outlincd ahm'c is that it docs 
not guarantee the monotonicity property of the conditional distribution function. 8 
TIl(' potential violation the monotonieity property ("ould create difficulties when 
inverting the conditional distribution estimate to obtain the estimates of the con-
ditional quantiles. Particularly problematic is the possibility of multiple solutions. 
We have decided to retain the ordinary logit specification, because of its direct in-
terpretability and also because in the empirical application monotonicity is rarely 
violated. 
Under mild regularity conditions, the logit estimators are consistent and asymp-
totically normally distributed, 
where f j can be consistently estimated by 
Using the delta method it is immediate to derive the limit theory for the estimator 
8For more details, see Foresi & Peracchi (1995). Peracchi (2001) suggests a method of 
modeling the log-odds ratios which implies monotonicity of the conditional distribution 
function. 
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It is possihle to g('neraliz(' the r('sults considerino' ttl(' stack('d v('ctor ~ = (~' 13' )' 
o . 1-1 1-11' ••• , ./ • 
Then 
Vii (1311 - 13) ~ K (0, I-I) , 
where 
n 
.f = L [V (Xi) ® XiX:] 
i=l 
and V (Xi) is a J x J matrix with generic element 
wit h m, S = 1, ... , J and 
Tll('r('for('. letting A (x) = (1./ ® x') I-I (1./ ® x). the limit th('or.Y for F (ylx) is 
given by 
Vii (Pn (ylx) - F(ylx)) ~ 1'\(0, V(x)A(x)V(x)). (4.1) 
1'\otice that. since F (ylx) hdongs to a da:-;s of Ilniformly hOllnd('d fllnctiom; sa.tis-
f~'ing the L'2 continuity condition. tll('n tIl(' cOllvergenc(' estahlisllC'd in (4.1) holds 
as a process and not just pointwise. 
4.3.3 Conditional Income Inequality Measures 
In this study we construct two conditional quantile-based measures of inequal-
ity. Our procedure is in the spirit of Pudney (1993), who defined an age-specific 
w('al1h in('qna.lity n1('a:-;nre ha.'i('d on the unconditional interquartile range coeffi-
cient (IQRC). Denoting hy F( wla). th(' (strirtl~· increasing) conditional distrihu-
tion of wealth. w. giv('n age. a, the age-specific inequality measure was defined by 
Pudneyas 
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\\'h('rc QP(a) = {w E IR : F(wla) = Pt· PUdlW\ Ilsed a nonparametric kernel ap-
proach to ('stimat(' the conditional distribution of \vages. w. gin'n age. a. F( wi a) 
and tll('n invert the distribution to ohtain the conditional quantiles. TIl(' main 
advantage of using a kernel-based approach is that the resulting p( w\a) is always 
bet\\"C'('n 0 and 1 and lllonotonicall.\" increasing in a. This is part icnlarlv a(1\"11nt a,-
geous when inverting it to obtain the conditional quantiles estimates. However, 
the curse of dimensionality greatly limits the number of conditioning variables and 
thereby the extensibility of this measure. 
We propose to define analogous measures of income inequality conditioning for 
a larg(' s('t of incollle dC't,enninants. In gell('ral. if F(ylx) is stri('tl~· inCITfl.-;illg in y 
given X = x tll('n the pth conditional quantile of Y is tIl(' inv('rse of F(y\x) and 
is defined as 
QP (x) = {y E IR : F (y I x) = p}. 
Besides being easy to interpret and readily available in our framework, the advan-
tage of using conditional based measures of income inequality lies in the robustness 
of the quantiles as they are not affected by extreme values in the tail of the dis-
tribution. Moreover, this particular choice of measures would allow, if examined 
jointly, to capture an important case of income polarization, usually referred to as 
the disappearing middle class (see, e.g., Jenkins, 1995b). The main disadvantage 
is that the chosen unconditional measure of inequality has no axiomatic base. 
Based on the analogous unconditional quantile-based measures of inequality, 
we introduce one measure of conditional inequality in the central part of the income 
distribution and one of conditional inequality in the tail of the income distribution. 
We define the Conditional Relative Inter-Quartile Range (CRIQR), a measure of 
the dispersion in tIl(' c('ntral portion of the distrilmtion of Y given X = x relative 
to the median, as 
Q:i/-!(x) _ Ql/4(X) 
CRIQR(y\x) = Ql/2(X) . (4.2) 
High figures of CRIQR indicate greater relative inequality. CRIQR can be esti-
mated as follows. Notice that 
Then the conditional quantile function is defined by inverting the conditional dis-
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tribution function as 
U' p-l (ujlx) = In J = Q"j (x) = x'f3j. 
1-u· J 
Given the uniform convergence established in (4.1), conditional quantiles can be 
estimated by inverting the estimated conditional distribution function. It follows 
that 
(4.3) 
By the delta method, it is possible to find the asymptotic variance of the estimator 
of the proposC'Q ineqnalit~, nlPaSlU"e. In fact. for C'ach j,j',j" = 1, ... , J and for 
Uj,uj',Uj" E [0,1]. from (4.3) \y(' have that 
+ 
. ' .. (0;;1 (x) - 0;/ (X)) 
,1,\ ,1.1 "'u .11 Qn] (x) 
[QII!" (x)f avar (0;;" (x)) + [QIII (x) - Qlli' (x)f a\'ar (O;;ill (x)) 
[Q";II (x)J-! 
[QIl}II (x)f ~war (0::; (x)) 
[QIlI" (x)]-± 
,dlPrc' avar (.) signifies asymptotic variance. 
We also define the Conditional Decile Dispersion Ratio (CDDR) as 
Q9/10(X) 
CDDR(ylx) = Ql/IO(X)' 
The CDDR expresses the income of the top decile of the income distribution (the 
"rich") as a multiple of that of those in the bottom decile (the ('poor"), given 
X = x. High figures indicate greater inequality in the tail of the distribution of 
income. Similarly to before 
. . . ( 0;;1 (x) ) _ [QIl} (x)f avar (Q;;III (x)) + [QUi" (x)f a\'ar (0;;' (x)) . 
C\,Vc1.1 "'II '11 - [QII ·11 ( )]-± Q,/ (x) , x 
Consistency of the estimators of the proposed measures follows directly by unbi-
asedness and the variance tending asymptotically to zero. 
In the next section the results of the estimation procedure will be presented 
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and analyzed. 
4.4 Estimation Results 
In the following subsection we report the results of the estimation procedures 
outlined in the previous section and the estimated conditional inequality measures. 
The results shown in this section refer to the year 1991. Data from the Central 
Statistical Office show that the year 1991 represents a highwatC'r mark of incollle' 
inequality in the UK (Atkinson, 1997).9 Results for the following years display a 
qualitatively very close behaviour and therefore are omitted for space reasons. 
A parametric implementation based on quantile regression that broadly sup-
ports our findings is presented in Appendix D on page 236. 
4.4.1 Conditional Distribution Estimates 
Each panel in Figure 4.4 graphs the estimated conditional distribution of income 
against each predictor (keeping the others constant) .10 To aid interpretation in-
come is graphed on a log scale. Also, the range of the income axis has been chosen 
so as to aid comparison of quantitative impacts across graphs. Each panel in the 
Figures is constructed by first evaluating the estimated functions F (Yj I x). O\"(T 
a grid of 200 equally spaced point s het\,,"('en the Oth and 1001h percentile of each 
explanatory variable (keeping the other constant at their mean value) and then 
plotting the iso-probability contours. With the aid of these contours it is possible 
to clearly appreciate non-linearities and higher order relations, such as inequal-
ity changes, in the conditional distribution of income. In fact, the iso-probability 
contours can be viewed as a powerful generalization of the conditional mean and 
median that are conventionally employed in econometric inference. l1 Each iso-
9Brewer et al. (2005) using more recent data point out that changes in income distribu-
tion before 1991 were very different from changes that occurred in later years. They show 
that over the period 1979 to 1990, the increase in inequality was determined by higher 
income gTowth of wealthier households. 
lIlThe estimated logit coefficients used to construct the conditional distribution, for the 
chosen evaluation points, are shown in Appendix E. 
llThough conditional mean and median are both measures of central tendency, they do 
not in general agTee. As Manski (1988) points out, one might be a linear function of the 
covariates and the other not, both might be linear but with different, even of opposite 
sign, coefficients. 
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probability contour can be interpreted as a regression curve, corresponding to a 
particular percentage points of the conditional distribution of income. For example 
tIl(' 0.;) iso-prohahilit,v curve rC'pn's('nts tIl(' morC' .. traditional" ronditionallllC'dian 
regression, i.e. it describes the behavior of the conditional median of income as 
one explanatory variable changes while the others remain constant. Positively 
sloped iso-probability curves are indicative of a positive relationship between the 
explanatory variable and the corresponding conditional quantile. A horizontal 
contour signifies that the explanatory variable does not appreciably influence any 
shape characteristics of the conditional distribution. The percentile points for 0-1 
dummy variables, such as employment an marital status, are shown for conve-
nience. 
Similarly to Foresi & Peracchi (1995), a violation of the monotonicity constraint 
on the conditional distribution function can be readily spotted when any vertical 
line crosses the conditional quantile one in more than one point. In the present 
case it does not seem to be a problem In general, all conditional relationships are 
poorly determined at the extreme of the range, so that care has to be taken when 
interpreting those values. 
For the sake of parsimony, the results for the categorical variables Gender, 
Urban/Rural, and Retired/Working are not discussed in the following paragraphs, 
as they were found to be not statistically significant. 12 
12See the coefficient estimates in Appendix E. 
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Figure 4.4: Iso-probability contours of the estimated conditional distribution 
function of income 
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APPROACH 
Age-income profiles The top-left panel of Figure 4.4 graphs the estimated 
quantiles of log income conditional on the age of the head. The results are consis-
tent with the observable implications of the life-cycle hypothesis. The age-income 
profile, keeping all other factors constant, is clearly hump-shaped. Also, income of 
families during the period of child rearing is higher than income in the retirement 
stage of the life-cycle, when economic responsibility is greatly reduced. At the 
early stages of the life-cycle, household's median income is just above £9,200. The 
profile for the conditional median peaks at around 43 years of age, with an income 
value of about £11 ,950, and declines afterwards, eventually reaching an income of 
about £8,000 in the later stages of the life-cycle. These results agree with previous 
empirical findings (see, e.g., Jappelli & Modigliani, 2005). 
Our approach r('veaL-; also nonlincariti('s in til(' age-incollw profiles not realized 
in previous studies. We find that extreme order quantiles peak tat e1'. TIl(' comli-
tiollallowcr-d('dle peaks at the age of ahout 32 and app('ars relatively fiat, and the 
upper-decile peaks earlier, at the age of 45, and appears considerably non-linear. 
The age-income profile for the richest families in the sample, represented by the 
conditional upper-decile, has a value of about £15,700 for younger households, 
reaches about £20,500 at its peak and declines sharply after retirement, reach-
ing a value of slightly more than £11,900 at the age of 80. This non-linearity is 
unlikely to be captured adequately by parametric methods, unless some ad-hoc 
assumptions are made. Since we control for retirement, this dramatic fall is most 
likely induced by the decreased earning capacity of older heads due to, among 
other things, worsening health conditions and changing attitude towards risk. The 
age-income profile for the poorest groups in the sample, represented by the condi-
tionallower-decile, appears relatively fiat, peaking at around the age of :52 _ \\-IH'l"C 
it reaches an income of about £6,300, just £1,000 more than at the early stages 
of the life-cycle, and declines to just above £5,300. Besides non-linearities, the 
conditional quantiles show that age also provides information about higher prop-
erties of the conditional distribution of income. The spread of the conditional 
distribution seems to increase at first, till about 40-50 years of age. and dedines 
dramatically afterwards. This pattern of inequality is due to the greater arching 
of the age-income profiles of the richer families. This implies that the impact on 
inequality is much greater for the high income households. 
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Education-income profiles The top-right panel of Figure 4.4 graphs the 
estimated quantiles of log income conditional on years of education. Education 
seems to convey information mostly about location. In fact, parallel conditional 
quantile lines imply just a location shift, while the shape of the distribution remains 
the same. A more careful look reveals that the middle of the distribution seems 
to become less spread whereas the tails seem to diverge, as the years of education 
increase. Also, the impact of education seems slightly greater for lower income 
families. 
Household size-income profiles The top-center panel of Figure 4.6 graphs 
tll(' C'stilllatC'd quantilc's of log income conditional on hotlse'hold size. The profiles for 
the conditional quantiles appear to be non-linear in household size. In particular, 
the conditional quantiles increase at decreasing rates. Household size conveys 
considerable information about the spread of the distribution as well. Conditional 
quantiles appear to be getting tighter as the numbers in the household increase. 
Because of the changes in slope, the decrease in spread, though substantial, is 
difficult to assess visually. Figure 4.5 shows the difference between the 0.9 and 
the' 0.1 conditional qllantilC'sY~ The difference is graphed on percentage change 
scale. 14 The graph clearly shows that the change is economically substantial. The 
top 10 per cent of the households earn almost 300 per cent more than the bottom 
10 per cent with a family size of two, and about 120 per cent more with a family 
of four. 
N umber of young children-income profiles The bottom-left panel of 
Figure 4.6 graphs the estimated quantiles of income conditional on the number of 
young children present in the household. 
The conditional quantiles of log income are decreasing with the number of 
young children. The conditional upper-decile has an income of about 18,750 for 
childless households and decreases by about 30 per cent (about 5,445), to 13,300 for 
l:iTh(' line :-;('gnH'nt,:-; of t.he graph are banked t,o Fio. i.p .. t.h(' aSjw('t ratio of th(' display 
is chosen such that the absolute values of the orientations of the segments constituting the 
('urn' an' ("('l1t,en'd 011 Vio. which allows a 111ll('h d('an'r <k('o<ii11g of \'isnal ini()rllla\ iou, 
11This involves just a minor adjustment, as log differences can already be interpreted 
approximately in terms of percentage changes. 
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Figure 4.5: Difference between the 0.9 and the 0.1 conditional qnant.ilcs 
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households with two children.15 The fall for the lower-decile over the same range 
is very similar. Income for childless households is about 6,560, and decreases by 
about 30 per cent (about 1,920), to reach 4,650. 
The spread of the conditional distribution seems to vary with the number of 
children in a non-linear fashion. The upper quantiles are convex, implying that 
decreases in income are increasing with the number of young children, whereas 
the lower deciles are convex, so that decreases slacken with the number of young 
children. 16 
Employment status-income profiles The bottom-center panel of Figure 4.6 
graphs the estimated quantiles of log income conditional on the employment sta-
tus of the head. Values between zero and one are computed and displayed as a 
continuous curve to simplify comparisons and the interpretation. Households with 
15Less than 6 per cent of the households in the sample have more than 2 children and 
only 1 per cent more than three. 
16 A positively sloped convex line on a logarithmic scale shows that the rates of increase 
are increa..'iing, while a concave one shows decreasing changes. The logarithmic scale is 
compll\.('d on has(' e here. 
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employed heads have higher conditional quantiles. The impact of employment 
status is spread over the entire income distribution. This finding agrees with the 
results obtained by Nolan (1988-89) using 1977 FES data in his analysis of the 
impact of UK economic conditions on income inequality. We find that the impact 
is almost two times larger for the lower income families. The conditional upper-
decile has an income of about £14,600 for unemployed households and increases 
by about 34 per cent, to £19,600 for employed households. The increase for the 
lower-decile is much sharper. Income for households with unemployed heads is 
about £4,500, and increases by more than 55 per cent, to reach £6,980 for house-
holds with employed heads. This differential impact implies that inequality at the 
extremes of the distribution is higher for households with unemployed heads. 
Marital status-income profiles The bottom-right panel of Figure 4.6 graphs 
the estimated quantiles of log income conditional on the marital status of the 
household's head. Values between zero and one are computed and displayed as a 
continuous curve to simplify comparisons and the interpretation. Households with 
married heads have higher conditional quantiles. The impact of marriage is spread 
over the entire income distribution. We find that the impact L-.; almost two t inl('s 
larger for the higher income families. The conditional upper-decile has an income 
of about £16,340 for unmarried household heads and increases by about 22 per 
cent, to £18,500 for married household heads. The increase for the lower-decile is 
much lower. Income for households with unmarried heads is about £5,125, and 
increases by more than 13 per cent, to reach £6,250 for households with mar-
ried heads. This differential impact implies that inequalit~· at the extren}('s of the 
distribution is higher for households with married heads. 
4.4.2 Conditional Inequality Measures Estimates 
Estimates of the CRIQR and the CDDR inequality measures are presented in 
Figure -1.,. Onc(' tI}(' ('stinmt(' of tI}(' conditional distrihllt ion is ohtail1('d. FIl (Yj I x). 
tIl(' pth conditional qnantil(' can 1)(' ohtaincd lllllll('ricall.v as tll(' root of t 11(' ('q\li\ t ion 
1-
with 0 < p < 1. ' (4.4) 
17We used Brent's method, which combines an interpolation strategy with the bisection 
algorithm, to obtain the conditional inverses. This root finding method has the disacivall-
tage that it can only search for one root at a time. Multiple roots, or very close roots, 
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Figure -1.6 shows the estimated conditional quantilps and asymptotic confidence 
intervals for a set of relevant determinants used to derive the inequality measures. 
We used Brent's method, which combines an interpolation strategy with the 
bisection algorithm, to obtain the conditionalinverses. 18 
Each panel in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 graphs the estimated conditional inequality 
measures against each predictor (keeping the others constant). Some interesting 
features are highlighted in the following paragraphs. 
are a problem, not only from a theoretical point of view, since they represent violation 
of the monotonicity assumption of the conditional quantiles, but also from a numerical 
point of view. This is true e..'>pecially with roots of order 2 ("turns" of the conditional 
quantiles). In that case, there will be no readily apparent sign change in the function, 
so that bracketing a root becomes impossible. In the case of more than one root, only 
the first root to be found will be returned. Obviously this could make computing and 
interpretation of the conditional quantile..'> and derived measure..'> more problematic. From 
the analysis of the isoprobability curve..,> we already know that this doe..,> not appear to be 
a conspicuous problem. 
18The method approximates the flmction using an interpolating quadratic curve. When-
ever the zero of the interpolating curve fall'> outside the bracketing interval (the starting 
interval containing the zero), the algorithm fall'> back to an ordinary bisection step. 
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Figure 4.6: Estimated conditional deciles of the conditional distribution nmc-
tion of log income with one standard deviation confidence intern\l sho\\"n for 
the lower (dashed lines) and upper (dotted lines) deciles 
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Age-inequality profiles The two panels in the first column of Figure 4.7 dis-
play the estimated age-inequality profiles. The CDDR conditional age-inequality 
profile, holding all other variables constant at their mean value. b lllullp-shaped 
with the declining branch of the profile much longer and steeper than the ascending 
one. 
The profile for the inequality in the center of the income distribution is overall 
increa..c;ing and ha..c; a slightl.\' COll\"ex shape. The Age-inequality profile, for changes 
in the tail of the income distribution (CDDR), increases by more than 9 cent over 
the 20-40 range, flattens out, and falls dramatically for households "'itll a head 
aged more than 50, decreasing by about 30 per cent over the 50-80 age range. Our 
estimates indicate that, after the age of 60, households in the top 90th percentile of 
the income distribution move from earning about 3.2 times more than households 
in the 10th percentile to earning less than 2,3 more. Inequality in the middle of the 
distribution (CRIQR) decreases by about 32 per cent over the 20-80 age range. 
In his study on inequality trends in the UK, Jenkins (1995a), using indices of 
inequality decomposed by population sub-groups with FES data, found an analo-
gous pattern of declining inequality for elderly households. 
These changes in inequality, as we are controlling for many factors, are most 
likely induced by the decreased earning capacity of older heads probably due to, 
among other things, worsening health conditions and lower attitude towards risk. 
Household size-inequality profiles The two panels in the middle column 
of Figure -1.7 displa,v the estimated honsehold si:t('-ineqnality profiles. As expected, 
household size has a stabilizing effect on income. Over the household size range 
inequality in the tails of the distribution decreases substantially. The top 90th 
percentile of the income distribution move from earning about 3.9 times more then 
households in the 10th percentile to earning about 2 times more. This amount to 
a fall of about 50 per cent. 
In particular, the results for inequality in the tails of the distribution show 
that if for instance household size increases from 2 to 4, households in the top , , 
90th percentile of the income distribution move from earning 3.2 times more then 
households in the 10th percentile to earning about 2.5 times more. This amounts to 
a 20 per cent fall in inequality. For the same variation in household size, inequality 
in the middle of the distribution increases by about 30 per cent. Over the whole 
range, 1 to 6, the fall is about 54 per cent. 
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As average household size has been falling in the past decades, these results 
seem to be able to explain the increase in inequality in the UK income distribution. 
These results are consistent with previous empirical literature. Semple (1975), for 
instance, using FES data, found that inequality, expressed in terms of the ratio of 
highest and lowest quintile income, respectively, to median income, is reduced if 
the effect of falling household size is controlled for. 
Years of education-inequality profiles The two panels in the last column 
of Figure -1.7 display the estimated years of education-inequality profiles. The in-
equality measures for education are more difficult to interpret as the effects are 
both economically and statistically small. The CDDR appears to be increasing 
non-linearly with education. Though inequality in the tail of the distribution 
increases with education it increases at increasing rates over the compulsory edu-
cation range, where public education is virtually free, and increases at decreasing 
rates afterwards. Our estimates indicate that in the compulsory education range, 
households in the top 90th percentile of the income distribution move from earn-
ing about 2.85 times more than households in the 10th percentile to earning about 
3.08 more, an increase of 8 per cent. After that, richer households go from earning 
3.08 more to earning 3.14 more than poorer ones, an increase of only 2 per cent. 
This is consistent with a liquidity constraint explanation: access to education is 
impeded by the lack of financial resources. This interpretation is corroborated by 
the pattern of inequality in the center of the distribution, where we would expect 
liquidity constraints to be less binding. The CRIQR on years of education has a 
downward trend. Inequality in the middle of the distribution decreases by about 
6 per cent over the education range. An inverted-U shaped relationship between 
income inequality and educational achievements is found by Checchi (2001) (see 
also references therein) using a cross-country panel data approach. 
N umber of children-inequality profiles The two panels in the first col-
umn of Figure 4.8 display the estimated number of young children-inequality pro-
files. Both the conditional DR and RIQR number of children-inequality profile, 
holding all other variables constant at their mean value, appear to be hum~shaped. 
Both graphs show an initial large increase of inequality if the household com-
position changes from no children to one child. Our estimates indicate that house-
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Figure 4.7: Conditional measures of income inequality on age of head, house-
hold Slze. and years of edllcat,ion wit.h Olll' standard d(\\'iat.ion confidence 
intervals 
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holds with one y01mg child in the top 90th percentile of the income distribution 
earn about 3 times more than households in the 10th percentile while households 
with no children earn about 2.85 times more, an increase of about 15 per cent. 
The increase is about 6 per cent for the central part of the income distribution. 
Because of low sample information for households with more than 2 children, 
both the economic and statistical impact, respectively because of numerical insta-
bilities and the large standard deviation, cannot be reliably determined for larger 
values of the predictor. 
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Employment status-inequality profiles The two panels in the middle col-
nmn of Figure 4.8 rlispla~" tll(' estimated emplo~'ment status-inequality profiles. AB 
expected, employment has a negative impact on inequality. 
Though inequality in the tail of the distribution increases with education it 
increases at increasing rates over the compulsory education range, where public 
education is virtually free, and increases at decreasing rates afterwards. Our esti-
mates indicate that households with unemployed head in the top 90th percentile 
of the income distribution earn about 3.25 times more than households in the 10th 
percentile while households with employed heads earn about 2.8 times more, an 
decrease of about 13 per cent. 
The decrease is about 23 per cent for the central part of the income distribution. 
Marital status-inequality profiles The two panels in the last column of 
Figure -1.8 display the estimated marital statns-ineqnality profiles. The inequality 
measures for marital status shown in the two panels of the last column of Figure 4.8 
are difficult to interpret as the effects are both economically and statistically small. 
The extent of marriage' S(,e'lllS to have' a slightl~, stahili~ing effect, particularly in 
the middle of the distribution. 
The decrease for the central part of the income distribution is about 11.6 per 
cent. This conclusion has precedents in the empirical literature. For instance, 
Dinwiddy & Reed (1977), examining four factors separately, also reached the same 
conclusions about the impact of marital status on income inequality in the UK. 
4.5 Conclusion and Future Research Direc-
tions 
The purpose of this paper has been to analyze the impact of demographic and so-
cial factors on the conditional distribution of household income for the UK, and in 
particular on their impact on income inequality. We started by estimating the con-
ditional distribution of income over a broad set of determinants. We then devised 
a method for obtaining conditional inequality measures by inverting the estimated 
conditional distribution. Our results provide a visually clear representation of both 
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Figure 4.8: Conditional measures of income inequality on number of children, 
('lll ploYlllent, and marit.al st.a t.ns, keeping all ot.her det('rminant.s fixed at their 
respective mean values 
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the substantive and statistical impact of each factor on income inequality, keeping 
all others constant, 
For instance, we find that for the UK sample, household size ha.'i a larg(' Sllb-
stantive and statistical impact on inequality, Combined with the recent trend 
of declining household size in the UK, this result can help explain the trend of 
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increasing income inequality observed in the past decades in the UK. 
The following research directions would seem appropriate to improve and ex-
tend the chapter. 
• Extend the approach to make use of the panel nature of the data. Though 
preliminary analysis did not show any significant change in the results, a 
panel approach would allow to track households over time and to model age 
and cohort effects. 
Ignoring cohort effects produces age-income profiles that could he' hia~e'd. 
age-income profiles can vary across cohorts, particularly for cohorts that are 
distant in time. 
• The estimation method assumes that regressors are exogenous. This can be 
certainly argued for age and possibly education. However, household income 
is an important determinant of the decision to have children, household 
formation, marriage, household dissolution, retirement to some extent, and 
so on. Some other econometric approach, such as instrumental variables, 
could be explored to obtain improved estimates. 
• There are several interesting hypothesis that emerge from this study such as 
the possible effect of liquidity constraints on education and the possihility 
that the impact of worsening health condition or and changing attitudes 
toward risk. It would be interesting to extend the paper to formally test 
these hypotheses. 
• Based on the parametric conditional quantile regression approach presented 
in Appendix D on page 236, it would seem more appropriate to use a non-
linear quantile regression approach (see, e.g., Busovaca, 1985, and references 
therein) for a more fruitful comparison. 
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CHAPTER 5. ECONOMIC GROWTH, TRADE, AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT: AN ENDOGENOUS DETERMINATION OF 
MULTIPLE CROSS-COUNTRY REGIMES 
5.1 Introduction 
While developed countries are responsible for most of the increase in greenhouse 
gas emissions to date, greenhouse gas emissions from developing countries are 
expected to expand significantly (World Bank, 1992). There i,; a growing conc('rll 
that should developing countries follow the same development path of currently 
developed countries there could be catastrophic consequences for the environment. 
The relationship between economic development and the environment has been 
explored by many authors, starting with Grossman & Krueger (1993a), with their 
study into the environmental implications of the North American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA). The Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) hypothesis envis-
ages an inverted-U-shaped relationship between income and environmental degra-
dation. According to this hypothesis, pollution rises with income as long as income 
is relatively low and starts declining once income has exceeded a threshold level, 
known as income turning point (ITP). 
To test this hypothesis, typically the natural logarithm of an indicator of en-
vironmental quality is assumed to depend on two sets of variables. One set of 
variables consists of a polynomial in the natural logarithm of per capita income. 
The second set of variables consists of control variables that correspond to addi-
tional determinants of environmental quality proposed by researchers. 
Dozens of additional variables have appeared in the literature, despite the fact 
that fewer than 100 countries are available for analysis in a typical data set (for 
a survey see, e.g., Panayotou, 2000). Data limitations relatively to the abundance 
of theories has resulted in a large number of non-nested relationships that seem 
to support various and alternative theories. The list of control variables used in 
the literature on the EKC includes, industrial composition of output (see, e.g., 
Grossman ~ I\:nlcger. 1995). population density (see.e.g .. Cropper & Griffiths, 
1994; Selden & Song, 1994), openness to trade (see, e.g., Antweiler et al., 2001; 
Hettige et al., 1992; Grossman & Krueger, 1993b; Suri & Chapman, 1998), environ-
mental regulation and control (see, e.g., Shafik, 1994a; Baldwin, 1995), democracy 
(see, e.g., Torras & J.K., 1998; Harbaugh et al., 2002), corruption (see, e.g., Lopez 
& Mitra, 2000), civil and political liberties (see, e.g., Barrett & Graddy, 2000; 
Torras & J.K., 1998), power inequality (see, e.g., Boyce, 1994), literacy (see, e.g., 
Torras & J.K., 1998), geographical factors (see, e.g., Neumayer, 2002). income in-
equality (see, e.g., Torras & J.K., 1998; Magnani, 2000; Ravallion et al., 2000), 
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and so on. It appears that. given tll(' va:;t lllllllhf'r of proposed variables affect-
ing environmental quality, any parsimonious regression will necessarily leave out 
many factors that would be likely to bias the estimated parameters of the included 
regressors. 
Regression analysis on cross-section data has shown that some pollutant in-
crease until they reach an income per capita approximately between $5,000 and 
$8,000. However, it has been noted in the literature that the shape of the estimated 
EKCs differs widely according to the sample of countries included, the time span of 
the sample, the pollutant, the data used, etc. For instance, Cavlovic et al. (2001), 
meta-analysis to investigate systematic variation across Environmental Kuznets 
Curve studies, showed that EKC relationships and their associated income turn-
ing points depend on the scale of analysis and the type of pollutants. Harbaugh 
et al. (2002) re-examined the empirical evidence for the EKC for three local pol-
lutants, i.e., sulfur dioxide, smoke, and total suspended particles (TSP) using a 
more representative data set. Harhaugh p( 1'11. (2002) are unable to find support 
for an EKC using Grossman & Krueger's specification with an updated version of 
the data. They also found that the estimates are extremely sensitive to the sample 
chosen and the econometric specification. Extensive literat me l'C'vi('WS hy Barhi('r 
(1997), Panayotou (2000), and Stern (2004), found considerable variability in the 
estimated results across types of environmental quality indicators and samples. Li 
et al. (2007), in a more recent meta-analysis that included about three times more 
studies than Cavlovic et al. (2001), found that data characteristics, econometric 
methods, and the chosen measure of environmental degradation, all considerably 
affect the existence of an EKC and the location of a predicted turning point. 
One important assumption underlying the majority of cross-country pollution 
st.udies is that all countri('s ohry a common linear modd sp('cification. However, 
there is increasing evidence coming from theoretical and empirical literature of 
heterogeneity problems. Studies such as Brock & Taylor (2004) and Dijkgraaf & 
Vollebergh (2005) have illustrated, albeit in very different ways. that the constant 
coefficient linear model assumptions made in standard EKC analysrs ar(' not sup-
ported by the data. Dijkgraaf & Vollebergh (2005) contrasted time-series against 
pand estimatrs for Co.2 rmission in a samplr of OEeD countri('s. Th('.\' found that 
combining different emissions-income relationship into a pand distorts estimates. 
Brock & Taylor (2004) demonstrated that the relationship between income and 
the environment can be exceedingly complex. They argued that income-emissions 
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profiles are likely to differ across countries depending on initial ("ondi tion:-; or the 
level of other structural parameters such as savings, technological change, and 
population growth rates. 
Regional studies, such as Carson et al. (1997b), Vincent (1997), and de Bruyn 
et al. (1998) also provide evidence of the importance of heterogeneity. Vincent 
(1997) exposed the limitations of previous cross-section studies by comparing 
Malaysia's actual pollution trends with those that would be predicted by Selden & 
Song's (1994) estimates. It was found that their forecasts overestimated emission 
lC'\"('1:-: for particulatC'. NOx and Co.2 whilst C'\'en the dirC'ction of 50.2 C'lllission:-; 
was incorrect. 1\loreover. it was illust rated that if one took the "one size fits all" 
arguIIwnt. undcrl:ving the EKC approach. through with Solden & Song's findings, 
one would expect Malaysia to be on the upward portion of the EKC, given the turn-
ing point found by Selden & Song of $8,079 per capita (PPP) and Malaysia's GDP 
per capita in 1987 was only $4,727 per capita (PPP). Nevertheless, from 1987-1991 
1\lalaysia witncssC'd a drop in 502 elllissiOlL" in ("ontrast to the EKC plwlictions 
due to an unobserved shock, "geology and a desire for energy interdependence, 
not rising incolllC' ... \"('1'e rC'sponsihle for the declinC' in 502 elllissiOlL"" (VincC'nt. 
1997). Vincent therefore concluded that although his study did not refute the ex-
istence of the EKC in some nations, "policymakers in developing countries should 
not assume that economic growth will automatically solve air and water pollution 
problems" (Vincent, 1997). 
Carson et al. (1997b) using US time-series spanning the years 1988-1994, found 
a negative relationship between seven types of pollutants and income. Their gen-
eral findings were consistent with the EKC hypothesis since a negative relationship 
between emissions per capita and income per capita for the seven pollutants ex-
amined was found. However, surprisingly, high income states had low per capita 
emissions and vice versa for low-income states. They suggested that it is more 
difficult to forecast emission levels for countries, which are about to approach the 
apparent turning point thus more research should be directed into this "greater 
variability in per capita emissions in lower income jurisdictions than in higher in-
come political jurisdictions" and that this may lead to a "better understanding 
of what factors lie behind the cross-sectional EKC" (Carson et al., 1997b). This 
interpretation is strengthened by Vincent's analysis on Malaysia. 
de Bruyn et al. (1998) found, by estimating regional time series model indi-
vidually for the Netherlands, Germany, the United Kingdom, and the USA, that 
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economic growth increases emissions of carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and sulfur 
dioxide. They also highlighted the importance of structural changes within coun-
tries and argued that conventional cross-section based techniques have produced 
spurious results by neglecting important dynamic processes. 
In this Chapter we re-examine the relationship between economic activity and 
the environment, in order to identify the presence of multiple regimes using a 
threshold estimation approach based on Breiman, Friedman, Olshen & Stone's 
regression-tree (1984). The EKe has led in some cases to unwarranted and mis-
leading interpretations that countries can overcome their environmental problems 
in the long run without consciously adopting environmental policies (see, e.g., 
Beckerman. IDD2). However. inCT('asingly. it has h('('n r('cognized that the effect 
of such changes on environment income links are not exogenous processes but in-
fluenced by policy choices (see, e.g., Panayotou, 1995; Stern, 1996; World Bank, 
1992). In particular, the World Bank's World Development Report 1992, focusing 
on environmental issues, observed that for most air and water pollution, environ-
mental problems "initially worsen but then improve as incomes rise," and stated 
that "There is nothing automatic about this improvement; it occurs only when 
countries deliberately introduce policies to ensure that additional resources are 
devoted to dealing with environmental problems (World Bank, 1992, p. 10). Our 
approach permits in principle to specify better econometric models and to avoid 
the dangers of misinterpretation by acknowledging that the relationship between 
economic development and the environment is affected by structural differences 
across heterogeneous countries. Understanding regime differences in the rC'lation-
ship between economic growth and the environment, is the first step in bringing 
about more desirable outcomes through active policy interventions. 
In this chapter, we first identify the presence of multiple regim('s b~- using 
specification tests which entertain a single regime model as the null hypothesis_ 
Then we develop an easily interpretable measure, based on an application of the 
Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition (Oaxaca, 1973; Blinder, 1973), of the impact on the 
environment due to differences in regimes. Finally we apply a recursive partitioning 
algorithm (regression tree) to endogenously identify the separate regimes. 
Our conclusions are threefold. First, we reject the null hypothesis that all 
countries obey a common linear model. Second, we find that quantitatin'ly regim(' 
differences can have a significant quantitative impact. Thirdl.,-. h," IL'iing regressioll 
tree analysis we find subsets of countries which appear to possess very different 
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environmental/ economic relationships. 
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 introduces the econometric 
and theoretical arguments that support the threshold approach. Section 5.4 re-
views the links between trade and environment. Section 5.5 derives the parameter 
heterogeneity implications of the theoretical models. Section 5.6 surveys the ways 
parameter heterogeneity has been accounted for in empirical models. Section 5.7 
describes the data used in this study. In Section 5.8 we attempt to identify the 
existence of multiple regimes in the data by means of specification tests. Sec-
tion 5.9 presents an easily interpretable measure, based on an application of the 
Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition, (Oaxaca, 1973; Blinder, 1973) of the impact on 
the environment due to differences in regimes. In Section 5.11 the threshold es-
timation methodology based on tree regressions is presented. Section 5.12 uses 
regression tree techniques to identify groups of countries obeying common linear 
model. Section 5.13 concludes. 
5.2 Environmental-Economic Regimes 
The processes of economic growth and environmental change are clearly complex 
and evolving over time. Identifying all the complex interactions and feedback re-
lationships that are expected to playa significant role in the evolution of these 
processes may be an impossible task at this point in time. One important assump-
tion underlying the majority of cross-country pollution studies is that all countries 
obey a common linear model specification. Because of the inherent complexity of 
the environment-economy interaction, our limited knowledge of it, and the often 
poor quality of data, this assumption appears at best as a crude approximation. 
Limits in our econometric models can reveal themselves as apparent structural 
change. Identifying these structural changes could further our understanding of 
the links between the economy and the environment. 
Besides econometric arguments, recent theoretical developments in modeling 
the relationship between income and the environment also imply the existence 
of different regimes. A simple and frequently used explanation for the EKC is 
based on a traditional demand-and-supply analysis. A possible way to obtain 
an inverted-U shaped EKe consistent with a demand-and-supply framework is to 
suggest that the EKC reflects a demand for environmental quality. Ac;:-;\lllling that 
environmental quality is a normal good, pollution may at first rise with income, but 
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will eventually fall as income continues to rise. More formal developments can be 
found in Lopez (1994) and Copeland & Taylor (2003). The resulting smooth EKC 
from these models is graphed in Figure 6.1. Other models based on traditional 
economic theory, such as the one by Andreoni & Levinson (2001), also predicts a 
smooth EKC curve for a technology with increasing returns to scale. 
z 
---r------------------------------=- R 
Figure 5.1: EKC generated by income effects 
Several recent papers have attempted to explain the EKC relationship by intro-
ducing threshold effects in modeling either pollution abatellH'llt. (sce'. C.g .. JOlle':-; 
& Manuelli, 1995), or environmental policy regulation (see, e.g., Stokey, 2001). 
Threshold effects lead to a very different relationship between environmental qual-
ity and income during early stages of economic development as opposed to later 
stages. For instance the abatement-threshold model predicts a kink in the relation-
ship between pollution and income, as shown in Figure 6.2. The policy threshold 
model predicts an even more drastic change in regimes, and produces a discon-
tinuous EKC with a discrete drop in pollution and income once the threshold is 
reached. 
The policy threshold models assume that governments do not adopt environ-
mental policy regulations until income surpasses a threshold level. In this even-
tuality, regime differences could manifest themselves in parauH'te'r change'S in the' 
estimated basic EKC regression model. In the basic EKC equation, income, and 
powers of it, could serve as proxies for different sets of variables for different sub-
sets of countries subject to different regimes. To estimate and te'st this da.-;:-; of 
models a simple linear specification is obviously not appropriate. l\IC'thods that 
take into account parameter heterogeneity have to be employed instead. 
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Figure 5.2: EKC generated by threshold effects model 
5.3 The Impact of Trade on the Environment 
The heterogeneity issue seems particularly important in the study of the relation-
ship between trade and the environment. For instance, with regard to the rela-
tionship between, economic growth, trade policies, and the environment economic 
tlwory suggests that an increased openness to foreign markets might have a differ-
ent impact on the environment in developed and developing countries. Grossman 
& Krueger (1991), identify three possible mechanisms by which trade and foreign 
investment policies can impact pollution. 
(i) Scale effect. Trade and foreign investment liberalization determine an ex-
pansion of economic activity and therefore increase pollution. For instance, 
if economic growth is fueled by an increase in the demand of energy, which 
if satisfied using the pre-existing methods determines an expansion in the 
emission of harmful pollutants. 
(ii) Composition effect. Trade liberalization should encourage COHnt ries to spe-
cialize in the production of goods in which they enjoy a competitive advan-
tage. 
(iii) Technique effect. Freer, trade and foreign investment might also impact 
production methods. Pollution intensity of production might fall because 
of the transfer environmentally friendlier technologies of production. This 
effect has become also known as the gain from trade hypothesis. 
This composition effect, for instance, gives rise to several competitive hypothe-
sis with regard to the impact of trade and foreign investment on the environment. 
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If the comparative advantage enjoyed by a country in the production of goods 
originates from differences in environmental regulation, then the composition ef-
fect of engaging in more international trade could result in a deterioration of the 
environment. 
According to the pollnt ion haven h~T)othesis (PRR). income differences be-
tween countries translate into differences in the strictness of environmental reg-
ulations. The premise of this hypothesis is that high-income countries tend to 
demand cleaner environments. To satisfy this demand, governments attempt to 
enforce more stringent regulation regimes over the domestic industry, and allow 
importing pollution-intensive goods from less regulated countries. Assuming that 
production costs positively related to the level of regulation, low-income countries 
have a comparative advantage in the production of pollution-intensive goods com-
pared to high-income countries. There will be the tendency for dirty industries to 
relocate to low-income countries as a result of international trade. 
The race to the bottom hypothesis (RTB) argues that, given a level of income 
per capita, the more a country opens to international trade, the laxer regulation on 
the environment it will adopt in order to gain international competitiveness. This 
hypothesis presupposes that pollution abatement costs are an important compo-
nent of an enterprise's investment decision, so the countries will compete to lower 
the environmental standards in order to gain its comparative advantage. 
On the other hand, if the sources of the comparative advantage stems from the 
more traditional differences in factor abundance and technology, then the impact 
of freer trade will depend on the degree of pollution-intensity of production. This 
classical argument gives rise to the factor endowment hypothesis (FER) concerning 
the impact of trade on the environment. 
5.4 A survey of empirical evidence from the 
literature 
Empirical analyses of the impact of trade on pollution generally follow a common 
strategy. A cross-section or panel of countries is employed in which an indicator of 
environmental degradation is assumed to depend on a polynomial of degree up to 
3 in per capita income, an indicator of trade activity, and a set of control variables 
that correspond to additional determinants of environmental degradation. 
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Cavlovic et al. (2000) in their meta-analysis study, which can be seen as a 
summary of most empirical work don in the area, found that including trade tend 
to yield higher turning points. An important result reported in this study is that 
carbon dioxide is predicted to have an extremely high turning point. 
In a more recent Meta-analysis to investigate systematic variation across En-
vironmental Kuznets Curve studies, Li et al. (2007) found also that controlling for 
the impact of trade lowers the probability of finding an EKC relationship. 
Suri and Chapman (1998) analyse the impact of international trade on com-
mercial energy consumption and find that most exports by industrialising countries 
arC' consunwd in industrialised conntriC's. allowing thesC' countries to benefit from 
avoided pollution. They find empirical evidence that incorporating trade effects 
would tend to increase the turning point for pollutant emissions related to energy 
nsC'. a result echoed h\' oth('r studiC'sl. They find that reductions in environmental 
degradation that follow a rise in income is not a result of a positive net improve-
ment in environmental quality, but purely a displacement of pollution from rich 
countries to poor. International trade allows this displacement to occur. Several 
theories have been established to explain why this may arise. For instance, Frankel 
& Rose (2005) and Antweiler et al. (2001) all provide empirical models based on 
the Pollution Haven Hypothesis. The assumption is that low income countries 
have less stringent environmental regulations and hence have a comparative ad-
va.ntagC' in dirty indnstriC's. Th('s(' studi('s 11011C'thdC'ss fail to find strong pollution 
haven effects. Hettige et al. (1992), on the other hand find empirical evidence 
which is consistent with the hypothesis that stricter environmental regulation in 
OECD countries has led to a locational displacement of dirty industries towards 
poorer coulltries. The olll,v pa.per to dirC'ctl~' t('st for a factor endowment effect is 
Antweiler et al. (2001) who examine the impact of trade liberalisation on sulphur 
dioxide' COllC(,lltra.t ions. The~' found SOlllC ('videllce for factor endowment effects. 
Frankel and Rose (2002) provide empirical evidence that trade may indeed 
have a beneficial effect on some measures of environmental quality. Thus. it S(,('lllS 
from this perspective that trade at the very minimum will not certainly result in 
('llvirOlllllC'lltal damag('. ill fact in many CH.'-;('S it yidds (,llvironmental benefits. The 
findings of the paper generally support the EKC and the proposit ion that OP(,Illl('SS 
lSuri and Chapman (1998) report that imports of manufactured goods by developed 
countries playa role in the EKC downturn and they suggested that with increasing world 
trade it is likely that this trend will intensify. 
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to trade accelerates the growth process. However, as expected, the criticisms of this 
approach are numerous in response to this standard neo-classical type argument. 
Harbaugh et al. (2000) provides recent empirical evidence against the existence of 
an EKC for certain pollutants . This evidence is inconsistent with other studies 
emphasising the controversy surrounding the existing substantiation. Nevertheless 
where EKCs are found, trade is seen to be a contributor for the high ITPs which 
is in accordance with empirical evidence from other studies. 
Clearly more work needs to be done to fully understand the role of international 
trade in mediating the relationship with the environment. On the one hand, there 
appears to be little evidence in support of the pollution haven hypothesis; to the 
contrary, there is increasing evidence open economies tend to be cleaner than closed 
economies. However, a growing body of empirical literature ha.<; showed that the 
existence of EKe's has profound effects on the environment. 
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5.5 Parameter Heterogeneity Implied by Trade 
Models 
In the previous Sections we have have shown that, with regard to the relationship 
between, economic growth, trade policies, and the environment 
(i) there is substantial empirical evidence that the impact of an increase in 
income on the environment depends on the stage of development, and 
(ii) economic theory suggests that an increased openness to foreign markets 
might have a different impact on the environment in developed and devel-
oping countries. 
The standard approach in investigating the relationship between trade, growth 
and the environment, assumes that parameters do not vary across countries, i.e., 
p k 
E = f30 + Lf3i INCi + f3p+l0PEN + L f3j Zj, (5.1) 
i=l j=p+2 
\\'hrrC' E is a lllC'aSurC' of rllvirolllllC'lltal drgradatioll. INC is a measure of economic 
activit.\'. OPEN a llH'asm'C' of opCllllrss to trade. and Zj are other detrrlllinanh of 
environmental degradation. In particular, the impact of trade 011 the environment 
is a constant 
BE 
BOPEN = f3p+l 
The theoretical arguments illustrated in the previous section imply heterogene-
ity. For instance, consider the the pollution haven hypothesis: since high-income 
countries demand a cleaner environment, their governments enforce stricter regu-
lations over the domestic industry and allow importing pollution-intensive goods 
from less regulated countries, so that 
BE - f3 (INC) BOPEN - :~ {
<o, 
> 0, 
for largr INC, 
for small INC, 
i.e., the impact of openness on the environment is a function of income. Also, for 
the factor endowment hypothesis: the impact of trade liberalization will depend 
on the relative availability of the different factors of production (KAPW) in a 
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country, 
BE 
BOPEN = /3:~(KAPW) {
> 0, for large KAPW, 
< 0, for small KAPW, 
i.e., the impact of openness on the environment is a function of capital abundance. 
5.6 Accounting for Heterogeneity in Empiri-
cal Work 
It seems reasonable to assume that the marginal impact on environmental degra-
dation of a variable such as the GDP per capita and openness to trade depend 
on several factors, such as the level of economic development, factor endowments, 
trade policies, etc. This has been explicitly and implicitly recognized in the em-
piricalliterature on the subject in several ways. 
Empirical analyses of the impact of trade on pollution generally follow a com-
mon strategy. A cross-section or panel of countries is employed in which an in-
dicator of environmental degradation is assumed to depend on a polynomial of 
degree up to 3 in per capita income, an indicator of trade activity, and a set 
of control variables that correspond to additional determinants of environmental 
degradation. 
In the EKe literature, a GDP squared term is added to capture those aspects 
in the relationship between growth and environment that do not remain the same 
as countries develop. These include structural changes in the composition of GDP 
and environmental awareness and regulation. 
Another approach is to add interaction terms (cross-products) to the basic 
regression. For instance, Frankel & Rose (2005), to test the pollution haven hy-
pothesis add to the equation linking pollution with growth and trade, the product 
of openness to trade and income per capita. For instance, 
E = /3() + /31 INC + /32 INc2 + /3:~OPEN + /3.!(OPEN· INC) (5.2) 
The partial effect of OPEN is given by 
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which is a linear function of income. If rich countries export pollution-intensive 
activities to poor countries through trade activities, then the interaction term is 
expected to have a negative impact on a country's environmental quality. 
Antweiler et al. (2001), in order to test the alternative factor endowment hy-
pothesis, include also interaction terms between openness and capital per worker 
levels and squares. Polluting capital-intensive activities should relocate through to 
tl1(' mor(' capital-rich devdop('d cOllntri('s. The est imated coefficient for the cross-
product is expected to have a positive sign. intensive The impact of an increase 
in income on pollution depends on the composition of output, and therefore on 
capital per worker. Adding interaction terms has several problems. Firstly, the 
inclusion of an interaction term makes the model nonadditive, in the sense that the 
effect of one independent variable on the dependent variable varies according the 
value of a second independent variable. If, for instance the cross-product between 
income pFr rapila and openness is added, the partial effect of openness depends 
now on the level of income. The coefficient for openness measures the effect when 
income pFr rapit.a is :tero. "vhich mak('s lit.tle sense. Also its statistical significance 
of the partial effect of income on pollution will not be a constant. For example 
in (5.2) the variance of the impact of trade on the environment, is given by the 
expreSSIOn 
The t-statistic can then be derived by dividing the partial effect of openness given a 
particula,r valu(' of income. h), til(' st.andard (,1Tor for the partial effect computed at 
a particular value of income per capita. It is possible that the impact of openness 
on pollution is significant at some levels of income, while non-significant at other 
values. For example, openness could impact significantly pollution onl)' in 10\\'-
income countries. 
Another approach consists of fitting separate regressions based on a threshold 
W],1-;o.bIF (INC). and a lhrFslwld (T) 
E = {30+{31 INC + {32 INC2+{3:~ OPEN, 
E = 8n +81 INC + 82 INC
2 +8:~ OPEN, 
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Stern & Common (2001) fit an EKC model to OECD and non-OECD samples. 
The problem with this approach is the arbitrary choice of splitting variable and, 
for continuous variables, the threshold. 
Nonparametric methods can also be used in this context. I am aware of only one 
applications of this kinrl. A:tomaholl &: Phu (2006) emplo~'s a smooth coefficient 
models to estimate the model 
(5.3) 
where Yjt is the' response variahle' (defore'station rate') of conntr~' j with j = 
1, ... ,N in ~'('a,r t. \'lith t = 1, ... ,'1'. Xit = (l,x;;). \\'ith Xit being a p xl 
vector and /-li represents the fixed effect specific to country i. The coefficient 
'I/J(Zit) = (a(zit),!3(Zit)1')l'. The model is fitted using Robinson's (1988) approach 
j3(z) = [_1 ~ XjX'K (Z.i - Z)] -1 [_1 ~ Xy'K (Z.i - Z)] 
nh'l 0 ..1 h nh'l 0 .I J h 
j=l j=l 
(5.4) 
where' Yif is the response' variahle' (deforestation rate) of conntry i with i = 1, ... , N 
in .\'ca.r t. with t = 1, ... ,'1'. Xit = (l,x;;). with Xit being a p x 1 vector 
and /-li represents the fixed effect specific to country i. The coefficient 'l/J(Zit) = 
(a(zit),!3(Zit)'l')l' is a vector of smooth functionsThe application suffers from the 
curse of dimensionality. Azomahou & Phu (2006) coefficients dq)('nd onl~' on on 
variable, GDP. 
5.7 Data 
Our data consists of 2,294 observations representing 74 countries, 23 OECD and 51 
non-OECD members, spanning the years 1960-1990. The dataset was constructed 
using data from various sources. 
• For the sulfur emissions, we took the data from the Historical Global Sul-
fur Emissions data set of A.S.L and Associates (1997), which includes the 
sulfur dioxide emissions from burning hard coal, brown coal, and petroleum, 
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and sulfur emissions from mining and related activities for most of the coun-
tries of the world during the period 1850-1990 (Allen S. Lefohn 1999). 
• The carbon dioxide emissions data come from the 1998 World Bank World 
Development Indicators CD-ROM. 
• Most macroeconomic data is derived from the Penn World Tables (PWT) 
Mark 5.6 which compiles data for 152 countries on 29 subjects for the period 
1950-1992.2 
• Foreign Direct Investment data are taken from the UN World Trade Data 
Base discussed in Feenstra, Lipsey, and Bowen (1997). 
The sample of countries used in this analysis together with their associated 
PWT numeric code, are contained in in Appendix F. The variables are: 
502;.f = Sulfur Emissions nlC'1-),surco in tons of sulfur JUT rapi I a. COllllt ry i .. n'al" t. 
C02;.t = Carhon Emissiom; mcasurE'o in tons of carbon jifr rnpi/n. C()IUltr~' i. y('a1' t. 
RGDPL i .t = Rcal GDP prr capita (1m~.) inti. prices). cOlllllry i. year t. 
KAPWi.t = l\on-l'{'siocntial Capital Stock pcr 'Yorker (1985 inti. prices). cOlllltry i. y(,ar t. 
Exports+ Imports OPEN t = OlwllnC'ss countn' i. vcar t. 
I. , Nominal GDP' .. 
FlJli.t = Gross Foreign Dircct InVC'stmcnt. in % of GDP. COIUlll".\" i. yc'a1' t. 
Summary statistics for the variables used in this study appear in Table 5.1. 
Figure 5.3 shows scatterplots of emissions against real income per capita. The 
variables on the x-axes are graphed on a natural log scale. Panel 5.4{a) displays 
a scaUcrplot. of thc log of 502 emissions against the log of per capita income. 
The graph snggests a non-linea.r rdatiom;hip hetwcen mean 502 emh">SioI1.'> and 
income per capita, consistent with an inverted-U shape. Panel 5.4(b) displays a 
sca.tterplot of the log of CO2 emissions against the log of per capita income. The 
2The PWT are described in Alan Heston and Robert Summers The Penn World Table 
(Mark 5): An Expanded Set ofInternational Comparisons, 1950-1988, Quarterly Journal of 
Economics, May 1991, pp.327-368. Though PWT Mark 6.1 was available at the moment 
of writing, the years spanned by the pollution data, and the fact that updated capital 
stock estimates were not yet available, made us keep the older ven-;ion. The PWT are 
available at the Computing in the Humanities and Social Sciences (CHASS) website at 
http://datacentre2.cha..''is.utoronto.ca/pwt56/ at the University of Toronto. 
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Variable Name Dimension Mean Std. Dev. Minimum Maximum Cases 
Log of 802 p.c. LS02 loge (t / person) -5.034 1.8803 -13.93 -0.7645 2294 
Log of CO2 p.c. LC02 loge (t / person) 0.7256 1.4699 -2.751 4.332 2099 
GDP p.c. GDP $/person 5360 6244.2 303 80830 2294 
Openness to trade OPEN 58.99 46.16 4.99 423.4 2204 
f--< Capital intensity KAPW $/person 15580 12993.8 261 73460 1274 ,j:::.. ~ 
FDI FDI 1.374 1.406 0.003127 17.70 1956 
Notes: All monetary figures are in 1985 US dollars. The natural log transformed variables are 
denoted with the corresponding name prefixed by the capital letter L. 
Table 5.1: Summary statistics 
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gr<tph snggC'sts <t linC'<tr rd<ttionship 1whn'('11 CO2 ('missions <t11(1 incomc ])f r rapil(J. 
Figure 5.3 shows scatterplots of emissions against real income per capita. 
Figure 5.3 shows scatterplots of the log of emissions against the log of capital 
stock per worker. The horizontal scale are logarithmic. Figure 5.4(c) is a scat-
tC'rplot of thC' log of 502 emissions against the log of capital stock per worker. 
Figure 5.--!(d) is <t scattcrplot of the log of CO2 emissions against the log of capital 
stock per worker. Figure 5.3 shows scatterplots of emissions against real income per 
capita. The horizontal The Figures' patterns are similar to the ones in Figure 5.3. 
Figure 5.4 shows scatterplots of the log of emissions against the log of openness. 
The horizontal scale are logarithmic. Figure 5.5(a) is a scatterplot of the log of 
502 emissions against the log of openness. Figure 5.5(b) is a scatterplot of the 
log of CO2 C'missions <tg<tinst the log of OpC'lllWSS. Fignr<' ;").-! show~ sc<tUerplots of 
emissions against the log of openness. 
5.8 Statistical Significance of Multiple Regimes 
In this section we attempt to identify the existence of several regimes using spec-
ification tests which entertain a single regime model as the null h.\'pot lwsis. \\"C' 
split the sample into sub-groups based upon various determinants of pollution to 
test whether the regression functions differ across the sub-groups, 
We start by fitting, for each sub-group, the model 
In(EL.t = {3o + {31ln(CDP)i.t + {32 ln2 (CDP)i.t + {3:~ In(OPENkt+ 
+ {3-! In(KAPW)i.t + At + (Yi + Eit (5.5) 
\\"I'tll ,j - 1 N t = 1 'I' \Vller<' E is dther 502; t or C02,J. (Yi and ~ _ , ••• " , ••• ,.1 . . 
At are respectively individual and time specific effects, and Eit rv I I D (0, cr;). The 
estimated l"<'grcssion r<'pn'sC'nts tIl<' unconstmined v<'rsion ofthe model. We then fit 
s('vcml cOlL"tr<tinC'd versions of the lllodd hy imposing cross-coefficient restrictions. 
\Ye C'xaminC' sampl(' splits b<tsed npon CDP. KAPW. <tnd OPEN, Tahle 5.2 
reports the results of several data splits. Each entry in the table represents the 
F statistic of the null hypothesis that all parameters are equal across the sub--
samples under investigation. The first panel of the table divides t 11<' count rie~ int 0 
two groups 
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Figure 5.3: Scatterplots of emissions against per capita income. 
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Figure 5.4: Scatterplots of emissions against openness. 
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Table 5.2: Specification tests for different regimes 
Samples defined by 
Two-way split based on 
GDPi,t 
KAPWit , 
OPENit , 
Eight-way split based on 
G D Pi,t, K APWi,t, and OPE Ni,t 
Wald statistie 
35.426 
38.483 
33.938 
45.677 
a The Wald statistic is a test of parameter constancy across subsam-
piP,; a"Ylllptotica11y clbtriilllt('cl xi. u11clpr the 111111 of COllstallt ~a­
ralllt't('l'S. \\" ht'l't' k is the number of coefficient estimated (excludmg 
country dummies). 
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Two- and eight-way output splits ar(' ha.,;('d on CDP < $3 .. )00 and CDP ;::::: 
$3,500. For capital stock per worker two- and eight-way splits are based on 
KAPW < $11.500 and KAPW ;::::: $11,500. For openness to trade two- and 
('ight-wa~' splits ar(' hasC'd on OPEN < % ·)0 and OPEN;::::: % 50. 
5.9 Economic Significance of Regimes 
5.9.1 Introduction 
Using a large and representative of both high, OEeD, and low-income, non-OEeD, 
countries, sample, we estimate a reduced-form relationship between the natural 
logarithm of per capita income and an environmental indicator. Using the esti-
mates from the high and the low income countries samples, we decompose the 
mean log difference in emissions per capita between rich and poor countries into 
the effects of differences in their average economic activity and the effect due to 
differences in regimes. We find a significant positive effect for the first component 
and a large significant negative for the second. The latter part of th(' d(,COlllposi-
tion can be interpreted as the excess emissions occurring in developing countries 
that cannot be explained by income related effects. We argue that the second 
term in the decomposition can then be interpreted as the part of log of emis-
sions difference due regime differences between rich countries and poor COlll1tries. 
We proceed to assess weather the "regime differences" component of the "emis-
sion gap" is significantly reduced if openness and foreign direct investments are 
included as explanatory variables. 
5.9.2 Data and 802 Emission Gap 
We define the "Emission Gap" between rich and poor countries as the difference 
of their respective log of emissions, i.e., 
Emission Gap = In(Eo) - In(Es), 
where In(Eo) and In(EN) be the natural logs of OEeD (0) and non-OEeD (N) 
per capita sulfur emissions. 
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The variables used in this study are, 
SOi.t = Sulfur Emissions nlC'asHrcd in tons of sulfur per capita. in ~'('ar t. 
G D Pi.t = Real GDP per capita (198.5 inti. priccs). in H'a1' t. 
T RAD E _ Exports+ Imports. . . 
I.t - Nominal GDP ,lIl.\ cal t. 
FD1u = Gross Foreign Direct Investment. in % of GDP. in year t. 
Sulfur emissions were taken from the data from the Historical Global Sulfur Emis-
sions data set of A.S.L and Associates. The real GDP per capita came from the 
Penn World Tables (PWT) Mark 5.6. The values are all measured in 1985 inter-
national US dollars. 3 Foreign Direct Investment data were obtained from the UN 
World Trade Data Base. 
The sample consists of 11 annual observations, from 1980 to 1990, the la.<;t year 
available for emissions, on each of 95 countries. The descriptive statistics of the 
data for the OECD and non-OECD subsamples are reported in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. 
All monetary figures are in 1985 US dollars. The natural log transformed variables 
are denoted with the corresponding name prefixed by the capital letter L. 
Table 5.3: Descriptive statistics for non-OECD countries 
Variable Mean Std.Dev. Minimum Maximum Cases 
LSO 1.40194684 1.15732856 -1.96134011 4.15271265 814 
LGDP 3.46441876 .401948778 2.48432661 4.63970573 814 
LGDP2 12.1635617 2.77844739 6.17187869 21.5268693 814 
LTRADE 1.30102595 .426146389 .000000000 2.49011346 814 
LFDI .361835099 .557601851 .000000000 2.94443898 814 
Using our data the S02 emission gap is then, 
SQ.]. Emission Gap = LSOo - LSO N = 
= 2.26470704 - 1.40194684 = 0.8627602. 
3The PWT are described in Alan Heston and Robert Summers The Penn World Table 
(Mark 5): An Expanded Set of International Comparisons, 1950-1988, Quarterly Journal 
of Economics, May 1991, pp. 327-368. 
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Table 5.4: Descriptive statistics for OECD countries 
Variable Mean Std.Dev. Minimum Maximum 
LSO 2.26470704 1.06196150 -1.89688075 4.11972491 
LGDP 4.06674365 .166822076 3.47654372 4.32092077 
LGDP2 16.5661131 1.31290362 12.0863562 18.6703563 
LTRADE 1.62284191 .255359757 1.01105803 2.07993370 
LFDI .963775374 .643684250 .000000000 2.56494936 
Cases 
231 
231 
231 
231 
231 
Since natural logarithmic differences are approximately equal to p('rcC'ntag(' dif-
ferences, we can state that OEeD countries emit 86 per cent more sulfur dioxide 
then non-OEeD countries. In the next Section we provide a useful decomposition 
of this gap by an application of the Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition. 
5.9.3 Decomposition of the Emission Gap 
With the coefficients from separate models for OEeD and non-OEeD countries, 
the emission gap between rich and poor countries can be decomposed into the 
differences in pollution emissions due to difference in the level of economic ac-
tivity and differences due to differences in the reduced form relationship between 
environmental quality and economic activity. 
The method employed was developed by Blinder (1973) and Oaxaca (1973) 
and has been used traditionally to investigate discrimination in wages. Let In(Eo) 
and In(EN) denote the natural logs per capita sulfur emissions of OEeD (0) and 
non-OEeD (N) countries. The decomposition presupposes the estimation by OLS 
of the standard emission/income model for the two samples separately 
1n(Eo) = X~{3o + Uo 
1n( E.\") = X;\" f3s + us· 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
where X is a v('ctor of charactC'ristics a.nd f3 is a conforming vector of regression 
coefficients. A numerical consequence of using ordinary least square is that the 
residuals sum to zero. This implies that the regression hyperplane includes the 
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points of means of the data. So for the two samples we have 
~ -/ ~ 
In(Eo) = Xof3o (5.8) 
(5.9) 
where E denotes the geometric mean of emissions per capita, X is a vector of 
111ean values of regressors. and f3 is a conforming vector of estimated coefficients. 
The observed difference in the mean log of per capita emissions must equal 
(5.10) 
i.e., either 
(5.11 ) 
or 
(5.12) 
w11('r(' (5.11) and (:).12) are ohtail1('d hy adding (X~\.f3o - X:yfjo ) to (5.10) and 
(X~fjs - x~fjx) to (5.10), respectively. The first term of the decomposition 
is the factor endowment component of the per capita emissions gap, the and the 
second term the structural change component. 
Neumark (1988) has pointed out, in the context of wage discrimination, that 
considerable variation may exist in the estimate of the components obtained using 
(5.11) as opposed to (5.12). If (5.11) is selected as the model, it is assumed the 
richer countries' environment/economic regime becomes the one that would exi<>t in 
the absence of differences in the technologies adopted, environmental regulations, 
and displacement effects, among other factors. In (5.12), the poorer countries' 
regime would be the prevailing one. In principle, a weighted average approach 
as suggested by Cotton (1988) might be more suitable. As this is a preliminary 
study, this choice is not critical and a more detailed analysis can be the subject of 
further research. 
The structural change component of the "emission gap" between rich and poor 
countries, can be interpreted as the difference in emissions occurring in developing 
countries that cannot be explained by income related effects. In the ahsellce of 
regime differences, OECD and non-OECD countries would have identical emissions 
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with the same level of economic activity. 
5.10 Decomposition Results 
The specification used, using the variable defined in Section 5.9.2, is 
LSOi.f = f30 + f3I LGDPi.f + f32 LGDP2i.t + f3:~ LTRADEu+ 
+ (3-i LF DIi.f + D:i + At + Eit (5.13) 
with i = 1, ... ,N, t = 1, ... ,T. \\-here' D:i and At are respectively individual and 
time specific effects, and Eit rv IID(O,a;). Tables 5.5,5.6, and 5.7 display the 
results of the fixed and random effects estimation of equation (5.13) with only 
GDP variables, with openness to trade, and with both openness to trade and FDI, 
respectively. 
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Table 5.5: Panel regression results 
Region World DECD Non-DECD 
Model FE RE FE RE FE RE 
LGDP 2.918 2.87:5 33.97 -1 :3-1.O;jG 2.2:31 2.:387 (2.KG(;) (:un:~) C)·lK2 ) (-).:"\02) ( 2.01,) (2.:)2.1) 
LGDP2 -0.301 -0.293 -3.811 --1.0-17 -0.217 -0.2-12 
( -2.2--10) ( -2.2K,') ( --±.:)22) ( -,->.02K) (-U,O) (-l.':r1) 
Constant --1.95:") --1.902 -72.7G3 -G9.189 -3.G88 -:3.92-1 
(-2,:)(;2) ( -2.,;1) (-:).:)(;0) (-:d(iO) (-1.7K:"\) ( -2,(),(j) 
LTRADE 
FDI 
TP -±.8-1717G -1.90GU3 4.45736 -1.207·5Gl .) .1-10;)·"):3 -1.931818 
TP 127.3802 13;").1173 8G.259-18 G7.192-1G 170.8102 138.631:3 
LM Test -18-12.-11 10-1;).50 :37G:3.-10 
(0.000000) (0.000000) (O,OOODlJ(l) 
Hausman .18 5.51 1.-19 
(0.912921) (0 .OG:"\(i(i2) ( O..!'-±!i:):.n 
DW 0.975858 0.975858 0.86596 0.86596 1.0-15988 1.0-15988 
\iVa.in (joint) 3953 17080 3~)53. 3953. :3953. :3953. 
(10) (10) (10) (10) (10) (10) 
VVa.in (time') 526.3 639.7 52G.3 .'12{;.3 526.3 52{;.3 
(27) (27) (27) (27) (2,) (27) 
Naif'S: TIl<' (iPP<'l1(iPllt. variahk is t.lw llnt.nral10g of slllfnr <,missions s1l1p1l1lr dioxi(iP (502 ) 
/If'l' ('lIjii/n, t statistics are reported in parenthesis. H is the Fixed vs. Random Effects 
Hausman test statistic; LM is the Lagrange Multiplier Test for the significau('(' of illdi\'idllal 
effects; TP are the income turning point expressed in thousands of US dollars, 
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Table 5.6: Panel regression results with trade 
Region World OECD Non-OECD 
Model FE RE FE RE FE RE 
Constant -5.526 -:).129 -72.402 -68.932 -:3.850 -:t9G7 
(-2.1"1-11"1 ) ( -2.1"\.-,2) (-;).;);)0) (-.i.:Hi7) (-1.X7:2) ( -:2.07i) 
LGDP 3.1:")8 2.!Jl2 34.240 ;~4 .. )42 2.191 2.:3--17 
(:UD/) (:~.O!)/) (.).:2'1-1) (;).:~()X ) (U)():~) (:!. :27:2) 
LGDP2 -0.3-19 -0.310 -3.8:3:3 -4.083 -0.227 -0.243 
( -2 .. )1"\0) ( -2.-1(2) ( --1 .. );)~») (-.).0%) ( -l.;)-1!)) ( -1.7:~:~) 
LTRADE 0.248 0.078 -0.638 -1.011 0.328 0.1--!7 (2..)(iH) (0.~)2:~) (-1.-l19 ) (-:2./0.-,) (:UO!J) ( 1.(;00) 
TP (logs) 4)243;");") 4.79:3548 -1.--!G64 T5 4.229978 4.825991 4.829218 
TP (levels) 92.23641 120.7290 87.0493:3 68.71072 124.71 12;").11:31 
LM Test 4694.35 95G.--! 7 3701.42 
(0.000000) (0.000000) (0.000000) 
Hausman 13.32 6.13 12.2-1 
(O.OlWm-l) (0.1O.).):~0) (llOOGGHi) 
DW 0.992:)0G 0.99233G 0.87-1958 0.87 -1958 1.0G1302 1.061:302 
Noff''': The dqWlHkllt. \'ariahk is t.he uat.maiiog of suifur ('missions sulphur dioxide (502) 
I)('/' ('II Ji i III. t statistics are reported in parenthesis. H is the Fixed vs. Random Effects 
Hausman test statistic; LM is the Lagrange Multiplier Test for the significau('(' of indi"idual 
effects; TP are the income turning point expressed in thousands of US dollars. 
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Table 5.7: Panel regression results with trade and FDI 
Region World DECD Non-DECD 
Model FE RE FE RE FE RE 
LGDP 2.485 :3.00:3 27.-1-!-! 27.75~ 2.190 2.:3;">0 (:2.-1:-)-1) (2.977) (-1.172) (-4.:-)09) (1.')%) (2.27:{ ) 
LGDP2 -0.2.53 -0.320 -2.97:"5 -3.1~);") -0.229 -O.2-!-! 
(-UH).'i) (-2.:-)90) (-:{.:,2-4 ) ( -:-U):)2) (-1.:;:,(;) (-1.7:{S I 
LTRADE 0.300 0.179 -0.637 -O.%!) 0.320 0.U1 (:U7:{) (2,(11:, ) (-l.-±G:) ) (-2.702) (2.!I!I.-, ) (1.:)10) 
LFDI -0.162 -0.020 -0.U6 -O.U-! 0.012 0.009 
(--U:-)7) (-1.70D) (-:U~01) ( -:{.H2:-)) (0.-±2!1 ) (11.:-)-11') 
Constant -130.526 -25.:3~-! -5~.882 -55.99:) -3.8-!7 -:3.903 
( --1.(;2:-)) (-1Xi1) ( --1.-±H(;) ( --1.:-)-1:-)) (-1.HCi!l) (-2.071 ) 
TP 4.915 4.690 4.612 4.344 4.805 4.821 
TP 136.325 108.899 100.706 76.997 122.065 124.105 
LM Test -1842.41 10-!.5 . .50 376:3.-!0 
(0.000000) (0.000000) (0.000000) 
HallSIDan U.23 6.43 1:3.30 
(O.OOG:)KG) (O.Hi'n.-,l) (O.OO!l!)20) 
DW 0.975858 0.975~58 0.86596 0.805% 1.0-!5988 1.0-!:)988 
Waid (joint) 3953 17080 :3~)53. 39.53. 395:3- :3~)·"):3. 
(10) (10) (H)) (HI) (10) (HI) 
Waid (t illl(, ) 52G.3 G39.7 .326.3 .")20.:3 520.3 :)20.:3 
(2/) (27) (27) (27) (27) (27) 
N of ('s: Til<' dep('lHkllt. "aria hk is (il<' lla (.mallog of sulfur ('missiolls slllplmr dioxide (S02) 
per {"(/ jJ i f II. t statistics are reported in parenthesis. H is the Fixed vs. Random Effects 
Hausman test statistic; LM is the Lagrange Multiplier Test for the signm.canc(' or illdi\'idual 
effects; TP are the income turning point expressed in thousands of US dollars. 
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Table 5.8 displays the results of the Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition of the con-
tribution to the gap of each explanatory variables, the total, and the proportion 
over the total, for the income and regime differences components. The penultimate 
line' of Tahle' ;").8 l"('ports tIl(' t statistics associated with the two components of the 
"emission gap" for the without trade variables, with openness to trade, and with 
all trade related variables.4 
For instance. w1wn only inconw rdate'd variahle's are' included, we find that the 
that the pollution emission differential due to differences in the level of economic 
activity is 2.696, whereas the emission differential due to differences in the reduced 
form relationship between environmental quality and economic activity is -1.833. 
This implies that richer countries would emit 270 per cent more sulfur dioxide 
than poorer ones, i.e., the gap would be much wider, if poorer countries' emissions 
were obtained by evaluating their level of economic using the OEeD estimated 
relationship. The difference between this "counterfactual emission gap" and the 
existing one of 180 per cent can be interpreted as the excess pollution emissions 
that poorer countries are currently causing because of differences in regimes. This 
suggests that rapid growth of developing countries that is not accompanied by 
significant structural changes, in the shape of technologies adopte'd. e'nvironlll<'llt al 
regulations, and so on, could have detrimental consequences on the environment. 
Including trade and FDI, reduces the regime differences component to 130 per 
cent. 
ITh(' t st.atist,i('s W('l"(' ('ompnt,('d nsillg st.andard ('(,Ol1011H't,ric r('sult,s. If w is a k X 1 vector 
of ('onst,cUlt,S. th(,ll Wi f3 rv N (Wi f3, Wi a1 (X' X)-lW) . The variance can be estimated with 
W'Sl(X'X)-lW. To ('ilkulat,(' \.11(' t statistics ofthe unexplained component we can apply 
t.l1(' abo\'(' 1"('sult, by t.r('at,iug t,h(' \'('ct,Of of sample n1<'(\11S for th(' uou-OEeD (;:uutrips.:,s 
('oust, HUt. , Assumiug t,hat, \.11<' t.\\'o S('t,s of ohS('rnltious ar(' iwl(']wwl('ut 1.11<1u f30 aud f3.\ 
1 · ,') (X' X )-1 I will be iu<i('P('U(i<'llt, wit.h m('aus f30 aud f3,V. all( ('()\',U'lC\llC(' matnc('s a() () () a 11< 
a~.(X'\,X,V)-l. Th(' ('st,imat(,d cO\'aria11(,(' lllatri.x {{n' d = 130 - f3.\ is gi\'('l1 by \'ar(d) ==-. 
a~ (Xi X ) -1 + a'2 (X' X ,)-1 A.])])h·ill 0 t.l1(' abo\'(' H'sult.. for w 0:- X \', th(' \'nrim1('(' 01 () 0 0 .\,.\.\' " ,b -f . 
X' d is 1.11<'u X', u\r( d)X \ so t.hat t = f X N d . For the explained component, 
,\ :\ . , VxN v8I(d)XN 
t.h(' \'arimH'(' of (X 0 - X.\ ) '130. applyiug \.11(' "bon' r('sult, wit.h w =- (X 0 - X.v ), is 
t,h('u (X 0 - X.\) I \'nr(i3o) ( X 0 - X.\), so that 
(Xo - X.\)'i30 
t~-r======~==============~ 
(Xo - X.\)'a1)(X;)Xo )-1(Xo - X.\) 
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Table 5.8: Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition of sulfur emissions of OECD and 
non-OECD countries 
variable Income with Trade with Tradc/FDI 
Model D..~·X {3. D..X D..{3. X {3 . D..X D..{3·X (3. D..X 
Constant -G5.:2G!) -G4.9G5 -5:2. O:~:~ 
LGDP 109.713 20.513 111.!):3-1 20.805 88.024 16.720 
LGDP2 --1G.281 -17.817 --1G.70G -17.97-1 -35.900 -14.067 
LTRADE -1.506 -0.325 -1.430 -0.309 
LFDI -0.055 -0.086 
Total Gap -1.833 2.696 -1.G-1:~ 2.506 -L~95 2.258 
( -."i. 9!JX) (5.707) ( ~:;.(jKK) (5.368) ( ~ .. l.ii!J(j) (5.060) 
Proportion 40.47 59.53 39.60 60.40 38.19 61.81 
Notes: Calculations are ba..')ed on mean values of all variables in Tables 5.3 on page 147 
and 5.4 on page 148 and the estimation results in Tableo; 5.5 on page 151, 5.6 on page 152, 
and 0.7 on page lS:1. t statio;tics ao;sociated with each component are given in parentheo;io;. 
We found that the Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition is a promising technique 
that can be used decompose the emission gap between rich and poor countries. 
Using a large sample of panel data representative of both high and low-income 
countries, we find that structural differences between developed and devPioping 
countries can be quite substantiaL We also find support for the hypothesis of 
pollution displacement from rich to poor countries via international trade and 
foreign direct investment. More general decompositions could provide information 
on the evolution over time of the various effects. Also focussing on the {'Ht ire 
distribution rather than the mean only could provide interesting insight into the 
relationship between economic activity and the environment. In the next sections 
\H' will ('lllplo~' a tree regression a.pproach to explore the existence of different 
environment/economic regimes. 
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5.11 Tree Regression Methodology 
Though the exogenous splits introduced in Sections 5.8 and 5.9 allow simple spec-
ification testing and to assess the economic environmental significance of regime 
differences, they do not permit the identification of economies with a common 
relationships between the environment and economic factors. 
In this section we are going to describe the regression-tree approach introduced 
by Breiman et al. (1984). This approach is particularly well suited when there is 
significant interaction structure between the explanatory variables. The method 
was applied by Durlauf & Johnson (1995) to investigate the existence of multiple 
rc'ginl<'s in cross-cOlllltr~' growth behavior. If w(' r('\vrite the s11pport of ('ach Xi,j as 
tIl(' 11nion of M intervals. ai.O < Xi.j < ai.1 . ••.. ai.,\J-l ::; Xi.j < ai,M, the support 
S of X. can then 1)(' expressed as S = U;;1~1 Sm. The function f(X) can then be 
approximated by it. piecewise linear function of the form 
M r 
f(X) ~ L 6111 (X)X{3s,,, , 
m=l 
where 
{
I, 
6m (X) = 
0, 
if X E Sm: 
otllC'rwis(' . 
If for ('ach variable' Xi. i = 1, ... , r we split the data into two subgroups fol-
lowing th(' (kcision rule': a.")sign ohservation j to Sa,i if Xi.j < a, otherwise assign 
tIl(' observation to STI.i. Letting a take on val11es across the support of Xi and 
repeating this operation for all variables included in the model, we can identify 
all possible binary data splits. L('t 7311.i d('not(' all OLS estimat(' of Yj onto X) 
using the ohs('n'ation assigne'd to SII.i; Define h.i in an analogous \\'ay. SOllle split 
\',).riahk Xi and some' valu(' a will minimize the sum of squared residuals (SSR) 
over all possible splits 
One crucial limitation of this approach is that the estimated thresholds have 
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no known distribution theory. Hansen (2000) developed an threshold estimation 
testing procedure procedure with accompanying distribution theory. This method-
ology will be applied at the end of Chapter 6, in Section 6.9, starting on 189. 
We adapt the method to work with panel data by applying the within (time 
denlC'aning) transformation to the dependent. y and the indepC'ndent. x. variahlC's. 
i.e., 
where Yi. = t. Lt Yit and Xi. = t Lt Xit are tlw \yithin i1\"C'ntgcs. 
By running an OLS on th(' transformed data w(' are estimating a panel fixed 
effect model and are able to control for individual heterogeneity. Since the re-
gression has been performed with an ordinary least squares program, a degrees of 
freC'dom COlTC'ction has to he appliC'd to standard errors and t-statistics to obtain 
the corresponding correct values, 
\vl1('rC' Va = VII - N, "a" denotes adjusted and, "u" unadjusted. 
5.12 Tree Estimation results 
In this section we present the fixed effects tree regression result from t 11(' 502 
and the CO2 equations. Regression tree estimates where obtained using GUIDE, 
developed by Loh (Loh, 2005).5 
5GUIDE stands for Generalized, Unbiased, Interaction Detection and Estimation. It 
is fn'ely (l\"(\ilabk from t.ll<' 11lt.enH't. addn'ss www.stat. wisc. edul ",lohl as compiled ex-
ecutabies for LimlX and Windows on Intel and compatible processors, and for Mac OS X. 
The hardware used wa..'i a Dual Intel Pentium IV (Prestonia) Xeon Processors 3.06 GHz 
with HT Technology with 4 GB of RAM running on Microsoft Windows ~P /2002 Pro~es­
sional (Win32 x86) 5.01.2600 (Service Pack 2). We lL.<;ed GUIDE RegreSSIOn Tree verSIOn 
3.1, the standard Win32 relea..<;e available at the time of writing the present Chapter. 
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Sulfur Emissions The specification used to estimate a tree is the log-log func-
tional form, 
In(S02L.t = (3() + (31ln(CDP);.t + (32 ln:!(CDP);.t + (3:~ In(OPEN)i,t+ 
+ (34 1n(F DI};.t + (3:) In(KAPW)i.f + Q; + Eit (5.14) 
with i = 1, ... , N, t = 1, ... , '1', using the variable defined in section 5.7 on 
page 140. The results of the tree regression procedure applied to the sulfur emis-
sions equation are shown as a hinar.y tree in Figure 5.5. Diamonds in this figure 
indicate the splitting criteria for the sample expressed in terms of splitting variable 
and threshold value; circles represent terminal nodes which contain the estimated 
subsamples. Number in italics beneath a leaf is the sample mean of LSO. The re-
gression tree for sulfur emissions partitions the sample into low-, intermediate- and 
high-income countries, groups (4), (5) and (3), respectively, and then partitions the 
low output countries into low- and high-capital intensive countries, groups (6) and 
(7) respectively. The fact that, given the opportunity to split the sample by either 
income, capital intensity, openness to trade, and foreign direct investment, the 
regression tree shows preference for income splits suggests that income dominates 
trade and endowment variables as a variable useful in identifying multiple regimes 
in the 802 nata. The estimatC'n terminal snhsamples an': (:3) CD P > $9,400, 
GDP 
< $~l400 
GDP 
< $,i200 
KAPW 
< $4~700 
G 
-4·20E-02 
Figure 5.5: Regression binary tree for sulfur emissions 
(5) $5.200 < CDP ::; $9...100. (6) KAPW < $4.700 ann CDP ::; $5,200, and (7) 
KAPW > $4.700 ann CDP ::; $5,200. The list of countries belonging to each 
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Table 5.9: Regression tree sample break for 502 
5 
Barbados 
Cyprus 
Spain 
Greece 
Ireland 
Israel 
S. Korea 
Mexico 
Taiwan 
Portugal 
U.S.S.R. 
Trinidad and Tobago 
Venezuela 
Terminal node number 
3 6 
Australia 
Austria 
Belgium 
Canada 
Switzerland 
Germany, West 
Denmark 
Finland 
France 
United Kingdom 
Hong Kong 
Italy 
Japan 
Kuwait 
L uxem bourg 
Netherlands 
Norway 
New Zealand 
United Arab E. 
Singapore 
Sweden 
U.S.A. 
Guatemala 
Honduras 
India 
Kenya 
Morocco 
Madagascar 
Nigeria 
Philippines 
Thailand 
Zambia 
Zimbabwe 
subsample are presented in Table 5.9. 
7 
Argentina 
Bolivia 
Chile 
Colombia 
Romania 
Czechoslovakia 
Peru 
Iran 
Sri Lanka 
Syria 
1\ukey 
Yugoslavia 
The list indicates that there is substantial geographic homogeneity within each 
group, giving some support to findings by geographical factors (s('r. ('.g .. 1'\rlllllayrr. 
2002). The low income high capital intensity is composed almost exclusively by 
Latin American and Eastern European countries. The low income and low capital 
intensity group is composed almost exclusively by developing African countries. 
North American and European countries dominate the high-income group. This 
classification also suggests the importance of democracy (see, e.g., Torras & J.K., 
1998; Harbaugh et al., 2002), corruption (see, e.g., Lopez & Mitra, 2000), and 
civil and political liberties (see, e.g., Barrett & Graddy, 2000; Torras & J.K., 
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Table 5.10: Fixed Effects coefficient estimates at each node for sulfur 
Node 2 4 6 7 5 3 
Constant 0.0008179 0.04756 0.1166 -0.02178 -0.07181 -0.245 
( -O.Oel) (2.433) (3.852) ( -O.R-J-J) ( -1.:~2el) ( -'J.2el2) 
LGDP 2.611 0.4866 -1.0GG 1.614 0.1182 50.35 (2.757) (0.453) (-O .. )!JI'\) (0.905 ) (0.032) (14.3) 
LGDP2 -0.1217 0.01661 0.1365 -0.072-1:2 0.03534 -2.GOl 
( -2.11Tel) (0.238) (1.112) (-O.Gel'l) (0.16) (-H2.») 
LKAPW 0.01842 0.1824 0.04662 0.513 -0.G2-1:G -2.1G 
(0.196) (2.03) (0.355 ) (3.866) (-2.~2X) (-nu) 
LOPEN 0.2544 0.1207 0.09293 0.1011 0.6897 0.8793 
(2.413) (1.25) (0.527) (0.932) (2.467) (5.307) 
LFDI 0.07533 0.07777 0.1029 0.06401 0.07759 0.01739 
(3.316) (3.795) (3.286) (2.457) (1.206) (0.529) 
Cases 1893 1447 1136 311 446 401 
R2 0.1628 0.2832 0.2876 0.3464 0.1011 0.6770 
Tpo 10.73 3.905c 11.14 9.679 
( 45,610) (49.64) (68,970) (15,980) 
N()t, s: 1'11<' <i<'1WU<iPllt variablp is t11<' llatnrallog of t;ulfnl' <'UlissiollS pel' ,·"pita. For the coefficient t statistics 
are reported in parenthesis. Country-specific dummies are iudndpd iu all <'<Illations. 
a Node numbers correspond to the node numbers in Figure 5.5. 
b Turning points values in US dollars are reported in parenthesis. 
C Implied curve is U-shaped, monotone increasing over the observed s;unple. 
1998). This is particularly striking if we consider the country composition of 
group 7, namely: Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Romania, Czechoslovakia, 
Peru, Iran, Sri Lanka, Syria, TUrkey, and Yugoslavia. Our findings support stud-
ies that based on the poor environmental performance of Soviet economies and 
dictatorships established in Latin America, Asia and Africa, have been advocating 
democratic reforms as a way to promote both economic and environmental welfare 
(see, e.g., McCloskey, 1983; Payne, 1995). For instance, McCloskey argues that 
"Many of the important ecological measures that are being implemented are being 
illlpl(,llH'lli.('d ill d(,lllocraci('s. .,. [omissis] By contrast, if we consider actual total-
itarian states, China, Chile, the USSR, Argentina, the dictatorships of Africa and 
the Arab world, we find that they are far from ecologically minded. . .. [omissis] 
China and the USSR are among the worst ecological offenders" (McCloskey, 1983, 
p. 157). 
Table 5.10 presents the fixed effects panel regression estimates for each Sllh-
group. Thr R'2 reported are weighted values for fitted cases. We find that for the 
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low-income countries with low capital intensity, the model explains about 29 per 
cent, for the low-income with high-capital intensity 35 per cent, for the middle-
income countries 10 per cent, and for the high-income countries almost 68 per 
cent of the total variation in emissions. The estimates differ considerably both 
in their economic and statistical significance across subsamplC's. This agrC'C's wit h 
Panayotou (2000) which concludes, after exa.mining the evidence form Vincent 
(1997) and Carson et al. (1997b) concerning the existence of a Kuznets curve 
within individual countries, that: "whereby rising incomes result in a more ef-
fective regulatory structure by changing public preferences and making resources 
available to regulatory agencies. States with low-income levels have a far greater 
variability in emissions per capita than high-income states suggesting more diver-
gC'nt rlrvdopnwnt paths, This has tlw implication that it ma:" be more difficult to 
predict emission levels for low-income countries approaching the turning point." 
Consistently with most of the literature on sulfur emissions, only for thefor the 
high-inconw cOllntriC's hdonging to group (3).G defined here for CD? > $9,400, we 
find evidence of a statistically significant within-sample-range turning point locatC'd 
above the sample mean per capita income of $5,360, at $16,000 per capita, This 
could be interpreted as implying that many of the rich nations have crossed the 
turning point and lie on the downward sloping branch of an environment-economy 
relationship. For medium and low income countries, the turning point is either 
non-existent or so high that the curve is monotone increasing over the observed 
sample range. For the poorest countries of group (4), the income variables are not 
statistically significant.For this subset of countries sulfur C'nussion arC' mOllot OllC' 
increasing, 7 
Thrning point estimates agree with recent empirical studies on similar local 
impact pollutants. Though the turning point we find is higher than the those 
typically found in earlier published studies, such as Selden & Song (1994) with a 
turning point of $8,700 per capita, it is still much lower than some recent much 
higher estimates. For instance, Harbaugh et al. (2002) found a turning point of 
(iFor sulfur emissions group definition and membership, see Figure 5,5 on page 158 awl 
Table 5.9 on page 159. 
7In particular, for the poorer countries with lower capital intensity of gToUp (6), emis-
siolls n1"<' ,'en- low and I.he <'sl.illlat,pd CllrY<' is U-shaped. hut sl.atisticall.\' nOll significant, 
whereas for the cOlmtries with higher capital-per-worker belonging to group (7), the turn-
ing point, at about $69,000 per capita, is well outside the sample range, so that the curve 
is de facto monotone increa.,.,ing. 
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$39,700 per capita for sulfur dioxide emissions. Harbaugh et al. (2002) in their 
work re-examined the empirical evidence for the EKe for three local pollutants, 
i.e., sulfur dioxide, smoke, and total suspended particles (TSP) using a more repre-
sentative data set. They found that turning point estimates are extremely sensitive 
to the sample chosen and to econometric specifications. For instance, they also 
found that sulfur dioxide emissions increase with income with no evidence of a 
turning point for cOllntriC's with GDP > $8,000. In general, they found that for 
most specifications, using cleaner data makes the EKC disappear alltogether for 
the local pollutant included in their study. Evidence from recent literature sur-
veys also supposrt our findings. Cavlovic et al. (2001) in their meta-analysis study, 
which can be seen as a summary of most empirical work don in the area, found 
that including trade tend to yield higher turning points. In a more recent Meta-
analysis to investigate systematic variation across Environmental Kuznets Curve 
studies, Li et al. (2007) found also that controlling for the impact of trade lowers 
the probability of finding an EKC relationship. 
Our results for sulfur emissions seem also to give some support to the pollution 
haven hypothesis. The impact of openness to trade on pollution is almost 4 times 
higher than it is for rich countries then for poor countries. Frankel & Rose (2005) 
and Antweiler et aL (2001) fail to find strong pollution haven effects. Hettige et aL 
(1992), on the other hand found empirical evidence supporting the hypothesis that 
stricter environmental regulation in OEeD countries has led to a relocation of dirty 
industries towards poorer countries. However, all provide empirical models based 
on the Pollution Haven Hypothesis. The assumption is that low income countries 
have less stringent environmental regulations and hence have a comparative ad-
vantage' in dirty indllst.rie's. These' studies llollethcle'ss fail to find strong pollution 
haven effects. Hettige et aL (1992), on the other hand find empirical evidence 
which is consistent with the hypothesis that stricter environmental regulation in 
OEeD countries has led to a locational displacement of dirty industries towards 
poorer countries. 
We find no evidence supporting the factor endowment hypothesis. This finding 
is somewhat in contrast with the work of Antweiler et al. (2001) who examined 
the impact of trade liberalisation on sulphur dioxide concentrations and found 
some evidence for factor endowment effects. The discrepancy could be caused by 
the way capital abundance was defined in their study. Productivity of workers in 
different countries is adjusted for differences in their average human capital levels. 
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Note that European countries follow different regimes. Poorer European coun-
tries, and accession countries belong to the poorest economies with higher capital 
intensity. Our finding suggest that just joining the European Union will not h~' 
itself be accompanied by improvements in the environment. Structural changes 
will need to occur for this to happen. 
Carbon emissions The specification used to estimate a tree is the log-log 
functional form, 
In(C02 L.t = {3o + {31In(CDPkt + {32 1n2 (CDPkt + {3:~ In(OPEN)i,t+ 
+ {3-! In(F DI)i.t + (3~) In(KAPW)u + (Xi + fit (5.15) 
using the variable defined in section 5.7. The results of the tree regression proce-
dure applied to the carbon dioxide emissions equation, are shown in Figure 5.6. 
The regression tree for carbon dioxide emissions partitions the sample into low-
, and high-capital intensity countries and then partitions the low capital intensity 
countries into low- and high-income per capita countries. The fact that, given the 
opportunity to split the sample by either by either income, capital intensity, open-
ness to trade, and foreign direct investment, the regression tree shows preference 
for income splits suggests that income dominates trade and endowment variables 
as a variable useful in identifying multiple regimes in the data. The estimated sub-
samples arc; (:3) KAPW > $22.500. (--1) KAPW ~ $22.500 and CDP < $5,600, 
ann (5) KAPW < $22.500 ann CDP 2: $5,600. 
KAPW 
< $22,500 
GDP 
< $5,GOO 
4 
-S.lSE-02 B.92E-02 
Figure 5.6: Regression tree for carbon dioxide emissions 
We find that for the low-income countries with low capital intensit.\'. \H' explain 
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about 29 per cent, for the low-income with high-capital intensity 35 per cent, for 
the middle-income countries 10 per cent, and for the high-income countries almost 
68 per cent of the total variation in emissions. 
Table :) .12 pre'sC'nts pand regression estimates for C'ach suhgroup. The Rl 
reported are weighted values for fitted cases. All variables are significant except 
for the trade related variables in group 5 with high income per capita and low 
capital intensity. The impact of trade for countries with high capital intensity and 
high income is negative. 
Even for carbon emissions the impact of openness to trade and FDI is negative 
for rich, high capital intensive countries. Though only is for the high capital inten-
sity sample is statistically significant. For poorer, low capital int('nsity ('ountriC's 
openness to trade and FDI tend to increase emissions. The results for carbon emis-
sions also give some support to the pollution haven hypothesis, according to which 
there will be the tendency for the production of dirty to be moved to low-income 
countries as a result of international trade. 
The C'stimates of incolllC' variahles arC' all st atisticalh' significant. We find 
evidence of an EKe for carbon dioxide emission for all groups of countries. The es-
timated turning points for high capital intensity and high income countries, groups 
(3) and (5) respectively,8 presented in Table 5.12 in Section 5.12 on page 163, are 
all well above the sample mean income but within the sample range. These turning 
points arC' much highC'r than til(' the turning point for SOl C'missions. TIl(' t lim-
ing point for the low capital intensity, low income group, is well out of the range 
of the sample ($391,400 per capita) so that emissions are de facto monotonically 
ill('l'('a..c;ing. l'\oll-pxistC'llt or high(,l" 1 hat S02 emissions turning points for CO2 are 
consistent with previously published literature suggesting that EKC relationships 
are more likely to be found for certain types of environmental indicators, particu-
larly those with a more short-term and local impact rather than those with a more 
long-term and global impacts (see, e.e, Arrow et al., 1995; Cole et al., 1997; Selden 
& Song, 1994). 
These findings also agrees with, for instance, Schmalensee et al. (1998) and 
Dijkgraaf & Melenberg (2005). Scbmalensee et al. (1998) found clear evidence of 
an inverted-U relationship, with a within-sample turning point between carbon 
dioxide emissions and per capita income. More recently Dijkgraaf & Melenberg 
"For carbon dioxide emissions group definition and membership, see Figure 5.6 on 
page 163 and Table 5.11 on page 165. 
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Table 5.11: Regression tree sample break for carbon 
Terminal node number 
4 
Argentina 
Bolivia 
Chile 
Colombia 
Guatemala 
Honduras 
India 
Iran, Islamic Republic of 
Kenya 
Sri Lanka 
Morocco 
Madagascar 
Mexico 
Nigeria 
Peru 
Philippines 
Syrian Arab Republic 
Thailand 
Turkey 
Yugoslavia 
Zambia 
Zimbabwe 
Romania 
Czechoslovakia 
5 
United Kingdom 
Hong Kong 
Ireland 
Israel 
Korea, Dem. People's Rep. 
Portugal 
Venezuela 
3 
Australia 
Austria 
Belgium 
Canada 
Switzerland 
Germany, West 
Denmark 
Spain 
Finland 
France 
Greece 
Italy 
Japan 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Norway 
New Zealand 
Taiwan 
Sweden 
U.S.A. 
Notes: The dependent variable is the natural log of carbon emissions per 
capita. For the coefficient t statistics are reported in parenthesis. Country-
specific dummies are included in all equations. 
a Node numbers correspond to the node numbers in Figure 5.6. 
b Turning points values in US dollars are reported in parenthesis. 
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Table 5.12: Fixed Effects coefficient estimates at each node for carbon dioxide 
emissions 
Nodea 2 4 5 3 
Constant 0.04315 0.04372 0.02146 -0.02138 
(6.562) (5.273) (2.171) (-L~n) 
LGDP 3.056 1.842 5.591 16.63 
(10.67) (4.101) (8.413) (8.959) 
LGDp2 -0.lJ27 -0.07151 -0.2725 -O.82GG 
(-i'i.21-!) ( - 2 A(j.-») (-7.11~») (-:'.2..1) 
LKAPW 0.14 0.2574 -0.1 -O.8J1 
(4.668) (6.958) ( -2.2\Jl) (-7.(j2:~) 
LOPEN 0.09736 0.1292 -O.OO!)713 -0.295 
(2.899) (3.267) (-0.10-1 ) (-:U..l7) 
LFDI 0.02442 0.03922 -0.01982 -0.0002541 
(3.387) (4.578) ( -1.72:l) ( -(UIl..l) 
cases 1949 1489 460 345 
R2 0.6999 0.7308 0.7407 0.3974 
Tpb 10.71 12.88 10.26 10.06 
(44,710) (391,400) (28,510) (23,420) 
Notes: The dependent variable is the natural log of carbon emissions per capita. For 
the coefficient t statistics are reported in parenthesis. Country-specific dummies are 
included in all equations. 
a Node numbers correspond to the node numbers in Figure 5.6. 
b Turning points values in US dollars are reported in parenthesis. 
(2005) also founo. that an invcrt('o.-U for CO2 is likd.\· to ('xist for s('\'nal. hut not 
all, countries. 
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5.13 Conclusion and Further Studies 
In this Chapter using a combination of parametric of nonparametric techniques, 
we reject the linear model commonly used in the previous empirical literature in 
favor of a multiple regime alternative in which different countries obey different 
models. We demonstrated that regime differences explain an em-ironnH'nt all~- a.nd 
statistically significant proportion of environmental degradation. We find funda-
mental differences in the relationship between growth and em-ironment h('tw('en 
devC'ioping and d('vC'iop('d countries. Using th(' KUhlH't s curve metaphor, we find 
that some rich countries may already have passed a turning point and begun to see 
improvements in the environment with additional growth while for most others, 
while most others are becoming increasingly polluted_ 
We find that the impact of openness to foreign markets varies according to th(' 
level of development, trade policies, and the productive structure of an economy. 
This approach suggests that rapid growth of developing countries that is not 
accompanied by significant structural changes could have devastating consequences 
on the environment. In addition, evidence to support pollution displacement from 
rich to poor countries via international trade and foreign direct investment is 
reported. This suggests that in the absence of coordination across countries in en-
vironmental policy, overall world environmental quality will fall with trade. There 
is some evidence that China has mitigated some of the negative environmental 
consequences by adopting new technology from developed countries through FDI. 
In particular, Gallagher (2003) finds that China is adopting cleaner vehicle tech-
nology from the United States. Zhang (2000) finds that the decline in energy 
intensity in China almost halved the increase in emissions that would otherwise 
have occurred. It is the responsibility of developed countries to assist developing 
countries by sharing and facilitate the use of new and cleaner technologies through 
investment and trading and in promoting better environmental standards_ 
Th('1'(, a1'(, som(' important cav('a.ts. ParanH't('r IH'tC'rog(,ll('it\O might reflect the 
impact of omitted pollution determinants. Nonlinearities in the relationship that 
cannot be easily captured by parametric models can also produce heterogeneous 
parameters. The first problem is partially addressed by adapting the tree regression 
to perform a panel data estimation. The second is mitigated by splitting the 
sample. Another limitation of these methods based on Breimans' (Breiman et al., 
1984) tree regression is that they have no known distribution theory. In Chapter 6, 
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we will apply to the EKe the threshold estimation and testing procedure developed 
in Hansen (2000) that overcomes this limitation. It would be of interest for further 
study, to include other pollutants. 
It's clear that the variable used in this study for capital intensity behaves 
anomalously, as for richer countries we find that more capital intensity signifi-
cantly reduces emissions. It is often assumed that capital intensity translates into 
pollution-intensity. This seems too simplistic. There appears to be the need to 
control for the level of "dirtiness" of the industry to improve our analysis. This 
variable seems highly correlated with income, as Panel 5.3, showing scatterplots 
of the log of emissions against the log of capital stock per worker, clearly illus-
trates. They patterns are very similar to the ones in Figure 5.3 for the GDP 
variable. Also, in order to improve the comparability of this study with others, 
it would be beneficial to re-estimate the models using capital abundance adjusted 
for differences in worker's productivity, as done in Antweiler et al. (2001). 
Clearly more work needs to be done to fully understand the role of interna-
tional trade and foreign direct investment in mediating the relationship with the 
environment.We believe that the next important empirical step for this line of 
work, after having identified those pollutants and countries having similar ('co-
nomic/environment relationships using a nonparametric approach, is to formally 
test through param('tric nl('thons. the importance o[ tll(' [actors identified in this 
study. Such level of detail will allow to test more appropriately alternative theoret-
ical specifications, investigate dynamic relations over tiul('. ann ('nahl(' rcs('ardwrs 
to draw more specific and useful policy implications. 
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6.1 Introduction 
This Chapter purports to explore the existence and nature of an empirical "law" of 
development and environmental economics by means of nonparametric techniques. 
The empirical law features two variables of considerable interests to economists 
and policy makers, namely an indicator of environmental quality and the level 
of per capita income. The link between these variables takes the form of an 
"invert ed-U" shaped curve in the pollutant /income space and is referred to by the 
literature as the Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC, hereafter). Environmental 
degradation will increase with income at low levels of income, reach a peak and 
then decrease with income at high levels of income. After the seminal papers by 
Grossman & Krueger (1993a, 1995), and by Shafik (1994b), this relationship has 
attracted considerable interest and today is one of the most lively research lines 
in development and environmental economics. 
Several ad hoc explanations have been proposed to justify this empirical law. 
Some economists have stressed the impact of structural changes in the economy, 
others the link between demand for environmental quality and income, interna-
tional trade, technologies improvement, and policies. For a comprehensive review 
of this literature see Panayotou (2000). 
If testing for the possible determinants of the EKC has been a quite popu-
lar exercise in the literature, surprisingly, less attention has been devoted to the 
econometric and methodological problems arising from the quantity and quality of 
data. Stern & Common (2001) pointed out that environmental data are "patchy 
in coverage, and poor in quality." Also, most of the empirical work is based on 
the parametric approach. Only recently, Taskin & Zaim (2000, 2001), have sug-
gested the use of non parametric methods to test the existence of an EKe. The 
nonparametric approach should be more suitable than a parametric one because 
of its flexibility, as there is no need to specify an a priori fUllctional form hilt hy 
letting the data reveal the shape of the relationship. Adding non-linear terms 
in a parametric framework, a popular solution for this problem, may also not be 
a.ppropriat('. This standard approach bas('d on ill(' linm.l' model suffers from a few 
drawbacks, especially when studying the EKC relationship. 
(i) Polynomial function have all orders of derivatives everywhere. This prop-
erty might smooth out important features such as an &<;ymmetric behavior 
ar01md the turning points. We think that we should not only be inter-
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ested in determining the location of turning points but also whether the 
behavior of an up swing following a down swing is symmetric. Asymmet-
ric behavior around a turning point, besides having important consequences 
for tIl(' polic~' maker a,.,> such. might also indicat e t he presence of different 
factors affecting the downward and the upward branch of the curve'. StC'rn 
& Common (2001) have pointed out that trade might play an important 
role in explaining the downward part of the EKe for developed countries. 
Panayotou (2000) after examining the evidence form Vincent (1997) and 
Carson et al. (1997b) concerning the existence of a Kuznets curve within in-
dividual countries concludes that "whereby rising incomes result in a more 
effective regulatory structure by changing public preferences and making re-
sources available to regulatory agencies. States with low-income levels have 
a far greater variability in emissions per capita than high-income states sug-
gesting more divergent development paths. This has the implication that 
it may be more difficult to predict emission levels for low-income' cO\lntri('~ 
approaching the turning point." 
(ii) The polynomial degree cannot be finely controlled. Regression concerning 
the EKC are basically polynomials of second or third order. Usually we are 
interested in discriminating between an inverted U and an N shape. Non-
parametric regressions do not have this built in constraint. We will exploit 
this particular feature to device a procedure to test nonparametrically the 
inverted-U versus the N shaped EKC hypothesis. The test is in the spirit 
of the bootstrap based on Silverman's (1981) test of multimodality of a 
probability density function, and its adaptation to testing monotonicity in 
a nonparametric regression by Bowman et al. (1998). 
(iii) Harbaugh et al. (2002) after re-examining the empirical evidence for the 
EKC for three local pollutants, i.e., sulfur dioxide, smoke, and total sus-
pended particles (TSP) using a more representative data set, found that 
estimates are extremely sensitive to the sample chosen and the economet-
ric specification. In particular, they found that for cubic polynomials very 
small changes in estimated coefficients, translate into large challge~ in t 11(' 
shape of the estimated relationship. They pointed out that the problem is 
aggravated by highly correlated independent variables and suggested that 
nonparametric can allow for nonlinearities without making use of functional 
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forms with correlated polynomial tenns. 
There are two main parts in this Chapter. The first part uses nonparaulf'( ri(" 
regression to explore the relationship between economic growth and the environ-
ment. We device a procedure to test nonparametrically the inverted-U versus the 
N shaped EKC hypothesis. The test is in the spirit of the bootstrap based Sil-
verman's (1981) test of multimodality of a probability density function, and of 
Bowman's et. al. (1998) adaptation of this to testing monotonicity in a nonpara-
metric regression. The second part uses a threshold model as a more parsimonious 
nonparametric function estimation strategy. This approach will allow to formally 
test hypothesis concerning the relationship between economic growth and the envi-
ronment that have emerged from the nonparametric regression approach and that 
have been referred to frequently in the EKC literature, but that have never been 
formally tested. 
The first part of the Chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 introduces the 
econometric and theoretical arguments that justify the nonparametric approach. 
Section 6.3 addresses methodological issues specific to the application of nonpara-
metric regression to the estimation of an EKe curve. Successful empirical modeling 
and the choice of appropriate statistical techniques come from careful consideration 
of the economic theory behind the problem and the quality of the measured data. 
Section 6.7 discusses the test. Section 6.8 presents and discusses the econometric 
results. The second part of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.9 the 
models thre...,hold estimation and testing methodology are introduced. Section 6.10 
presents the estimation results. Section 6.11 concludes. 
6.2 Environmental-Economic Regimes 
The processes of economic growth and environmental change are clearly complex 
and evolving over time. Identifying all the complex interactions and feedback re-
lationships that are expected to play a significant role in the evolution of these 
processes may be an impossible task at this point in time. One important asSUffiJr 
tion underlying the majority of cross-country pollution studies is that all countries 
obey a common linear model specification. Because of the inherent complexity of 
the environment-economy interaction, our limited knowledge of it, and the often 
poor quality of data, this assumption appears at best as a crude approximation. 
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Limits in our econometric models can reveal themselves as apparent structural 
change. Identifying these structural changes could further our understanding of 
the links between the economy and the environment. 
Besides econometric arguments, recent theoretical developments in modeling 
the relationship between income and the environment also imply the existence 
of different regimes. A simple and frequently used explanation for the EKe is 
based on a traditional demand-and-supply analysis. A possible way to obtain 
an inverted-U shaped EKC consistent with a demand-and-supply framework is to 
suggest that the EKe reflects a demand for environmental quality. AsslUning that 
environmental quality is a normal good, pollution may at first rise with income, 
but eventually fall as income continues to rise. More formal developments can be 
found in Lopez (1994) and Copeland & Taylor (2003). The resulting EKe from 
these models is graphed in Figure 6.1. Other models based on traditional economic 
theory, such as the one by also predicts a smooth EKe curve for a technology with 
increasing returns to scale. 
z 
---+-------------------------------- R 
Figure 6.1: EKC generated by income effects 
Several recent papers have attempted to explain the EKe relationship by intro-
ducing threshold effects in modeling either pollution abatemcllt. (scc. c.g .. .lOllC'S 
& Manuelli, 1995), or environmental policy regulation (see, e.g., Stokey, 2001). 
Threshold effects lead to a very different relationship between environmental qual-
ity and income during early stages of economic development as opposed to later 
stages. For instance the abatement-threshold model predicts a kink in the relation-
ship between pollution and income, as shown in Figure 6.2. The policy threshold 
model predicts an even more drastic changes in regime, and produce discontinuous 
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EKe with a discrete drop in pollution and income once the threshold is reached. 
The main advantage of the policy model over the abatement model, is that the 
policy model generalizes to the multiple good case. It is noteworthy that both 
models rely on strong policy responses to increases in income in the development 
process. 
z 
__ ~___________________________________ R 
Figure 6.2: EKC generated by threshold effects model 
6.3 Nonparametric Regression 
LC't (Xi, Y;). i = 1, ... ,n, be a random sample from an unknown bivariate pop-
ulation distrihution f (x, y). Econometrics frequently focuses on the conditional 
expectation [unction m(x) = E(Y\X = x), where x is some fixed value of X. We 
can write 
Y; = m(Xi ) + Ui, i = 1, ... ,n, 
where' Ui is an independent random error satis[~'ing E(UiIXi = x) = O. It is 
not necessa.r~' t hat the conditional \'ariance is a constant [unction. T\'picall~' one' 
assumes 
Var(u;\Xi = x) = (J:2(x). 
The standard a~sumption made in econometrics that m(x) = a+f3x implies certain 
strong assumptions about the data generating process. If f is a bivariate normal 
d('nsity than it can 1)(' shown that tIl(' mean o[ the conditional o.ensity o[ Y given 
X is linear 
E(YIX = x) = a + f3x. 
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Thrre are man.\' wa.\'s to ohtain a nonpanulletric regression estimate of m (see 
Wand & Jones (1995) and for a few examples). In this study we consider the two 
important families of estimators and their suitability to estimate the EKe. 
The most popular estimator, proposed independently by Nadaraya (1964) and 
~Wat son (1964) (denoted l\\Y thereafter). can he dcriwd from the definition con-
ditional expectation 
m(x) = E(Y\ X = x) = jy!(y\x) dy = jyf(X,Y) dy, (6.1) 
ldx) 
\v1wre ldx). f(x,y). and f(y\x) are the marginal drnsit.\, of X, the joint 
densit.\, of X and Y. and the conditional density of Y give X. respectivrl.\'. An 
intuitive approa('h for estimating m( x) is to suhstitnte the lmknown joint and 
marginal densities in eq. 6.1 with appropriate kernel estimators. 
The NW estimator obtained this way is 
~n K(~) ~ 0i= 1 h ~ y, 
m.\"\\·(x) =' ~n~K(~) 0,= 1 II.,. 
The alternative estimator considered in this investigation is the local linear 
estimator, whose better properties have been established only more recently (Fan, 
1992, 1993; Hastie & Loader, 1993). To find the estimate of m at a particular 
point x it fits a regression line by weighted least squares, using weights coming 
from tlw lwight of a kernrl fun('tion ('entered at x. Ohsel"\'at ion closer to x are 
accorded greater weight. This method belongs to the more general class of estima-
tors known as local polynomial regressions. Another popular member of this class 
is the Cleveland's LOESS estimator (see, Cleveland, 1979). Formally the local 
linear rc'gression estimate of m(x) at point x solves the least squares minimization 
problem 
Note that the NW estimator can be seen as solving the following minimization 
problem 
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Econometrics is the application of mathematical statistical techniques to inves-
tigate an economic problem using economic data. Successful empirical modeling 
and the choice of appropriate statistical techniques come from careful considera-
tion of the economic theory behind the problem and the quality of the measured 
data. In fact, we will show how the nature of the economic relationship and the 
quality of environmental data can considerably impact estimates and therefore the 
implied policy recommendations. In particular, we will concentrate on the concave 
nature of the EKC and on the problem of environmental data quality and their im-
pact on the nonparametric estimates. Environmental data availability and quality, 
though improving with time, remains an important problem in investigating the 
existence of the EKC. The use of nonparametric regression techniques insures that 
missing or less accurately measured observations do not affect distant parts of the 
estimated curve as much as the parametric estimator would. However, even non-
parametric methods are not immune to problems. We will see how the asymmetric 
nature of the data, in the sense that most environmental data come from the most 
industrialized countries, can affect a nonparametric estimator. In particular. \\"(' 
will see how bias problems resulting from data asymmetry affect:-; more scriousl.\' 
the Nadaraya-Watson estimator, the standard nonparametric regression estimator 
(for an application of this estimator to the ECK see, Taskin & Zaim, 2000). 
6.4 Bias in Nonparametric Regression 
Bias in estimating the EKC, whether originating from the nature of the EKe 
rdationship or thc ('llvironn1('ntal data quality. b~' K\Y ha..-; two important effect. 
The first makes the identification of the curve more difficult. The bias has the 
effect of "attenuating" the estimated EKC. The bias also affects location and 
height of the turning point where a EKC relationship is found. Table 6.1 reports 
the pointwise asymptotic bias and variances for the NW and the Local linear 
estimator. 
One first important observation is that given that the varianccs of th(' t\\'o 
estimators are the same, the local linear estimator is expected to perform better. 
If we compare the bias of the N adaraya-Watson estimator with the local linear 
('stima.tor \Ye' note' that both dq)('nd on mil whereas only the NW because of the 
local constant fit depends on m' and f' / f. \n1('l1 Im'l or \\'11('n f' / f are large, i.e. 
\\"11('11 thc slopc of thc ClllYC is high or \\"hcn data arc highl.\· gronped. t 11('11 t 11<' 
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Table 6.1: Bias and Variance of Kernel and Local linear smoothers (Fan, 
1992) 
Est. Bias Variance 
N-W (l "( ) + m /(.I')f l (.1")) Joo '2 F( ) I 1"2 ff2)(.r/ J~ J\"2(II)dll 2m x /(x) -00 II \. II (II 1/1 
.rnl" (X) 
Loc. lin. ~mfl(.r) J~oo u2 K(u)duh; ff"!.)(·r/ fXl 1{"2 (II )dll 
.1 n I It ex:> 
bias of NW is also large. Because the Kuznets curve would be a concave function 
of GDP. tll(' negative m" term implies that the the CUl"\'(' is biased dO\\·ll\\·,lrd 
no matt('r which of the two estimators \H' nse. The m' bias component of the 
NW estimator being positive and then negative respectively in the ascending and 
descending part of the curve would tend to attenuate the estimated curve. These 
are asymptotic results. The bias would tend vanish as the sample size grows and 
the bandwidth smaller. Unfortunately large datasets are usually not easy to come 
by. 
Figure 6.3 illustrates the bias caused by the asymmetry of observations and 
the slope of m of the NW estimator. Since most observations are on the right 
of the point. We' are tr~'ing to ('stimate (0.3). tIl(' estimatei:-; hias('d upward. This 
problem is aggravated at the boundary regions. Suppose that the observations are 
confined to the [0,1] interval and that we are trying to estimate m(O).The figure 
also shows how at 0, where the slope is positive, the local average is considerably 
biased upward. Therefore another source of bias that "attenuates" the EKC stems 
from the fact that in practice we have a bounded support. When estimating the 
regression at the leftmost observation, only points that are on the right can be 
included, so that if the regression function is positively sloped, as we expect for 
the EKC, there will be an upward bias at that point. 
Figure 6.4 shows how with equally space observation these biases are visibly 
reduced. Economic data being of a non experimental nature depart considerably 
from this ideal design. Economic data tend to be clusterd. This will also be 
illustrated in the practical application. 
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Fignre 6.3: Combined effect of the slope of the mean function and the asymmetry 
of the observations on the Nadaraya-Watson estimator. Suppose we observe the 
da\.(\ ill<iicClI.('d by t.ll(' circles on a qnadratic m(x). TIH' dat.a an' showll wit.h uo 
nois(' 1.0 sim plif,v I.h(' illnsl.ra t.iOll. \Yt' t'st.imCl tt' m( 0.:3) nsillg I.h(' locally constant. 
NW fit (represented by the horizontal thick line) using the normal kernel shown at 
the bottom of the picture. 
6.5 Potential Impact of Bias on Turning Point 
and 'Environmental Price' 
In this section we illustrate the consequences of the NW bias induced by the com-
bination of slope of the mean function and the boundary effect on the location and 
height of the EKe turning point. We will follow the convention established by the 
existing literature on the EKe which is to compute the turning points from the 
estimated functional relationship. In the existent EKe studies, the estimation of 
the turning point has been widely proposed. The reason is twofold: "Estimated 
of per capita income associated with the turning point can be compared with the 
actual income levels of the observed dataset, thus indicating whether the turning 
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Fignre G.4: Effect of boundary bias on the Nadaraya-Watson estimator. We 
('st.illlat.(' m(O) using the locally constant NW fit when all the data are within the 
[0, 1] iut,('Fal. 
point income falls within or outside the observed income range. Analysis of stabil-
ity of the turning point can also shed light on the reliability of the EKC estimates" 
Barbier (1997). 
Furthermore, if there exists a threshold level of per capita income after which 
economic growth "sow the seeds" for the improvement of the environmental quality 
is important to know it. If the estimation, and the consequent considerations, of 
the turning point has been a popular practice in the EKC literature, surprisingly 
not the same can be said for the height of the curve. Of course, the implications 
of estimation of the height of the EKe, are not trivial issue. Following Panayotou 
(1997), it specifies the 'environmental price' of economic growth. So that it rep-
resents the maximum stress that must be carried out by the environment before 
experiencing an environmental improvement path. So underestimating the height 
may have serious consequences to some ecological threshold (see, Arrow & others, 
1995, and Munasinghe, 1999). Following the above definitions. if m(x) is an ('s-
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timator of the EKe, the nonparametric estimators of the turning point and the 
environmental price can be defined respectively as the interior global maximum, 
---TP = arg max m(x), 
XE(Xl,X n ) 
and 
---EP = max m(x). 
XE(Xl,X n ) 
We assume that the curve has bounded support and is defined on [Xl, Xn]. Fig-
ure 6.5 illustrates the effect of the boundary bias on the estimat C'd t mning point 
and environmental price. The turning point in the example is close to the right 
boundary. In this case, the combined effect of downward bias caused by the cur-
vature and the upward boundary bias shifts the turning point to the right. The 
estimated environmental price is lower then the true one. 
The consequences of this bias can be quite serious. Suppose, for example, the 
curve was estimated by using a cross section sample containing mostly rich coun-
tries, not a particularly contrived situation since more reliable data are available 
for these countries. These countries might be situated mostly on the downward 
part of the curve. Under these circumstances the turning point and the associ-
ated level of pollution, the environmental price, could be seriously underestimated. 
Figure 6.6 exemplifies this scenario. If these findings where employed for policy 
implication for poorer countries the consequences could be serious. Learning from 
the experience of the most industrialized countries when using an inappropriate 
estimator could be seriously misleading. We will employ an applied example to 
see whether these problems could significantly affect estimates. 
6.6 Nonparametric Estimation of the Kuznets 
Curve Example 
We will employ an applied example using 1990 cross-section data from World Re-
sources Institute (around 160 countries) to see whether the aforementioned prob-
lems could significantly affect estimates. As environmental quality indicators we 
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of the Nadaraya-Watflon estimator on the efltimated turning point. 
have taken the emission per capita of three important air pollutant: sulphur diox-
ide (SO]). carhon dioxide (C02) and nitrogen dioxide (N 0.1'). Om analysis is 
more focused on the first pollutant because it shows a clear bell shaped curve. 
S02 is a pollutant which action is mainly local (urhan smog). S02 is emitted 
largely from burning coal (for heating purposes) and high-sulfur oil. Figures 6.8, 
6.10 and 6.11 present the results of the nonparametric estimation l . Sulfur dioxide 
is the only pollutant among those considered here that displays a clear inverted-U 
relationship with per capita income. Figure 6.8 shows the Nadaraya-Watson and 
1 For the Local polynomial efltimate we u.',e direct plug-in methodology to select the 
bandwidth of a local linear Gaussian kernel regression estimate, 8..'> described by Ruppert, 
Sheather and Wand (1995) implemented in their own S library. For the NW estimate we 
use the technique of cross-validation to select a smoothing parameter as provide by the 
8m R library by Bowman, A.W. and Azzalini, A. (1997). 
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Fignrc G.G: Effect of slope and boundary bias of the Nadaraya-Watson estimator 
on the estimated turning point. Points are a random sample from the uniform 
distribution. If the true turning point is located at low level of income the estimated 
turning point will be shifted to the left. 
the Local polynomial estimate on the same graph. It is clear from the picture 
that the attenuating effect causes the NW estimate to be flatter than the locpoly 
estimate. A clearer illustration of this effect is provided b~· Figure' G.D \\'hich shows 
the difference of the two curves. The difference is smoothed using a gaussian ker-
nel with a bandwidth of 0.5 to enhance the interpretability. The shape is close to 
an invert ed-U. This is consistent with the attenuation bias of the NW estimator 
hypothesis. One of the most important feature in Figure 6.9 is that the upward 
branch of the curve is considerably less prominent then the downward one. Based 
on the previous discussion this can be explained by the concentration of the rich 
industrialized countries in that branch. The negative slope of the curve and the 
concentration of countries determines a downward bias that partially compensate 
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the positive boundary bias. The picture also shows that the NW estimate between 
1,851 and 23,522 dollars of per capita income differs by as much as 1:3 1)('1' cC'ut. 
From the picture it is clear that the asymmetric nature of the data in the 
sense that there are mostly high income countries and that they are mostly on the 
descending part of the curve. This concentration of high income countries on the 
d('sc('nd('nt part of the curv(' S(,C'l1lS to he rC'sponsihle of tIl<' difference between the 
local polynomial and the NW estimate. The NW estimate of the turning point 
and the level of pollution associated with it is is lower then the locpoly one. 
Table 6.2 reports the estimated turning points and the associated 'environ-
mental price' for the two estimators considered. Since the variable are in logs the 
difference between two values given by different estimation mC'thods gi\'C's an ap-
proximation to the percentage change of estimated concentration level that results 
from changing estimator correspondingly. The NW estimator gives a turning point 
that is more than 6 per cent smaller then the one obtained from locpoly estimator. 
Also, The associated environmental price of the NW estimator is more than 8 per 
cent smaller then the one computed from the local polynomial estimator. These 
observations provide evidence that in an actual example the bias is considerably 
affecting the estimates in agreement with the theoretical predictions.2 
6.7 Nonparametric Testing the Inverted-U Vs. 
the N shaped EKe Hypothesis 
We are interested in testing whether the Kuznets curve exists and what shape 
it takes, namely whether it is of an inverted-U shape or N shaped. Figure 6.8 
2 A rugplot is added to aid the interpretation. The data have been jittered to avoid 
mark's overlapping. 
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Figure 6.7: Local Polynomial and N adaraya-Watson estimate for the S02 
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Figllre u.8: Local Polynomial and ~adCU"aYH-\\·at.soll <'st.imate for the S02. The 
two turning points data on the estimated turning point. The NW estimator a.,<.;signs 
weights proportional to the heights of the rescaled kernel. A rugplot, which adds 
a mark for each observation on the x-axis, is added to aid the interpretation. The 
data have been jittered (a small amount of noise has been added to the data) to 
avoid mark's overlapping. The IS0-3166 3-1etter identifications code has been used 
to label the cOlmtries. If the true turning point is located at high level of income 
the estimated turning point will be shifted to the left. 
suggests the possibility that it might be N shaped. The question of interest is 
wll('th('1' tIl(' 1'\ shapc for til(' SO'2 reflects the shape of the underlying EKe or its 
caused by random fluctuations. Taskin and Zaim (2000) test thc existcllCC of tll(' 
curve by testing whether the vector of partial derivatives of the conditional mean 
is ('qnal to ~cro V{'l"SllS tlw a.itcrna.tiw that it is not w;ing Hotdlillg·S T2 test. This 
approach has at least two limitations. Firstly it is parametric and secondly does 
not allow to test for the shape of the EKe. We will approach the existence and 
shape problem in an unified way. The N shape is characterized by a sc('ond t Ilrning 
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Figure 6.9: Smoothed difference between the Nadaraya-Watson and t,h(' 
Local polynomial estimates. 
point. In order to proceed we need to define a nonparametric estimator for the 
second turning point. If we relabel the estimator for first turning point a 'fi\, 
we can define the estimator for the second turning point as (the interior global 
minimum after the first turning point) 
TP'2 = arg min in(x), 
xE(TP1,X n ) 
We device a procedure to test nonparametrically the inverted-U versus the N 
shaped EKe hypothesis. The test is in the spirit of the bootstrap based Silverman's 
(1981) test of multimodality of a probability density function, and of Bowman's 
et. al. (1998) adaptation of this to testing monotonicity in a nonparametric 
regression. To test for the invert ed-U shape EKe hypothesis the idea is to see 
wlH'tlwr a rdativdy large' h is re'qnire'd to forTe' an I\ shalwd in to an inverted-U 
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Fignre G.10: Local PoiYllomial ('stimat.(' for t.ll<' N O2 . 
shape. 
As h tends to infinity, the estimated curve tends to the least square r('gressioll 
line. This fact alone does not guarantee that the number of turning points is a 
monotonc dccr<:asing function of h. In fact, for the local polynomial estimator, 
this is indeed not the case. We will take comfort from the fact that Bowman et. 
al. (1998) find that departures from monotonicity are extremcl~' unnsual. 
The test statistic is the critical bandwidth defined as, 
halt = min{hl m(x: h) is of an inwrted-U shape}. 
11>0 
Onc(' for gi v('n ohs('rvations \\'(' hav(' comput('<1 ho w(' 11('('<1 to <1('cide \\"l1('t 1wr 
it is a "surprising1:'" 1a.rg(' va111(, for th(' statistic h,'/"/t. In or<1('r to do this ho ha:; 
to be assessed against a suitable null sampling distribution. 
A suitable choice of null sampling distribution should posses the following 
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desirable properties: 
(i) The dellsity of H should he such that in is of an inverted-U shape. 
(ii) Subj('ct to (1) tll(' density of H should produce a plausible slmp<, of in 
given the data, since, for example, large values of h would be from very 
flat inverted-U shaped curves. 
(iii) among the densities satisfying (1) and (2) we should consider the "worst" of 
the infinite possibilities under the null, i.e., that alternative' that \Hmld make 
the decision l)('t \\"e('n an invnted-U shape and an I\ shape a most difficult 
one. Clearly, the the decision would be more difficult if in was the most 
nearly N shaped, amongst the infinite inverted-U shaped curves. 
In order to determine the sampling distribution of H under the null of inverted-
U shape we should consider the "worst" of the infinite possibilities under the nulL 
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Table 6.2: Turning Points and Environmental Prices by Estimator 
TP (log) EP (log) TP ($) EP (tollS) 
Locpoly 9.416488 3.754450 121~9.--1 42.7 
-:\ adaraya-'Yatson 9.353129 3.670684 1l!):3-J:.9 39.3 
Difference 6.335975 % 8.376582 % ""'r: -J: r: $ '.J .• J. 3.4 tons 
i.e., that alternative that would make the decision between an inverted-U shape and 
an N shape a most difficult one. Clearly, the the decision would be more difficult if 
m was the most nearly N shaped, amongst the infinite inverted-U shaped EKe's. 
Bootstrapping is used to provide a null distribution for the test statistic. Ta-
ble 6.3 gives the critical bandwidths and P-values for the bootstrap test of the null 
hypothesis that EKe is of an inverted-U shape against the alternative that it is 
of an N shape. Using 10000 replication we find that the inverted-U shape cannot 
be rejected against the N shaped alternative hypothesis with a p-value of 0.326. 
This finding agrees with Shafik's (1994) parametric findings. Others (Grossman 
and Krueger, 1993, for ex.) have found weak evidence of an an N shaped EKC for 
502 . Though with the available data we cannot statistically detect the renewed 
positiw rdationship h('t\w'('n p('r capita incolll(, and 502 , it is remains a substan-
tively important feature in our estimate that, because of its policy implications, 
cannot be easily dismissed. The high variability in the data and the conservative 
nature of these kind of tests Silverman (1983) might considerably bear upon the 
results. The table also reports a test of monotonic EKC versus a inverted-U shaped 
one. The monotone null is rejected at the 10 per cent significance' level. 
Table 6.3: Critical Bandwidths and their Estimated P-values 
EKC Hypothesis hcrit P-value
a 
Monotone Vs. Inverted-U 0.93 0.088 
Inverted-U Vs. N shaped 0.24 0.326 
aTen Thousand replications were used to ob-
tain the approximate null distribution. 
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6.8 Nonparametric Elasticity and Asymmet-
ric Behaviour Around the Turning Point 
Since the variables are in logarithms the derivative of the EKC has an important 
economic interpretation, the elasticity with respect of per capita income of the 
cll\-ironnwntal qualit~- indicator. Extending the idea o[ local polynomial fitting, 
one can estimate s(x) as the slope of the local polynomial fit. 
Figures 6.12 and 6.13 present the results of the nonparametric estimation of the 
elasticities. Sulfur Dioxide's nonparametric elasticity is relatively elastic for levels 
of income below the median and relatively inelastic for levels above the median. 
This finding is consistent with with the parametric elasticity [mUld [or Sul[ur Diox-
ide by Shafik (1994b, p. 766). The nonparametric elasticity sho\\'~ allot her inl('r-
esting feature not identifiable in the parametric estimates. Thcre i~ it "kink" at 
the turning point of the curve. Before the turning point the the elasticity changes 
very slowly whereas after reaching the turning point elasticity starts to decrease 
at a higher (more than double) rate. This is consistent with Panayotou's conclu-
sions (2000). The curve appears to be flatter before the turning point then after 
it. This could be evidence of regime differences between countri('~ 011 tIl(' illcre<i~­
ing part of the curve and countries on the decreasing part. We attempt to verify 
theses preliminary findings in the following sections using a threshold approach, 
a more parsimonious nonparametric function estimation strategy. This approach, 
will allow to formally test parametrically some of the hypotheses concerning the 
relationship between economic growth and the environment. 
6.9 Threshold Model Estimation and Testing 
Methodology 
In this section we review the threshold estimation and testing procedure developed 
in Hansen (2000) that will be applied in this chapter to the EKC debate. Com-
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petitive methods to estimate thresholds, such as Breimans' (Breiman et al., 1984) 
tree regression, have no known distribution theory. 
Ld {Yi, Xi, qi} he an ohserved sample. \\'here Yi. qi E lR. and Xi = (1, Xi~,· .. ,Xik)T. 
The threshold variahle qi. which call Iw all delllent of Xi. is c\sslUlled to have a 
continuous distribution. The threshold regression model 
Yi = iJ'Xi + ei, qi:::; T 
Yi = (J'Xi + ei, qi > T 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
\v 11('re iJ = ('!9-1, '!9-2, ••• , '!9- 11 ) T and (J = ((h,fh, . .. , On f. After defining the dummy 
variable, 
the model (6.2)-(6.3), can be written as one equation 
(6.4) 
where t5 = (<51 ,<52 , ..• ,<511 f. Equation (6.4) allows all parameters to differ across 
regimes. The model can be expressed in matrix notation by definill~ tl1(' n x 1 
T )T d . 
vectors y = (Yl, Y2, ... , Yn) and e = (el, el,···, en ,an matnces 
X= 
nxk /lXk 
T () x/ldn T 
Then (6.4) can be written as 
y = X (J + X r t5 + e. (6.5) 
Let (6.6) 
he the stUll of sq nared errors. Keeping T fixed, (6.5) is linear in (J and t5, yielding 
the conditional OLS estimators 
(6.7) 
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\\"here X~T = (X X'T). The concentrated sum of squared error is 
and T can be defined as 
T = arg min 5n (T). 
'TETn 
where Tn is a suitably bounded set. Hansen (2000) showed that, under some 
reglllarity conditions. the distrihution of T is nonstandard but free of nuisance 
parameters. 
To test the hypothesis 
Ho : T = TO, 
a likelihood ratio approach can be employed under the maintained hypothesis that 
ei is independently and identically distrihuted N (0, 0-2 ). Let the test statistic 
(6.9) 
For large values of the statistic (6.9) the null Ho is rejected. Hansen (2000) shows 
that under certain regularity conditions 
\',,"h('rc ~ is a random variahle with distribution Pr(~ ::; x) = (1 - e-·r / 2 f- and T}2 is 
a nuisance parameter equal to 1 in the case of homoskedasticity 
Confidence regions based on the likelihood ratio statistic can be obtained by 
inverting the likelihood ratio tcst of Ho: T = TO. Denoting with C the desired 
asymptotic confidence level, and with ct;, the C-critical value for ~, the confidence 
set is defined as 
(6.10) 
In case of heteroskedasticity, approximate confidence regions can be constructed 
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based on the scaled likelihood ratio statistic , 
(6.11 ) 
where if is a consistent estimate of the nuisance parameter (see Hansen, 2000). In 
case of heteroskedasticity, the modified confidence set becomes 
T* = {TILR~ ::; c}. (6.12) 
Since the estimator ij2 is eOll."iisient. for the threshold parameter 172 . P( TO E T*) ----' 
C as n ---4 x. so that T* is a heteroskedasticity-robust asymptotic C-Ievel confi-
d('nee set for T. 
6.10 Data and Estimation Results 
We illustrate the usefulness of Hansen's threshold model to the EKe debate by 
fitting a standard model that seeks to explain pollution emissions as a function of 
GDP and trade related variables. The specification used to illllstrate tlw procedure 
is the log-log functional form of 
S02i.lq~)O = 0: +,(h INCi.l 9!JO + f32 I NC;Hmo +!h OPENi,l!J~)() + f3~ F Dli,l'J(JO + 'l4 
(6.13) 
\",·he1'(' for each country i: 
S02i.t = Sulfur Emissions measured in tons of sulfur per capita. in year t. 
1NCi.t = Real GDP per capita (1985 inti. prices). in year t. 
Export.s+ llilport s . OPENt't = ,lll veal' t. 
, Nominal GDP . 
FD1i.t = Gross F<.n·eign Direct Investment. in Yr of GDP. in ~'('ar t. 
Sulfur emissions were taken from the data from the Historical Global Sulfur Emis-
sions data set of A.S.L and Associates, which includes the sulfur dioxide emissions 
from burning hard coal, brown coal, and petroleum, and sulfur emissions from 
mining and related activities for most of the countries of the world during the pe-
riod 1850-1990 (Lefohn et al., 1999). The real GDP per capita came from the Penn 
World Tables (PWT) Mark 5.6. The values are all measured in 1985 international 
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US dollars. 3 Foreign Direct Investment data were obtained from the UN Warid 
Trade Data Base discussed in Feenstra et al. (1997). We use the 1990 data, the 
la.<;t )'('ar availabl(' for 802 ('missions. OW1" a sampl(' of -1:5 OECD and non-OEC'D 
countries. 
We use two possible threshold variables: INC and OPEN. To select among 
the two variables we use heteroskedasticity-consistent Lagrange multiplier test 
for a threshold rkvdop('d b)- Hans('n (1996). As tiw thr('shold is not identified 
ullfkr tiw null h)-potlwsis of no threshold. th(' p-valu0s ar(' obtain0rl by nl('ans of 
bootstrappill?;. Using 1000 hootstrap replications. tlw p-vahl(, for th(' thr('shold 
model using INC was significant at 0.0365 for the log-linear model and marginally 
significant at 0.0980 for the log-quadratic model. This results suggest that there 
might be a sample split based on per capita income.4 No evidence of a split 
based on OPEN was found. Figure 6.14 shows the graph of the heteroskedasticity-
rolmst likelihood rat io sequ('nc(' LR~ (T) against th(' threshold in nat ural log of 
IKe. Inconw is graplwd on a natmal log scal('. TIl(' l('a~t sqllill'(, ('stimat(' of T 
is tIl(' vaitl(' that minimi,,;('s til(' curn'. which occurs at T = $1."),329. T1w !J,) o/r 
critical vaitl(, of 7.35 is also plotted (da.<;ll('d line). The ~ls.\-mptotic 95 % confidence 
sd is T* = [$1.'5, :326, $13,503]. which in tll(' graph is giw"n hy t 1w l('wls inconw 
\'v' h('l"(' tlw L R~ (T) s<'q ll(,llC(, crosses the da.<;lwd line. 
Table 6.4 presents the linear and quadratic OLS for the global sample and the 
two samples based on the spilt on INC. The OLS for the global sample shows 
an ITP of about $;3.700. in agreem('nt with pr('violls studies [or 802 emissions. 
The income turning point of the global sample is much lower than the threshold 
illcome that di \'ides the two regillws. Changes that might l)(,l1efit the environment 
occur at much higher levels of income than those implied by standard EKC mod-
els. The ITP of the global sample is much lower than the threshold income that 
3The PWT are described in Alan Heston and Robert Summers The Penn World Table 
(Mark 5): An Expanded Set of International Comparisons, 1950-1988, Quarterly Journal 
of Economics, May 1991, pp. 327~368. 
iTo compute the estimates and confidence intervals for threshold 
model, we used Hansen's program written in GAUSS available fr~m 
http://www . sse. wise. edu/('Vbhansen/progs/progs_thresho~d.html. . The versIOn 
of GAUSS used to run the progTam was the GAUSS for Wmdows verSIOn 6.0. The 
hardware lL',ed was a Dual Intel Pentium IV (Prestonia) Xeon Processors 3.06 GHz with 
HT Technology with 4 GB of RAM running on Microsoft Windows XP /2002 Professional 
(Win32 x86) 5.01.2600 (Service Pack 2). 
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c.o 
c.n 
Variable 
Constant 
LGDP 
LGDP2 
LTRADE 
LFDI 
TP 
82 
----- -- -- ----- ---~- ------.. ~----.~ - ~-. - ---
GlobalOLS Regime 1 Regime 2 
-16.991 -86.387 -28.137 -104.337 -19.001 -6774.782 
(3.0469) (16.3956) (2.9606) (14.8965) (5.5303) (2407.6255) 
-0.1765 15.8955 1.4806 20.3905 -0.2504 1373.0482 
(0.3906) (3.8462) (0.3276) (3.5594) (0.5413) (491.1188) 
-0.9192 -1.1702 -69.7848 
(0.2216) (0.2117) (25.0332) 
1.3455 1.2542 0.5694 0.6290 1.9999 2.1913 
(0.3331) (0.2628) (0.3696) (0.3013) (0.2709) (0.2830) 
-0.4550 -0.3779 -0.2503 -0.1905 -0.6350 -1.1058 
(0.1339) (0.1413) (0.1403) (0.1209) (0.2069) (0.1742) 
8.647 8.712 9.838 
(5692) (6077) (1.873e+004) 
0.891 0.762 0.366 
Table 6.4: Regression coefficients 
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Figure 6.14: Confidence interval construction for threshold 
divides the two regimes. On the other hand the impact of income on pollution 
is greater in regime 2 than in regime 1. This is illustrated in Figure 6.15 where 
the estimated quadratic relationships between income and emission for the two 
regimes are illustrated. Regime differences are also apparent from the estimated 
error variance. The estimated error variance of regime 1, the poorer countries, is 
more than twice that of regime 2, the richer countries. Panayotou (2000) after 
examining the evidence form Vincent (1997) and Carson et al. (1997a) concern-
ing the existence of a Kuznets curve within individual countries concludes that: 
"whereby rising incomes result in a more effective regulatory structure by changing 
public preferences and making resources available to regulatory agencies. States 
with low-income levels have a far greater variability in emissions per capita than 
high-income states suggesting more divergent development paths. This has the 
implication that it may be more difficult to predict emission IC'vC'is for low-incolll(, 
countries approaching the turning point." A formal test supports this hypothesis. 
The statistics for the Goldfeld-Quandt test for the null that the two variances are 
equal versus the alternative that the variance for regime 1 is higher than that of 
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rpgime 2 (Goldfdd k Quandt. 1997) is 2.:32:5 with a p-valup of 0.0.59. 
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Figure 6.15: EKC estimated curves for different regimes 
6.11 Conclusion and Further Studies 
The environmental Kuznets curve, the inverted U-shaped relationship between 
economic development and environmental quality, is an empirical "law" of envi-
ronmental economics that has been documented in many cross-country studies. 
In this chapter we found that threshold estimation is a promising technique 
that can be used to test a different class of models of the environment-economic 
system and support a conscious policy intervention. Applying this methodology 
to the environmental Kuznets curve debate, we find support for threshold models 
that lead to different reduced-form relationships between em'ironnwntal quality 
and economic activity when early stages of economic growth are contrasted with 
later stages. In agreement with the findings from Chapter 5. we find no evidence of 
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a common inverted U-shaped environment/economy relationship that all country 
follow as they grow economically. We also find that changes that might benefit 
the environment occur at much higher levels of income than those implied by 
standard models. These findings suggest that there is nothing antomatic ahont 
these changes, improvements are a consequence of the deliberate introduction of 
policies addressing environmental problems. 
Moreover, we find evidence that countries with low-income levrls haw' a far 
greater variability in emissions per capita than high-income countries. This implies 
that it may be more difficult to predict emission levels for low-illeOlll(' cotllltriC'c; 
that may be approaching a turning point. 
These findings suggest that policy maker should exercise extreme caution, par-
ticularly in developing countries as, as Arrow et al. (1995) pointed out, "policies 
that promote gross national product are not substitutes for environmental pol-
icy." Moreover, as there is evidence of more uncertainty about possible future 
development paths and the location of possible turning points, there are reason-
a.11l(' grounds for conC('1'n that pot('ntiall~' dang('rons and irreversible effects on the 
environment may occur if appropriate precautionary action is not taken. 
There are some important caveats to bear in mind. Estimated error variance 
might reflect the impact poorer quality data, omitted pollution determinants, and 
so on. 
Possible directions for further research include the following aspects. 
• Our threshold estimation has focussed only on one pollutant, sulfur dioxide 
emissions. As mention in previous sections, since it is one of the main pol-
lutants, these result should be of interest to policy makers. Also, previous 
studies clearly show that sulfur dioxide emi'>.<;;ions behave similarly to other 
local impact pollutant with serious health consequences such as nitrogen ox-
ides, and particulates. It is likely that some of this results may be applicable 
in other cases, but it would be of interest, in a further study, to apply this 
methodology to a global pollutant affecting climate change such as carbon 
dioxide. 
• Another area requiring further investigation is the choice of control vari-
ants. Ba. ... ;pd on the results in tIl(' pr('\"ious chapter. it would he beneficial 
to r('-('stimat(' til(' threshold modds using capital ahundanc(', as defined in 
Antweiler et al. (2001). Other variables that have been used in the lit-
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erature on the EKC that could be further investigated include, indu..<;trial 
composition of output (see, e.g., Grossman & Krueger, 1995), population 
density (see,e.g., Cropper & Griffiths, 1994; Selden & Song, 1994), openness 
to trade (see, e.g., Antweiler et al., 2001; Hettige et al., 1992; Grossman & 
Krueger, 1993b; Suri & Chapman, 1998), environmental regulation and con-
trol (see, e.g., Shafik, 1994a; Baldwin, 1995), democracy (see, e.g., Torras 
& J.K., 1998; Harbaugh et al., 2002), corruption (see, e.g., Lopez & Mitra, 
2000), civil and political liberties (see, e.g., Barrett & Graddy, 2000; Tor-
ras & J.K., 1998), power inequality (see, e.g., Boyce, 1994), literacy (see, 
e.g., Torras & J.K., 1998), geographical factors (see, e.g., Neumayer, 2002), 
income inequality (see, e.g., Torras & J.K., 1998; Magnani, 2000; Ravallion 
et al., 2000), and so on . 
• Extending this methodology to panel data observations would improve the 
r('liahility of t lw r('sluts h:v allO\\·ing to control for various unobserved effects 
so it would be interesting and important subject of future research. 
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The role of nonparametric methods in econometrics has increased in impor-
tance during the past several yeas. A quick search through through economic 
journal databases reveals that, though most economic application of nonparamet-
ric methods are recent, they are steadily growing in number. The choice be-
tween between traditional parametric and semiparametric/nonparametric method 
is rapidly tilting towards the latter, as computations become ever cheaper. 
TIH'ir in(TC'asC' in popularity ('all 1)(' at tributC'd in part to tlwir flexible nature 
but also to the ever growing computational power, the availability of more powerful 
graphic devices, and their implementation many in off-the-shelf software. Many 
statistical and econometrics software application offer nonpammctrir dC'u:-;ity and 
regression estimators that can be accessed with few clicks of a mouse or with a 
simple function call at a prompt. 
In this thesis emphasis was given to methods that enable the inclusion of mul-
tiple explanatory variables without suffering of the so callC'd "rursC' of dillWllSioll-
ality" that severely limits the applicability of standard neonparametric methods. 
In this thesis we have seen, through relevant economic applications, how these 
methods can be used in conjunction with parametric methods to mutually sup-
port each others findings. Once a probabilistic structure has been identified by 
nonparametric means, we can adopt, whenever appropriate and on an independent 
sample, a fully parametric approach, to reinforce the nonparametric results and to 
test relevant economic hypothesis. 
In Chapter 3 we have proposed some basic standards to improve the use and re-
porting of nonparametric methods in the statistics and economics literature for the 
purpose of accuracy and reproducibility. In particular, we made recommendations 
in five aspects of the process: computational practice, publislwd rC'porting. llU-
merical accuracy, reproducibility, and visualization. We have highlighted the fact 
that nonparametric methods are inherently computationally intensive and rely on 
a plethora of implementation details that can be built-in the software application, 
fixed as default settings, or determined by the researcher. The control available 
over these implementation details is a function of both the sophistication of the 
software and the user. More knowledgeable users and better designed software 
can give greater control over the nonparametric estimation procedure. Detailed 
control over the estimation procedure is often required to achieve more accurate 
results, for correct model selection strategy, for efficiency in computation, and to 
facilitatp r('prodnribilit:v and further l'('sC'arch. \Y(' haw also reflected on current 
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developments in the practice of computing, visualization, and open source soft-
ware, and their potential usefulness in making empirical research in economics 
using nonparametric methods more easily reproducible. 
In Chapter 4 we investigated the effect of demographic and socia-economic 
characteristics of households on income inequality in the UK. We started by esti-
mating the conditional distribution of income over a broad set of determinants. We 
then devised a method for obtaining conditional inequality measures by inverting 
the estimated conditional distribution. Our results provided a visually clear rep-
resentation of both the substantive and statistical impact of each factor on income 
inequality, keeping an others constant. 
Our approach is novel in at least four respects. First, by estimating the entire 
conditional distribution of income over a broad set of determinants, our estima-
tion procedure uncovers higher-order properties of the income distribution and 
non-linearities of its moments that cannot be captured by means of a "standard" 
parametric approach. For example, similar to the results obtained in the previ-
ous literature, we found that the shape of the age-income profiles agr('('s wit h tIl<' 
observable prediction of the life-cycle model, which assumes that resources are ac-
cumulated at a faster rate at a young age. Also, we found that income of families 
during the period of child rearing was higher than income in the retirement stage 
of the life-cycle, when economic responsibility is greatly reduced. In addition, we 
found that the age-income profiles peaked later for the wealthier households and 
appeared considerably non-linear, declining rapidly after the age of 60. Besides 
having important consequences for the policy maker as such, the asymmetry might 
also indicate the presence of different factors affecting the upward and downward 
branches of the age-income profile that have not been included in our and pre-
vious analysis. For instance, factors that determine a loss in earning capacity at 
retirement age of individuals, like deterioration of health and increasing aversion 
towards risk, could help in explaining the observed asymmetry. 
Second, by estimating the whole distribution we were able to identify where in 
the distribution of income the various determinants exerted their greatest impact. 
This detailed analysis provided further insight into the determinants of inequality, 
of great importance to researchers as well as policy makers. For example, we found 
that, in agreement with previous published results, the impact of employment sta-
tus was spread over the entire income distribution. However, in addition, we found 
that the impact on income was substantially greater for lower income families. 
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Third, we devised a method for obtaining non parametric conditional inequality 
measures by inverting the estimated conditional distribution. Our estimates indi-
cated, for example, that if average household size increased from 2 to 4, households 
in the top 90th percentile of the income distribution would move from earning 3.2 
times more then households in the 10th percentile to earning about 2.5 times more. 
This amounted to a 20 per cent fall in inequality. This increase in inequality was 
obtained after controlling for other important factors, such as the age structure, 
the presence of a retired head and young children. Previous approaches, based on 
the "standardization" of inequality series, inequality decomposition by population 
sub-groups, or nonparametric methods, have not been to identify the contribution 
of individual factors on inequality, except for very simple cases. 
Finally, our approach allowed us to establish consistency and to estimate 
asymptotic variances of the proposed inequality estimators, which W8..<; useful for 
inference purposes. It provided a visually clear representation of both the substan-
tive and statistical impact of each individual factor on income inequality, keeping 
all others constant. For instance, we found that for the UK sample, household 
size, number of young children, age of head, and employment status, have a large 
substantive and statistical impact on inequality. Factors such as years of educa-
tion, marital status, and urban versus rural households, on the other hand, did 
not significantly impact inequality. Combined with the recent trend of dedininp; 
household size in the UK, this results could help explain the trend of increasing 
income inequality observed in the past decades in the UK. 
Chapter 5 we re-examined the relationship between openness to trade and the 
environment, controlling for economic development, in order to identify the pres-
ence of multiple regimes in the cross-country pollution-economic relationship. We 
first identified the presence of multiple regimes, then we dev('lop(\d an casil:v int('r-
pretable measure, based on an original application of the Blinder-Oaxaca decom-
position, of the impact on the environment due to differences in regimes, and finally 
we applied a nonparametric recursive partitioning algorithm to endogenously iden-
tify various regimes. Our conclusions were threefold. First, we rejected the null 
hypothesis that all countries obey a common linear model. Second, we found that 
quantitatively regime differences can have a significant impact. Thirdly, by using 
regression tree analysis we found subsets of countries which appear to possess very 
different environmental/economic relationships. In particular. \\'(' fO\Uld that the 
impact of openness to foreign markets on sulfur and carbon dioxide emissions varies 
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according to the level of development, trade policies, and the productive structure 
of the economy. Our result also showed that there is substantial geographic ho-
mogeneity within each regime, giving some support to findings h.\· geographical 
factors. Our finding also highlighted the importance of democracy, corruption, 
and civil and political liberties. We found support for studies that based on the 
poor environmental performance of Soviet economies and dictatorships established 
in Latin America, Asia and Africa, have been advocating democratic reforms as a 
way to promote both economic and environmental welfare. 
In Chapter 6 investigate the existence of the so called environmental k'll:n ets 
curve (EKC), the inverted-U shaped relationship between income and pollution, 
using nonparametric regression methods. 
The flexible nature of nonparametric estimation allowed as to find evidence of 
an asymmetric behaviour of the curve before and after the turning point, consis-
tently with threshold-effect models. This finding are also consistent \\'ith a sl rand 
of previous empirical evidence concerning the existence of a Kuznets curve within 
individual countries. vYc investigated these nonparanH'tric findings further using a 
threshold estimation method. Our findings have considerable implications for the 
policy maker. Applying this methodology to the environmental Kuznets curve de-
bate, we found support for threshold models that lead to different reduced-form re-
lationships between environmental quality and economic activity when early stage..<; 
of economic growth are contrasted with later stages. We found little evidence of 
a common inverted U-shaped environment/economy relationship that all country 
follow as they grow economically. We also found evidence that changes that might 
benefit the environment occur at much higher levels of income than those implied 
by standard models. These findings suggest th~t there is nothing automatic about 
these changes, improvements are a consequence of the deliberate introduction of 
policies addressing environmental problems. 
We also found that regime differences are apparent from differences in the 
estimated error variance. The estimated error variance of the poorer countries 
regime was more than twice that of the richer countries regime. This implies that 
it may be more difficult to predict emission levels for low-income countries that 
may be approaching a turning point. This result is consistent with recent models 
of the EKC that assume that before crossing the turning point pollution in poorer 
countries may be completely unregulated. 
We found that threshold estimation is a promising technique that can be used 
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to test a different class of models of the environment-economic system and support 
a conscious policy intervention. These findings suggest that polic.,· makC'r :-;hollkl 
exercise extreme caution, particularly in developing countries, when promoting 
growth as a solution to environmental problems. As Arrow et al. (1995) pointed 
out, "policies that promote gross national product are not substitute..<; for environ-
mental policy." Moreover, as there is evidence of more uncertainty about possible 
future development paths and the location of possible turning points, there are rea-
sonahl(' grounds for concern that potcntiall~' dangerous and irreversible effects on 
the environment may occur if appropriate precautionary action is not taken. vVith 
fast-growing developing countries experiencing increasing environmental problems 
like China and India this uncertainty makes inaction a very risky strategy for the 
future of our planet. 
Based on this, necessarily short, application of nonparametric methods in eco-
nomics, we conclude that these methods are having, and will continue to have a 
considerable impact on the discipline. In particular, we have seen that the devel-
opment of semiparametric methods that overcome the "curse of dimensionality" 
problem that afflicted earlier nonparametric approaches, has ('nsHlwl that richer 
and more interesting economic problems can be usefully investigated through their 
application. 
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There are several areas in the application of non parametric methods to eco-
nomics where additional research would be valuable. For results to become more 
detailed and useful to the policy makers the choice of models and variables can 
be extended. For policies to be reliable, improvement in the methodology, and 
further testing of the models and hypothesis using independent data is needed. 
Income inequality is an important field where nonparametric methods have 
emerged and established themselves as a tool to advance the discipline. We have 
seen how applying nonparametric techniques can provide further insight into the 
determinants of inequality, that of great importance to researchers and policy 
makers alike. 
To strengthen our results, an important aspect to address are potentially en-
dogenous regressors. The estimation method assumes that regressors are exoge-
nous. This can be certainly argued for age and possibly education. However, 
household income is an important determinant of the decision to have children, 
household formation, marriage, household dissolution, retirement to some extent, 
and so on. Some other econometric approach, such as instrumental variables, could 
be explored to obtain improved estimates. 
There are several interesting hypothesis that have emerged from this study 
such as the possible effect of liquidity constraints on education and tIl(' p():-;:-;ibilit,· 
that the impact of worsening health condition or and changing attitudes toward 
risk. It would be interesting to formally test these hypotheses on an independent 
sample. 
Another aspect for further research concerns the methodology. It would be 
useful to compare our method with other alternative approaches, such as the non-
linear quantile regression. Also, it would be useful to extend the approach we used 
to explore inequality to make use of the panel nature of the data. Though prelim-
inary analysis did not show any significant change in the result:-;. a panel approach 
would allO\\' to track hOllse'hokls over time' and to modd age' and cohort effects. 
Ignoring cohort effects produces age-income profiles that could 1)(' bia:;e<i. ap;c'-
income profiles can vary across cohorts, particularly for cohort:-; t hat an' rti:-;t allt 
in time. 
More research directions on the relationship between the environment and eco-
nomic growth based on our study have also emerged. We investigates the existence 
of the so called environmental kuznets (EKC) curve using nonparametric and semi-
parametric regression methods. The EKC features two variables of considerable 
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interests to economists and policy makers, namely an indicator of environmental 
quality and the level of per capita income. 
One area of improvement concerns the dependent variables used. The Blinder-
Oaxaca decomposition and the threshold estimation method both focused only on 
one pollutant, namely sulfur dioxide emissions. AB it is one of the main pollutants, 
these result should be of interest to policy makers. Also, previous studies clearly 
show that sulfur dioxide emissions behave similarly to other local impact pollutant 
with serious health consequences such as nitrogen oxides, and particulates. It is 
likely that some of this results may be applicable in other cases. It would be 
interesting, in a further study, to apply this methodology to a global pollutant 
affecting climate change such as carbon dioxide and to other loral pollutants to 
assess the robustness of our results. 
The choice of regressors is also an area warranting further investigation. It 
became apparent during our analysis that the choice of variables can seriously 
affect results. This has also been established in recent publishC'd \york. Hn' in-
stance, the variable used in this study for capital intensity behaves anomalously, 
a.'l for rirher roulltrie's \ve found that mon' rapital intensity significantly reduces 
emissions, which contrasts with previously published findings. In fact, it is often 
assumed that capital intensity directly translates into pollution-intensity. This 
seems to be too simplistic. There appears to be the need to control for the level 
of "dirtiness" of an industry to improve our analysis. This variable we used wa..<; 
found to be highly correlated with income. Also, in order to improve the compa-
rability of this study with others, it would be beneficial to [('-estimate' the model-; 
using capital abundance adjusted for differences in worker's productivity. Other 
variables that have been used in the literature on the EKe that could be further 
investigated include, industrial composition of output, population density, environ-
mental regulation and control, democracy, corruption, civil and political liberties, 
power inequality, literacy, geographical factors, and income inequality. 
For robust policy recommendations. the methodolo~y used ran also be refined 
further. A more thorough investigation on the sensitivity to our results to im-
piC'ulC'nta.tion details \vould greati.\' inrrea.'le' the value' of our findings. Alternative 
threshold methods that have recently appeared in the literature can also be con-
sidered. 
In the reporting of nonparametric results, possible directions for further re-
search include extending the benchmark from the univariate density estimator 
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to other multivariate and regression settings. To benefit other researchers, the 
best way to report the benchmarks is to have them available via the \veb. An 
obvious choice seem to make them available through the Stanford site, "Econo-
metric Benchmarks," 1 maintained by Clint Cummins. "Econometric Benchmarks" 
makes some standard benchmark datasets and models for testing the accuracy of 
econometrics application software available for download. So far benchmarks are 
available for basic statistics, linear and nonlinear regression, simultaneous equa-
tions, time series, qualitative dependent variables, panel data models, and random 
number generation. After having constructed the benchmarks, the next step is 
to test popular statistics and econometric packages that support some of these 
methods and to disseminate reports on how close they come to the benchmarks. 
1 Ac('('ssibk at. http://www . stanford. edu/rvclint/bench/. 
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APPENDIX A. PERL CODE FOR LRE ROUTINE 
} 
elsif ( $cert == $est ) { 
return $nosd; 
} 
elsif ( abs( $est / $cert ) > 2 I I abs( $est / $cert ) < 1 / 2 ) { 
return 0; 
} 
else { 
} 
( -log10( re( $est, $cert ) ) < $nosd ) 
? return -log10( re( $est, $cert ) ) 
: return $nosd; 
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APPENDIX B. OLD FAITHFUL GEYSER DATA 
i Xi ~ Xi ~ X i XI I 
61 2.233 62 4.500 63 1.750 64 4.800 
65 1.817 66 4.400 67 4.167 68 4.700 
69 2.067 70 4.700 71 4.033 72 1.967 
73 4.500 74 4.000 75 1.983 76 5.067 
77 2.017 78 4.567 79 3.883 80 3.600 
81 4.133 82 4.333 83 4.100 84 2.633 
85 4.067 86 4.933 87 3.950 88 4.517 
89 2.167 90 4.000 91 2.200 92 4.333 
93 1.867 94 4.817 95 1.833 96 4.300 
97 4.667 98 3.750 99 1.867 100 4.900 
101 2.483 102 4.367 103 2.100 104 4.500 
105 4.050 106 1.867 107 4.700 108 1.783 
109 4.850 110 3.683 111 4.733 112 2.300 
113 4.900 114 4.417 115 1.700 116 4.633 
117 2.317 118 4.600 119 1.817. 120 4.417 
121 2.617 122 4.067 123 4.250 124 1.967 
125 4.600 126 3.767 127 1.917 128 4.500 
129 2.267 130 4.650 131 1.867 132 4.167 
133 2.800 134 4.333 135 1.833 136 4.383 
137 1.883 138 4.933 139 2.033 140 3.733 
141 4.233 142 2.233 143 4.533 144 4.817 
145 4.333 146 1.983 147 4.633 148 2.017 
149 5.100 150 1.800 151 5.033 152 4.000 
153 2.400 154 4.600 155 3.567 156 4.000 
157 4.500 158 4.083 159 1.800 160 3.967 
161 2.200 162 4.150 163 2.000 164 3.833 
165 3.500 166 4.583 167 2.367 168 5.000 
169 1.933 170 4.617 171 1.917 172 2.083 
173 4.583 174 3.333 175 4.167 176 4.333 
177 4.500 178 2.417 179 4.000 180 4.167 
181 1.883 182 4.583 183 4.250 184 3.767 
Continued on next page 
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~ Xi ~ Xi ~ X ~ X, I 
185 2.033 186 4.433 187 4.083 188 1.833 
189 4.417 190 2.183 191 4.800 192 1.833 
193 4.800 194 4.100 195 3.966 196 4.233 
197 3.500 198 4.366 199 2.250 200 4.667 
201 2.100 202 4.350 203 4.133 204 1.867 
205 4.600 206 1.783 207 4.367 208 3.850 
209 1.933 210 4.500 211 2.383 212 4.700 
213 1.867 214 3.833 215 3.417 216 4.233 
217 2.400 218 4.800 219 2.000 220 4.150 
221 1.867 222 4.267 223 1.750 224 4.483 
225 4.000 226 4.117 227 4.083 228 4.267 
229 3.917 230 4.550 231 4.083 232 2.417 
233 4.183 234 2.217 235 4.450 236 1.883 
237 1.850 238 4.283 239 3.950 240 2.333 
241 4.150 242 2.350 243 4.933 244 2.900 
245 4.583 246 3.833 247 2.083 248 4.367 
249 2.133 250 4.350 251 2.200 252 4.450 
253 3.567 254 4.500 255 4.150 256 3.817 
257 3.917 258 4.450 259 2.000 260 4.283 
261 4.767 262 4.533 263 1.850 264 4.250 
265 1.983 266 2.250 267 4.750 268 4.117 
269 2.150 270 4.417 271 1.817 272 4.467 
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APPENDIX D. PARAMETRIC QUANTILE REGRESSION APPROACH 
In this section we use a parametric approach to estimate conditional measures 
of inequality following an analogous approach to the one developed in This chapter. 
We use the parametric quantile regression method of Koenker & Bassett (1978) to 
directly estimate the conditional quantiles. Parametric versions corresponding to 
our conditional measures of income inequality are then derived from the parametric 
conditional quantiles. 
Quantile regression has emerged as an influential tool of empirical ('collomics ill 
recent years. For a recent series of applications of quantile regression in economics 
see, e.g., Koenker & Hallock (2001) and Fitzenberger et al. (2002). 
To estimate the conditional quantiles we used GNU R's implementation of 
the Barrodale & Roberts (1973) algorithm for least absolute deviation regression 
extended to linear quantile regressions as described in Koenker & d'Orey (1987, 
1994). This particular algorithm can handle problems involving up to several 
thousand ohs(,l"vatiolls. It also impknwnt s a SdWllW for computing confidence 
intervals for the estimated parameters, based on inversion of a rank test described 
in Koenker (1994). 1 
Figure D.1, shows the estimated quantiles of log income conditional on age of 
household head, household size, years of education of the households head, number 
of young children, employment status of the head, and on the marital status of 
the households head, obtained with the parametric regression quantile approach. 
Tlws(' C'stimatcs arC' lL'-iC'd to dC'riv('. togC'tlwr with asymptotic confidence intervals, 
parametric equivalents to our conditional inequality measures shown in Figures D.2 
and D.3 on page 240 and page 241, respectively. 
We can see that the overall trend of the parametric conditional deciles is almost 
identical to the corresponding nonparametric quantile estimates presented in Fig-
urC' -1.G on pagC' 119 of This thC'sis. In particular. age-income' profiles have both 
an inverted-U shape, the number of young children-income profiles are negatively 
sloped, household size-income profile are relatively flat and both with increas-
ing and decreasing deciles, and education-income, employment status-income, and 
marital status-income profiles are all increasing. This finding is reassuring and 
provided support reinforces our findings. 
1 We lL.'led R release 2.3.0, the standard Win32 release available at the time of writing the 
chapter, together with the routines to obtain quantile regression coefficients and standard 
errors provided by the quantreg R package, version 4.08 developed by Roger Koenker. 
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Fi.gllr~ D.1: Estimated parametric regression deciles of the conditional dis-
trIbutIOn function of log income 
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The results for the derived conditional inequality measure.."l are less clear. Fig-
ure D.2 and D.3 display the estimated inequality profiles. There seems to be a 
similar trend for the Conditional Relative InterQuartile Range (CRIQR) measures 
of inequality, looking at the center of the distribution, of the nonparametric ap-
proach with the the Conditional Decile Dispersion Ratio (CDDR) measures of 
inequality, focusing on the tails, of the parametric approach. In particular, the 
parametric conditional measures show that older household heads, larger house-
hold sizes, more years of education, and being married, have all a negative impact 
on inequality for the center of the income distribution, having more young children 
has a slightly positive impact. This findings agree with the results from the non-
parametric conditional d('ciks. Only tll(' result [or t 11<' (,lllployment status differ 
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lllarkedl~· (,1.S it appears to he hot h ('con(Hnicall~' and s( at ist ically non significant 
for the parametric case. Though a more careful analysis would be required to 
support this argument more convincingly. these' prdiminary findings seem to sug-
gest that the parametric approach based on least absolute deviations might be too 
sensitive to influential observations, so that smaller local changes ;-1,1"(' swamped h.\· 
"non-local" effects. 
As results differ quite substantially, it is reasonable to conclude that the para-
metric specification would require difficult ad-hoc assumptions to match the non-
parametric results, but further analysis is required to support this view. The para-
metric approach can be more efficient assuming that the underl~·illg maintaill('d 
model assumptions hold, but can be potentially misleading otherwise. A recent 
study comparing parametric and nonparametric quantile regression methods using 
a Monte Carlo approach by Min & Kim (2004), found some evidence of superiority 
of the nonparametric quantile regression approach particularly when the under-
lying model is nonlinear or the error terms are not normally distributed. Based 
on the above considerations, it would seem more appropriate to use a nonlinear 
quantile regression approach (see, e.g., Busovaca, 1985, and references therein) in 
this case for a more fruitful comparison. This is an interesting investigation worthy 
of further research. 
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Figure D .3: Parametric based conditional measures of income inequality on 
number of children, employment and marital status, keeping all other deter-
minants fixed at their respective mean values 
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APPENDIX E. LOGIT PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
Figure E.1 plots til(' estimated parameters 73s [or the (J = 25) chosen evalua-
tion points. The dotted lines represent the confidence bands (±l.9Gxstandard errors) 
calculated for each evaluation point. 
In general, if the sign of the estimated coefficient is negatiV<' (positin') and its 
value is significantly different from zero, it means that an increa:se in tIl(' \"ariable 
shifts the distribution to the right (left). 
Thus, as expected, an increase in education and in the percentage of being 
employed determines a shift of the distribution to the right. Also, this means that 
it will be less probable for the individual to fall below the vertical line highlighted 
in the pictures. Other variables, whose increase determines a shift to the right in 
the distribution are the family size and the fact of being married. 
Conversely, the only variable whose increase causes a shift to the left of the 
distribution of income is the number of people in the household with less than 16 
years of age. 
For gender, retired and urban/rural indicator a different pattern is observed. 
The sign of the estimated coefficients change from negative to positive and the 
values are frequently not statistically different from zero. This implies that the 
distribution of income shrinks as the value of those variables increases. 
Finally, age starts from a negative value, then sharply turns positive and starts 
decreasing again. tnrning negative and also losing st at istical significance. The re-
sult in the conditional distribution of an increase of age is an increase in the spread 
of the distribution (especially in the tails) and a shift to the left of the centered 
60% of the probability mass (comprised between the 20% and 80% quantiles). 
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Figure E.l: Logit coefficient estimates 
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APPENDIX F. COUNTRIES INCLUDED IN THE DATASET 
Table F.l: Country Codes 
1 ALGERIA 95 JAPAN 
14 EGYPT 97 KOREA, 
18 GHANA 98 KUWAIT 
22 KENYA 100 1'1 ALAYSIA 
25 MADAGASCAR 102 :tvIY AN:tv1AR 
30 MOROCCO 106 PHILIPPINES 
31 MOZAMBIQUE 108 SAUDI ARABIA 
32 NAMIBIA 109 SINGAPORE 
34 NIGERIA 110 SRI LANKA 
41 SAFRICA 111 SYRIA 
44 TANZANIA 112 TAIWAN 
46 TUNISIA 113 THAILAND 
48 ZAIRE 116 AUSTRIA 
49 ZAMBIA 117 BELGIUM 
50 ZIMBABWE 119 CYPRUS 
52 BARBADOS 120 CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
54 CANADA 121 DENMARK 
60 GUATEMALA 122 FINLAND 
62 HONDURAS 123 FRANCE 
64 MEXICO 125 WGERMANY 
65 NICARAGUA 126 GREECE 
71 TRINIDAD&TOBAGO 129 IRELAND 
72 U.S.A. 130 ITALY 
73 ARGENTINA 131 LUXEMBOURG 
74 BOLIVIA 133 NETHERLANDS 
75 BRAZIL 134 NORWAY 
76 CHILE 136 PORTUGAL 
77 COLOMBIA 137 ROMANIA 
81 PERU 138 SPAIN 
83 URUGUAY 139 SWEDEN 
84 VENEZUELA 140 SWITZERLAND 
88 CHINA 141 TURKEY 
89 HONG KONG 142 U.K. 
90 INDIA 143 USSR 
91 INDONESIA 144 YUGOSLAVIA 
92 IRAN 145 AUSTRALIA 
94 ISRAEL 147 NZ 
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